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When oft upon my couch I lie

In vacant or in pensive mood,

They flash upon that inward eye

Which is the bliss of solitude.

And then my heart with pleasure fills

And runs with the Joggers over the Mt Kembla hills.

With due apologies to William Wordsworth
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Foreword
Bill Williamson

T
his account of the history of the Kembla Joggers has been

compiled by five authors in four parts. For a variety of

reasons there may be a slight overlap in some sections. This does

not detract from the authenticity of the history, but adds to it,

enabling the reader to see the events from a different viewpoint.

The formative years are covered by me 1972-78 and should

make the reader aware there was no initial intent to form a club.

This formal aspect occurred when Eric and Hazel Brown entered

the scene and started to organise pointscore events at West Dapto.

Then, due to events described by Barry Armstrong, we really

moved into an organised format and, finally, Neil Barnett brings

us up to date in the last section.

Kembla Joggers have been fortunate to have people such as my

co-authors, both to write this history, but more so for the

unstinting effort they have given over the years to enable Kembla

Joggers to be the great club it is today.

If after reading this account you feel inspired to contribute to

the next 25 years, I am sure you will be more than welcome at our

AGM where positions covering a broad spectrum of activities are

up for grabs.



It gives me great pleasure to welcome everyone, whether a

current or past member of the club, to this years festivities

which celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Kembla Joggers.

There is no doubt that the Kembla Joggers has grown well beyond

what the original founders of the club envisaged back in the 70’s

when they started training groups and racing events around the

mountain. The humble beginnings of the club were set in motion

by none other than Bill Williamson and his troika, Terry

Braddock, Col Tinsley and John Zamuner. We are extremely

grateful for their initiatives and especially Bill’s continuing

efforts to build the foundations of our great club.

The club quickly grew during the running boom of the late 70’s

and early 80’s to the point where a decision was made to

incorporate the club and introduce a more formalised approach,

including our now very successful Winter Road Racing Series.

Since then the Kembla Joggers has never looked back. The hard

yards have been made by many dedicated and unselfish

individuals whose prime objective was to make the club a runners

club with a difference. A club whose main feature are the very

people who roll up each week. There are so many people who

could be thanked here for their efforts that I would probably risk

missing someone. I’m sure you know who these wonderful

people are, they turn up rain, hail or shine to almost every event,

and their only concern is that everyone has enjoyed their run.

Hundreds of runners have been introduced to our great pastime

and sport through the Kembla Joggers over the years. Many of

these are now hooked for life. The reason for this is that the

Kembla Joggers is quite different from other sporting clubs in that

we provide something for everyone. At the KJs no-one seems to

care if you’re young or old, male or female or fast or slow. And

that’s the way we plan to keep it.

Celebrating 25 years of being is very special because it proves

that you have been successful in what you set out to achieve and

that you have enduring qualities, likely to mean that you will still

be around in another 25 years time. I am sure we will be. But will

we be different? Of course we will. With any luck we’re likely to

be even better. One thing is certain though, the club’s special

character which evolved in the early days will remain an

everlasting quality.

It has been a great honour to have served the club as President

since 1992 and an even greater one to have served again during

our 25th Anniversary year. I hope you enjoy this magazine given

the time and effort put into it by a number of hard working KJs.

Hopefully after reading it you will have a greater knowledge of

the Kembla Joggers and why it is such a special club to be part of.

Yours in running,

Neil Barnett

KJ President

Introduction
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Kembla Joggers Office Bearers

Kembla Joggers Committee 1998
Back (left to right) Neil Barnett, Gary Howard, Tim Crinnion, John Gullick, Peter Issa, Eric Brown, David Higgins, Ray Wales.

Front (left to right) Jim Hennessy, Robyn Henry, Paula Crinnion, Hazel Brown, Rafael Moriana, Jenny Comer.
Absent: Ron Perry, Pasco Coppolaro, Hans Lambert, Mark Everton.

Year President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer Race Organiser Handicapper

1984 Eric Brown Bill Williamson

1985 Eric Brown Bill Williamson

1986 Eric Brown Bill Williamson

1987 Barry Armstrong Karen Blake Dennis Drabble Eric Brown Jim Hennessy

1988 Barry Armstrong Nicky Cropp Dennis Drabble Eric Brown Bill Williamson

1989 Eric Brown Barry Armstrong Dennis Drabble Eric Brown Bill Williamson

1990 Dennis Drabble Barry Armstrong Jim Hennessy Paula Ryan Bill Williamson

1991 Dennis Drabble Barry Armstrong Christine Hall Paula Ryan Mark Everton

1992 Neil Barnett Ron Perry Barry Armstrong Jeff Dunning Ray Wales Mark Everton

1993 Neil Barnett Ron Perry Ray Wales Jeff Dunning Steve Bailey Mark Everton

1994 Neil Barnett Ron Perry Ray Wales Jeff Dunning Steve Bailey Neil Barnett

1995 Neil Barnett Ron Perry Karl Stamp Jeff Dunning Gary Howard Neil Barnett

1996 Neil Barnett John Gullick Karl Stamp Ron Perry Jeff Dunning Gary Howard

1997 Neil Barnett Paula Crinnion John Gullick Ron Perry Ray Wales Gary Howard

1998 Neil Barnett Paula Crinnion John Gullick Ron Perry Ray Wales Gary Howard

NB: The first official Kembla Joggers committee was formed in 1987 after the club became an incorporated association.



Award Winners
Year Pointscore Elite Pointscore Most Meritorious Athletes Athlete Club Person Junior

(Golden Boots) of the Year Pointscore

1987 Ray Good Roberto Rojas David Pomery

1988 Peter Asher Simon Suters Bob Bartle Barry Armstrong

1989 Neil Barnett Mark Everton Mark Everton Hilary Winchester

1990 Paula Ryan Tony Hamilton Tania Conner Barry Armstrong

1991 Tony Hamilton Anneli Laajoki Mark Everton Mark Everton

1992 Neil Barnett Kerryn McCann Greg Learmonth Kevin O’Connell

1993 Jim Hennessy Kerryn McCann Peter Trad Steve Bailey

1994 Peter Patterson Kerryn McCann Garth Hennessy Robyn Henry Ian Gregory
& Chris Stocker

1995 Pasco Coppolaro Chris Stocker Chris Stocker Gary Howard David Gregory

1996 Pasco Coppolaro Andrew Krajewski Chris Stocker Neil Barnett David Gregory

1997 Kevin Raines Ben Dubois & Gary Howard Kevin O’Connell Gary Howard Brendan Cato
Paula Crinnion

Kembla Joggers Honours Roll
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1997 Point score winner & former Australian Rep, Kevin Raines. Pasco Coppolaro, the man with all the numbers and the only
member to win the Pointscore 2 years running.



History in the making – the very first field in a Kembla Joggers event, the 4 x 800m relay, Beaton Park 19/1/1973
including four KJ founders Bill Williamson, Colin Tinsley, Terry Braddock and John Zamuner.

It was May 1972 and I was on board SS Brittanis en route from

Belfast to Sydney to start a new life with my family. All

thoughts and enthusiasm for running were furthest from my mind

as I baked in 42 degree heat. Little did I know that several events

would occur which would rekindle my enthusiasm and, together

with Terry Braddock, Col Tinsley and John Zamuner, we would be

the catalyst for the formation of Kembla Joggers, which, after 25

years has become one of the largest running clubs in Australia.

The first event occurred while I baked in the sun on the

Brittanis: I heard the unmistakable sound of jogging feet which

caused me to look incredulously at two joggers who lapped one of

the decks to the amusement of everyone on board. I had never

experienced such heat never mind seen people jog in it. This event

in itself did not inspire me to join them but several others did over

the remaining days of the voyage and by then I was mildly

interested. The ship docked at Sydney on June 6th and I bought a

Sun-Herald newspaper which spoke of a run to be called the City

To Surf which was to be held in early August. I had no aspirations

for running in it but what caught my attention was that Derek

Clayton (world marathon record holder 2.08) was the favourite.

As I had raced against Derek in Belfast, my pulse quickened as I

read about him.

Unable to get a job in Sydney, I turned my attention to

Wollongong and as I drove along Pioneer Rd, who should I see but

Dave Power (former Olympian and Empire Games gold medalist)

running with Laurie Wells who later became my training partner.

Incidentally, I had competed against Dave in Belfast in 1958 in a

3 mile event, when he set a new Northern Ireland track record of

13.58 prior to going to Cardiff in Wales to win 2 gold medals in

the 6 miles and marathon.

The sparks of enthusiasm were spluttering by this time but one

last event occurred which thrust me back into training seriously.

After being employed as a draughtsman by Australian Iron &

Steel I started work in the Chief Electrical Engineers Department

(C.E.E.D.). A couple of weeks passed before I heard an engineer,

Lou Buzai, boast that he could run 5 mile in 25 mins.

As he and others talked of the relative merits of this, I in my

tactful way told him that I knew of no part of Wollongong that was

5 mile downhill. He was still adamant that he was quite able to run

this time. To prove a point, despite being unfit, I challenged him

and 3 others to a relay and I would run the total distance.

Unfortunately they reduced the distance each would run to 800

metres making me run 2 mile and they also requested a start for

each man of 20 seconds. This was the inauguration of the present

day handicap system operating in KJs To cut a long story short a

further 3 teams signed up to see the slaughter and all the office

members went over to Beaton Park to witness it on 19/1/73.

Despite being completely unfit I pulled back some of the 1 min 20

sec. start but I was never in it. This provoked me into demanding

a rematch later on 23/2/73, which I acquitted myself better beating

two teams.

The Years 1973-1978
Recollections by Bill Williamson
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The big dividend which came from this was that I was now

running every day and John Zamuner, Terry Braddock and Col

Tinsley had now joined me in training together a couple of nights

a week. Terry previously had mapped out courses around Mt

Kembla and he suggested running 4 miles from the scramble track

on what is now the Hang Over Handicap course.

As the other 3 were unfit and inexperienced it was some time

before 30 mins was broken but eventually Col got down to 24

mins and Terry to 25 mins but unfortunately John did not continue

too long due to injuries. 

Due to their continued improvement, Terry suggested we have

a crack at the 7.1 mile out to “The Green Shed”. This we

accomplished running 2 abreast, with two of us carrying torches

to guide us in the darkness. Our enthusiasm knew no bounds as

we then decided we would go for the big one round the 9 mile as

it is known. All finished and as we all worked in the same office

there was much talk of our feats. This rubbed off on several

others, notables being: Alan Thomas, brother of World Vet Mary

Thomas, Kevin Locke, father of Steven Locke, one of our current

top athletes, and Terry Brown, designer of the K.J. logo.

Due to this interest and to apply a name to our group, Terry

suggested the name Kembla Joggers, which no one opposed.

Early in 1973 I was running at Stuart Park oval 3 nights a week

when another accomplished runner appeared who I later learned

was Ken Baxter, a sub 2.30 marathon and sub 30 min 10km

runner and apparently the 3rd best in NSW at the time. As

Wollongong at that time had few senior runners competing, Ken

came down to Stuart Park when he heard that another newcomer

had arrived in Wollongong. After a “donnybrook” of a session

round the oval Ken invited me to run from his home at Araluen

Ave Mt Kembla. (Incidentally at that first meeting with Ken,

other runners who ran and encouraged me were Terry Nay and

Kevin Johnston. Kevin is the father of Bill who later became a

KJ)

The run with Ken started from Araluen Ave, with Dave Power

and a Swedish runner. Dave prior to starting asked me if I had

been over the hills before. I, in all innocence said no but I had

experienced hills in Belfast. Well, by the time we had hit the old

bus shelter at Windy Gully, the Scandinavian had dropped and I

was struggling and continued struggling till the top of the “Big

Hill” but had sufficient left to try to pass Ken and Dave on the

downhill to the orchards. This pattern was repeated until we

returned to Araluen Ave. So my baptism of the 9 miler was not too

successful.

Early in 1973 while I was running around North Wollongong, I

happened to meet Tony Strang who told me of Southern Flame’s

intention to hold a fun run from Bulli to Stuart Park. I couldn’t

wait to get to work on the following day to let the others know of

this. Training for the big event started immediately such was the

enthusiasm and the major consensus was that despite some of us

training at Mt Kembla, others weren’t and that we should run

under the name Stuart Park Joggers. We were successful in

winning the athletic team prize in the Mercury Fun Run (major

sponsor), the team being John Zamuner, Alan Thomas, G.Feely,

L.Rollick, I.Hillier, M.Locke and Bill Williamson. Following this

on 5/10/73 we staged a 4.5 mile cross country at Stuart Park, this

being Kembla Joggers first full race (see separate results ).

Immediately after the Mercury Fun Run I met Laurie Wells who

went on to become the first Kembla Jogger to represent NSW in the

Australian Marathon Championship twice in open competition. He

also later became NSW veteran marathon champion with a time of

2.33. However, his career was cut short while running at West

Dapto when he was hit by a truck, having both arms broken in the

process. Laurie had hopes of forming a stable of marathon runners

to represent our region as the running boom was gaining

momentum. His interest in such a stable began when Laurie,

myself, Brian Mannix, Peter Ryan and Jack Laajoki ran a few times

on Saturday mornings around Kembla. Due to work commitments,

the group fragmented but all maintained their running schedules,

with Brian Mannix still running today (see later).

During 1973 Dr Kenneth Cooper published a book on aerobic

fitness and advised how to draw up a chart, the basics being that

a certain number of points be allocated

to participants for the activity and

duration they engaged in. This

encompassed a wide spectrum of

sports from golf to cross country

skiing. The more vigorous and

exhausting the sport was, the more

points were accumulated. I started one

of these charts as an incentive to get

the blokes in CEED running and it was

a resounding success, despite one

person only getting 1/4 point for a

round of golf, against another person

getting 10 points for an 8 minute mile.

As a further incentive we decided to

hold our own Olympics which we

staged at Beaton Park. Standard events

which  were  held  were  100m,  200m, 

The village where it all started (Mt Kembla Pub).
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long jump etc. However, we did hold a throwing event “throwing

the wellie boot”, in which we unearthed a world class talent who

in his first throw just failed by one foot to break the existing world

record. This competitor, known as the “Emu” because of his

running action, didn’t confine his talents to the one event,

however, as he demonstrated a rare running ability when he

finished second in the two mile event. A one mile walk was

extremely popular despite a downpour of rain which made a

colourful event as competitors lapped Beaton Park under the

shelter of golf umbrellas. As the Olympics were not nationalistic

but tended to a “Victor Ludorum” approach, it was essential to

accumulate points. Each person competed in as many events as

possible. This ensured large fields in nearly all events but left a lot

of exhausted participants due to the short recovery periods, the

eventual overall winner being Gerry Feely.

In 1974 a fun run was held from Sublime Point to Coledale and

was known as the Bush To Bay. Ken Baxter asked me to make up

a team together with Dave Power and Bob Talay (Australian

marathon rep and owner of the first running shop in Sydney). We

finished 1,2,3,5 and you can imagine my astonishment when the

winning team was announced as the Coledale Joggers. After

informing the timekeeper of our finishing positions he said we

might have a case and announced 15 minutes later that there had

been a mistake and the winners were the Albion Park Boxers! After

much discussion he again went back to the result sheets and finally

announced that we had won. Incidentally, we called ourselves the

Cosmopolitans, even though Dave, Ken and myself were KJs. Bob

came from Sydney and didn’t regularly train at Kembla.

Fun runs came thick and fast over the next four years as the

running boom exploded. KJs contested all the local runs, City To

Surf and some interstate runs. KJ teams had great success and

were more often than not medallists. No teams were actually

selected for the runs but rather 3-4 runners would just decide to

contest a selected race and form a team.

One of these races was a 5 hour relay at Stuart Park over a

600m circuit. Five teams entered with Southern Flame’s team

looking home and hosed with Bill Raimond, Roberto Rojas, Scott

Burdett, Ian Johnston, Jack Laajoki and Kevin Raines in the team.

Incidentally, all of these runners were, or became, Kembla

Joggers. Jim Hennessy organised our team as I was doing

extensions to my home. However, I told Jim if there was any

trouble in making a team to give me a ring. Each runner had to

run no more than one hour, nor less than 15 minutes. After 2

hours, Jim rang me to ask if I would come down. I went to Stuart

Park fearing the worst..that we were being walloped. Imagine my

surprise when I learned that we were 2 laps in the lead. I asked

Jim to put Terry Braddock and Col Tinsley on next to run 15

minutes each, the intention being that if we got another lap lead

we would be virtually unassailable. Sure enough, Col and Terry

obliged and then young Ross Burrell went off against Bill

Raimond and increased the lead even more. When Jim took the

baton, wild horses couldn’t hold him and he added a further lap.

This to my mind was the high point of the formative years of

Kembla Joggers. It revealed to me the team spirit which KJs seem

to have when running against the big odds. Our team was Jim

Hennessy, Terry Braddock, Col Tinsley, Bill Johnston, Jim

Pendergast, Ross Burrell, Gary Bell, Dave Schroder, Paul

Dignam and Bill Williamson.

Due to the increasing membership, I thought it might be a good

idea to start a magazine/newsletter. I asked for contributions on

any aspect of running but received only two....the contributors

being Brian Mannix and Col Tinsley. Col’s article on PBs has

been reproduced several times and is included elsewhere in this

magazine. (More on Brian Mannix later in this history).

Subsequently, I shelved the idea of a newsletter until later when

Paul Dignam indicated he would like to take over. He had similar

results as me despite trying to amalgamate his literacy skills with

running and a PLAYBOY magazine format! The formation and

publishing of the present day “FOX” will be covered by one of

my co-authors. Incidentally, it is worth noting that our title of

“THE FOX” was the name given to our most illustrious runner

Dave Power.

BHP and Kembla Joggers
In 1974, due to the success we were having in open fun runs, I

wrote a letter to A.I.S General Manager asking for sponsorship.

All I requested were 4 T-shirts with the BHP and KJ logo on front

and back. I received a negative one line reply.

Then when the sport’s ground on the corner of Five Islands

Road and Springhill Road was on the drawing board, I asked if it

would be possible to have a bitumen or cinder path for the

perimeter. I am still waiting for a reply.

In both cases, I was advised by the editor of Kembla News

(BHP Newsletter) that I could expect an encouraging reply. In

retrospect, it appears that, as always, athletics is the poor relation

of sport in this area.

Dave Power wins the 6 mile event at Cardiff Empire Games 1958.
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Terry Braddock

I would say that anyone who hasn’t

heard of Terry Braddock or some of

his exploits cannot have been running

with Kembla Joggers for too long.

Terry, an electronics engineer by

profession, who originally worked in

the Chief Electrical Engineer’s Dept

(CEED) is renowned for his

eccentricity. Some have even called

him the mad inventor, but the main

reason for his notoriety can surely be attributed to his dressing

gown or shave coat, which he unfailingly wore to his training

runs. Driving, until recently, a small Honda ZOT or as some said

“a refrigerator with wheels”, he could be heard coming up the hill

at the Scramble Track well before he could be seen. It was

pointless asking him to run anything other than the “9” as Terry

had a fixation for it and unfailingly ran it twice a week. Some

have estimated his

circumnavigations of the 9 as being

in the region of 2500 times! He

once, rather than miss a run, ran in

his Y fronts after forgetting his

shorts. It was Terry who encouraged

John and myself to run the 7 miler

using torches in 1973!

But don’t be deceived. Despite

only training twice a week he broke

60 minutes for the 9 miler and also

ran a 5 minute mile. He also figured

on some KJ teams, winning the

Ironworker’s Trophy in the College

to Coast. Other races he contested

were 4’s and 9’s at Mt Kembla but I

suspect he is building up for the big

one....the race around the 9, later

this year, to be called “The Terry Braddock 9”.

Terry had an insatiable appetite for frightening people on the

course by making weird noises while hiding in the bush, but the

run he is best remembered for is the Epic 9 when he passed Dave

Power around his favourite course. This type of escapade was not

confined to just this run as Terry used to put in 3 hard efforts in

any one run and tried to burn off well performed runners.The

better the runner the more enjoyment to Terry. Unfortunately, he

has an aversion to racing and it is unlikely we will ever again see

Terry as we remember him with his ungainly high arm action,

leaving someone in his wake. If you would like to run with Terry

you can meet him on Wednesdays at 4.30pm at Windy Gully, Mt

Kembla where the telephone booth used to be, or Saturdays at

3.00pm at the Cattle Grid.

Col Tinsley

Col was probably the most

proficient of my three co-founder

members. Although he only trained a

maximum 3 days a week, he achieved

a time of 55 minutes round the 9.

Other times of his were:

Mt Kembla 4 miler ...25.00

6 miles.......................33.35

1 hour run..10 miles 100yards

1 mile track ...............4.52

College to Coast........35.00

I often wondered if he ever got serious about running what he

would have achieved. He figured as an automatic choice on KJ

teams in the early days. Col still runs at Lysaghts Oval once every

fortnight at 4.30pm (he no longer lives in Wollongong but travels

up from Vincentia).

John Zamuner

In the first runs we had, John was head and shoulders above the

other two founder members and with only a few weeks running

ran the City To Surf in 62 minutes (via King’s Cross). He was also

the first KJ home when we won the first Mercury Fun Run from

Bulli to Stuart Park.

Unfortunately, due to John’s extraordinary long stride length,

great stress was put on his lower limb joints. After consulting a

doctor, John gave running away and hasn’t run since.

Bill Williamson

....a profile can be found elsewhere in this history.

Col Tinsley

John Zamuner (centre no. 3632) in the City To Surf, 1975.

Terry Braddock

The Four Founder Members:
Terry Braddock, Col Tinsley, John Zamuner, Bill Williamson
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Traditional Mt Kembla Races:
3.1 miles, 4 miles, 7.1 miles, 9 miles

The first handicap race, not relay, was cross country at Stuart

Park on Friday 5/10/73 over 4.5 miles (3 laps). The event

attracted 12 entries and was handicapped by Bill Williamson. The

result of this and a later 9 miler forced me into being more savage

with the handicap times, a tradition that successive handicappers

have followed. It is interesting to note that over 25 years, only 3

races have been won by the back marker...Bill Williamson twice

and Steve Mlacic over the Mt Kembla 7 mile. All 4 founder

members competed in this race as did

Stephen Locke’s father, Kevin.

3.1 miles
This run is virtually unknown except

by those joggers who participated in

1974. The course starts on the dirt road

at the end of the bitumen on the 4 mile

course i.e 2 miles out on the 4 mile

course. The course then goes down

over the bridge, then on through

the gate and out via the Green

Shed to what used to be a cairn

of stones, 50 metres beyond.

The return is via the same route

back to the starting point.

The first race had 11 participants

and unfortunately, due to the

difficulty in getting a timekeeper out to the start, I was forced into

starting and timekeeping, without getting a run. Laurie Wells

dominated the field to win in 15.50 for the 3.1 miles. No records

have been kept for this race, nor the following one several months

later, when I won by setting a new record of 15 mins 10 secs. This

still stands as the best time on the course, due to KJs being barred

from running on what is probably the most scenic of all our

courses.

Bill Williamson’s hand-written results of the first organised handicap race, a 4 mile at Mt Kembla, 1974.
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4 miles 
The enthusiasm was high after this such that we decided to hold

our first race over the present day course for the four mile

handicap on Friday 13/12/74. However as we started and finished

at the cattle grid and turned on the dirt road, the old course was

70 - 80 metres longer than the present course. The reason we

changed the start and finish to the speed sign was because we

were worried that someone in a fast finish might injure

themselves at the cattle grid, subsequently we needed a marker

which would be there for some time, hence the start and finish at

the speed sign. Due to a temperature in the low 40’s we only had

a field of 9 and the times suffered accordingly. The winner on

handicap being Neil Roland. To add a little colour and more

professionalism to the event we listed anyone who didn’t belong

to an athletics club as Kembla Harriers.

7 miles
The first 7 miler from the Cattle Grid to the Green Shed was not

held until well after the first 9 miler. Actually the course and the

run record was always to a cairn of stones 40 metres beyond the

Green Shed. This 7.1 mile run was a favourite run on Wednesday

nights in summer and on occasions attracted up to 70 runners.

Jim Hennessy produced one of his all time best runs to bring

the record down to 37.30 which I rate on a par with Scott

Burdett’s 9 mile in 46.08. How I arrive at this was when the 4

mile record of 21.24 and the 3.1 record of 15.10 are coupled, Jim

was only 56 seconds behind when he produced this run.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely the 7.1 and the 3.1 will ever be held

again as we are restricted from running the road to the Green

Shed.

I think that the magic of running these traditional races is when

one sets a PB or record and realises he/she is treading in the

footsteps of the best KJs over the past 25 years.

9 miles
The 9 mile is synonymous with the name Kembla Joggers and

in the formative years a runner wasn’t considered a true Kembla

Jogger until he/she had at least completed one training run round

the 9 mile circuit. No subscription fees were required until the late

70’s and it was just necessary for a person to verify a 9 mile to be

considered a member. Consequently it was only a matter of time

before a nine mile race was on the cards. Fifteen enthusiasts

turned up to start on 19/7/75. The race was started about 40

metres up from the bus shelter on Harry Graham Drive. This

being the only race to start there as it was moved up to the

clearing opposite the white house at Windy Gully where the

telephone box used to be. By starting and finishing on the one line

this made the old course about 30 – 40 metres longer than the

existing course from the Scramble Track. The winner of the 1st 9

miler was Bill Williamson in 50 mins 36 secs.

In the late 70s the NSW Veterans Athletics Club was invited to

run against the Kembla Joggers over the 9 mile course. The

winner on that day was Graham Ryan from Sydney in a new

record of 49 min 12 secs. Logan Irwin, the Vets’ Secretary for

many years, described the course in the Vet’s newsletter, as

suitable for mountain goats because of the number of hills.

It is interesting to note that Terry Braddock mapped out and

measured all the courses on the mountain and they were accepted

by The Joggers as being both testing and an ideal stepping stone

to competing in the City to Surf. Also it has been noted over the

years that by deducting approximately 4 – 5 mins from your 9

mile time, a runner will be given a good indication of their

potential City to Surf time.

Kembla Joggers 9 mile record holder
(Windy Gully Start) and 1972 NSW Distance Runner

of the Year Scott Burdett.Results of the first 9 mile event at Mt Kembla.



Facts about the 9 miler
• The fastest recorded time is 46 mins 08 secs. This was done

from the telephone booth at Windy Gully by Scott Burdett on
14/5/83.

• The fastest 2 consecutive laps is 1 hour 44 mins by Jim
Hennessy. This was done from the Cattle Grid (the usual Mt
Kembla venue).

• The fastest 3 consecutive laps was by Caroline Vaughan in 3
hours 30 mins. and to this day is the only known person to
have achieved this.

• 1st timed run was by Bill Williamson in 51 mins 10 secs.

• Fastest first race was by Bill Williamson in 50 mins 36 secs.

• Fastest from the Cattle Grid is Roberto Rojas in 48 mins
30 secs.

• Only once have four persons gone under 50 mins in one race:
Scott Burdett, Jim Hennessy, Mick Trinca and Roberto Rojas.

• The most times run around the 9 miles is held by Terry
Braddock who as of the 5th March 1998 had recorded 2519
times.

• Three persons have been lost on the mountain whilst running
the 9 mile course: Hans Golz, Albert Vaughan and Derek
Moriarty.

• Only one person has beaten 50 mins around the 9 mile four
times: Jim Hennessy 20/8/78 49 min. 30sec

14/5/83 49 min. 48 sec 
23/7/83 49 min. 56sec
1979 49 min. 36 sec

• Two runners have bettered their age: 

Bill Raimond, age 54 , 51.07....1990
Kevin Raines, age 64 , 63.50...1997

The record 9 mile (male)

At the start line it was expected

that the record of 49.12

would be broken.

However no one

anticipated the margin it

would eventually be

broken by.

Scott Burdett took

off up the Big Hill

which he crested in just

over 9 mins !!! and zoomed

round the course in 46.08. I

have heard people say that if Scott had known earlier he could

have squeezed another 9 seconds off to beat 46 mins. I saw Scott

come up the Big Hill. His normal style, where he appeared to sit

on his stride, was even more accentuated such that his backside

was trailing the ground and I knew from having trained with him

that he had run himself right out. Three other runners beat 50

minutes on that day and there were quite a few PBs recorded.

Commiserations must go to Roberto Rojas who had the 2nd

fastest time ever by 2min 15secs. This incidentally makes

Roberto the best runner for 2 recorded times from the Scramble

Track (48.30) and the telephone booth.

The epic 9

Early in ’74 Dave Power asked me where I was training and I

replied “around the 9”. He then said that he would like to come

up some time. I had doubts that he would turn up as he had

business commitments which would make it difficult for him to

arrive at the telephone booth for 5.30pm. Imagine my surprise

when, 6 months later in June, Dave was there waiting for me and

he appeared surprised when he saw the usual complement of 20

runners or so.

He was really interested as he saw the runners depart at

intervals. I told him that each knew his own potential to within 1/2

minute and started accordingly. When nearly all had gone and 15

minutes had elapsed, he was getting pretty toey and the excitement

was percolating through to me as the last runner departed on 20

minutes. Dave made as if to follow but held back when I made no

effort. After 25 minutes, I unleashed him and it was on !

While I knew the pace would be fast, I was unprepared for the

sprint at the start and all I could do was hang on. Having had quite

a few of these runs under my belt and on a diet of 140 miles a

week, I knew that all I had to do was hang in to the top of the hill.

This was easier said than done because by the time we had arrived

there, after passing 2 runners who had got a 5 minute start, I was

almost on my last legs. We zoomed downhill and I came more

into it as we seemed to pass quite a few more runners. After

McNamara’s Orchard Dave grunted “That seems to be them all”,

but then 2 more appeared out of the gloom. The pace picked up

until we caught them and the run became more sensible.

On the run down to the back of the Pump House we saw Terry

Braddock, but gobbled him up before he had reached the back

road. The pace slackened slightly as we passed the houses but

suddenly, as we looked up to the Pump House Hill, Dave

shouted “Another one” and away he tore. I knew,

but hadn’t the breath to tell Dave that it was Terry

who had cut through the back of the Pump

House. After again passing Terry, Dave then

turned his attention to me and

introduced a few surges in an

effort to drop me. These surges

continued even after we passed

the cattle grid, but I could

smell the hay in the stable and

was hanging in. When we had

passed the Big Stone, about 2km

from home, I heard someone panting very hard

as he passed Dave and myself who were both on our last legs. At

this point I nearly burst out laughing as I recognised Terry

Braddock who had got a lift in a car to hide behind the Big Stone

until we passed. Dave shouted “You get him, I’m stuffed”, so I

somehow found something from somewhere, went after him and

caught him before we hit the village.

Dave was incredulous as to how anyone could have come from

behind to take him to the cleaners. He was agog to know who the

talented runner was, but it was about 6 months before we told him

the details and had a good laugh.
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One hour run
In 1977 when the run-

ning boom was gaining

momentum, I thought

that we ought to try

something different. An

article in one of the

British running maga-

zines caught my eye.

This listed all vets 5km,

10km and 1 hour world

records. The world

record for all vets over 40 was 11 miles 809 yards, held by Bill

Stoddart of England. When I mentioned the idea of a 1 hour run

to others, they appeared very enthusiastic. So as not to have any

backsliding, we arranged for it to be held on the following

Monday...a week away.

Approximately, 30 runners turned up and it says a lot for the

fitness and intestinal fortitude of the group that we all finished

and in times that, in most cases surpass present day times of the

KJs, 20 years later.

The race started with a 1st lap by me in 74 secs, but I was

passed by Scott Burdett who then took the second 400. Jim

Hennessy, Mal Phillips and Paul Dignam completed the lead

group who alternated the lead at every lap and passed through 1

mile in 5.14. At 2 miles Mal Phillips dropped off the pace with

Scott dropping at 4.5 miles. Jim hung on until approximately 6

miles but then Paul and myself forged ahead. At about the 40

minute mark, I noticed that every time Paul went into the lead the

pace slackened ever so slightly. Consequently, the next time I

took the pace I kept the surge going and Paul was gone. From then

I could scent the smell of the hay in the shed and I gave it all I

had. Considering that the race was on a grass track, I suppose the

distance of 11 miles 443 yards was reasonable, but I would have

been more satisfied if I had beaten the world record. Other results

from this race can be found in the section on track records.

This run, because of its popularity, was held every year for the

next 4 years, but then, for no accountable reason, was dropped

from the calendar. It has been resurrected recently but results have

not yet reached those from the earlier period. 

Lighthouse to Lighthouse ....
Wollongong to Kiama

The first year this race was held it was intended, because of

facilities etc, that the run terminate at Hindmarsh Park (Kiama)

opposite the Group 7 Leagues Club. A good field assembled at

Wollongong Lighthouse at 6.00am. The lead group of Scott

Burdett, Jim Hennessy, John Hansen and Bill Williamson quickly

broke away from the field and by BHP Visitors Centre had set up

a lead of 100 metres. At Warrawong, John Hansen (former coach

of Kerryn McCann) dropped off and the pace hotted up with the

3 of us testing each other out. Just past the Lake I dropped off as

Jim and Scott carried on. My pit stop was too long despite my

confidence that I could catch the other two. The only catching I

was able to do, however,

was to catch a glimpse of

them as they went over

the Dunmore Hills. Scott

eventually proved too

strong for Jim and went

on to be the first home

and had sufficient left in

the tank to carry on to

the Kiama Lighthouse.

He was the only runner,

therefore, to run from

Lighthouse to Light-

house. Jim finished a close second with me a distant third.

The following year the organisers decided on a full Lighthouse

to Lighthouse for everyone along the same course via

Shellharbour. That night Wollongong experienced torrential rain

which put the running of the race in doubt due to some roads

south being flooded. It was finally decided we would head off

towards Dapto and decide if conditions were unsuitable as we

encountered them.

A large group comprising Laurie Wells, Mick Trinca, Dennis

Webb, Bill Williamson, Peter Enright, John Hindmarsh, Jim

Hennessy, Paula Ryan, Lesley Simes, Wendy Bennett, Leesa

Bennett, Tony McDonald, Kevin O’Connell, Jimmy McGrath,

Dave Barnett, Eddie Fisher, Ron Vaughan, Jeff Wragg, Eric

Brown, Jim McCullough, Wayne Barry and Peter

Bannister.......set off up Crown Street setting a hot pace. By

Unanderra several had dropped off including some of the

favourites. At Dapto, John Hindmarsh, running a blinder, set up a

lead and when he saw the road completely covered by water at

Dunmore, didn’t hesitate, but ploughed through it. He eventually

went on to win in 2hrs 36minutes. Unnoticed at the time, but

probably the run of the day, went to Dave Barnett who finished in

5th place. Some reputations were tarnished in this race but I think

anyone who finished in such atrocious conditions could give

themselves a pat on the back.

Macquarie Pass to Mt Kembla
Early in 1974 a young bloke by the name of Roger Henry from

Mt Kembla started running with us. He quickly proved to be a

very able runner and became quite enthusiastic about training.

Terry Braddock recounted to him details of a track from

Macquarie Pass, along the edge of the escarpment, coming out at

the exit from Summit Tank to Mt Kembla.

Roger asked his wife to drop him off at Macquarie Pass

intending to get back to Mt Kembla (Stones Rd) about 6pm, 3

hours later, as he assumed the course to be 16 miles. According to

Terry, the route was very hilly, but he told Roger that there was no

way he could take a wrong turn, but to just follow the escarpment.

By some good fortune, Roger took some small change with him,

which he was obliged to use to phone his wife some 8 hours later

from Bargo! Apparently the northern route had lots of deviations

to the left and he took one unknowingly, which took him via Avon

Dam to Bargo. He has the distinction of being the first KJ to lose

his way on the mountain.

Rex Burrell, Jim Hennessy, Brian McGrath, Dave Schroder, John Hansen, Eric Brown,
Jack Laajoki, Ian Johnson, Bill Raimond, Tony Strang.
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Wollongong to Sydney Relay

In the early 80s it was decided to hold a 5 man relay from

Wollongong to Sydney. Representing the KJs were: Michael

Trinca, Jim Hennessy, Ernie Hall, Mark Everton and Roberto

Rojas.

The race started at 5am from Wollongong Town Hall and I

arrived at the bottom of Mt Ousley just as Mick Trinca turned the

corner, followed by the rest of the field, mostly elite runners from

Sydney. I did my best to impersonate a crowd at Steeler’s Stadium

but Mick didn’t need any encouragement as he stormed over the

Mt Ousley hills. Only one runner presented any challenge and he

and Mick pressed each other

heading up to Bulli.

Jim Hennessy was by now

waiting, all fired up and

ready to go as he took the

baton a few yards down in

second place. Like Mick,

Jim lifted himself as he tried

to hang on to a runner many

years his junior.

Ernie Hall, while running in a class above himself, ran himself

completely out to hand over the baton to Mark Everton.

Mark, as usual, produced the goods to bring us up to a very

close 3rd and handed the baton over to Roberto.

Despite running against a runner who had clocked 42 minutes

in the City To Surf, Roberto set off in hot pursuit and quickly

found himself in second place and pressing the leader.

Unfortunately, the early pace took its toll and he had to settle for

second place.

Unquestionably, this was one of the greatest runs by a KJ team

in open NSW running.

The 1993 Sydney to Wollongong Relay which finished
at the new synthetic athletics track at Beaton Park.

Some of the 1993 Sydney to Wollongong Relay team; unlike the run of the early 80s, it was not a race.
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Kembla Joggers’ First Open Champions 
- male and female

The first person to win an open state title was Anna Schroder in

1978 when she became the NSW Distance Running Champion. To

achieve this she had to contest a series of races, both road and cross

country on a pointscore format. She beat runners of the calibre of

Georgina Moore (winner of City To Surf), Elizabeth Hassell

(Australian marathon rep.) and several others of strong reputation.

Anna topped this off when she ran in a selected ladies team which

established a new record in a relay with 9 others, run from Sydney

to Melbourne. She also beat 10 miles for the hour in one of KJs one

hour runs (on grass) and still holds the ladies record for the Mt

Kembla 4 mile course with a time of 25.15 secs. She also was NSW

Country female 3km track champion with a time of 10.12 in 1980.

The first male to achieve an open title was Scott Burdett who

paralleled Anna’s win in the men’s event the following year...

NSW Distance Athlete of the Year. Scott still holds the 9 mile

record at Mt Kembla (from Windy Gully) with 46.08 and also

went under the Australian qualifying standard of 30.30 for 10km

track. Scott was virtually unbeatable in local fun runs winning in

one spell 12 out of 12 events and it wasn’t a case of if he would

win, but by how much he would win. His career was cut short

when he was involved in a car accident, otherwise I feel sure that

Scott would have worn the green and gold to represent Australia.

KJ’s Track Training at Lysaght’s Oval

After the first 9 miler I ran with Dave Power and Ken Baxter,

we then started going to Lysaghts Oval for some interval training.

This group fragmented fairly quickly, but others came until these

2 nights (Monday and Friday) became an integral part of any

serious jogger’s routine. I think that at this point, I should clarify

that the term “jogger” is a misnomer. Some of the sessions were

pretty savage. However, with the format of interval and fartlek, 

Back in 1977 a group of players from the Port Kembla

Squash Club were partaking in their customary post activity

refreshments at the local. Amongst them was one Alex

Tolstikoff. Alex suggested an annual run of some distance take

place as an added incentive for keeping fit for their beloved

game.

After a few weeks of deliberation and many beers it was

suggested a run take place from the squash club finishing at

Kiama a distance of 16 miles (25.7 km). There were no entry

fees to be charged, no rules, no regulations and the only prize

was the satisfaction of completing this challenging run. As

long as you obeyed the traffic and police regulations the object

was to get to Kiama as quickly as your condition allowed.

Everyone was a winner. Runners were required to supply their

own backup in terms of drinks and transport back to Port. 

So, at 6.30am in the morning on February 6th 1977, with the

local constabulary starting the run on the road outside Port

Kembla Leagues Club, 12 courageous runners set out for

Kiama. The police were most helpful back in those days and

would provide an escort for the leaders all the way to Kiama.

The course took the runners along Windang Road, through

Shellharbour Town (the bypass had not been built in those

days), over Dunmore hill to the Princes Highway, past Kiama

golf course, over the hills at Bombo finishing on the road

opposite Kiama Leagues Club.

Everyone made it to Kiama, some with blisters, some with

blackened toe nails and some with chafed legs. Most indicated

that they would return in ’78. The winner of the inaugural run

in a time of 1hour 49 mins was marathon man Jakko Laajoki.

No ladies competed in this first year.

Alex contacted Bill Williamson for the 1978 “Port to

Kiama” inviting the members of Kembla Joggers to

participate. This swelled the numbers to 30. With some of the

coast’s best road runners taking part a fast time was predicted.

Once again the starters gun fired at six thirty am and 1 hour 34

mins later Bill Williamson and Jim Hennessy crossed the

finishing line together setting the standard for future races.

Bill was to take out line honours for the next 4 years

improving his time to a very creditable 1.31 in 1980. 

Race numbers increased gradually over the years with 51

athletes competing in some form or other in 1982. That year

there were runners, bike riders (Danny Hennessy was the first

male cyclist to complete the course, so we can take some credit

for getting Danny started on his cycling career), road skiers,

walkers and relay teams.

The race record was set in 1982 by Roberto Rojas in 1.27.41

and in Alex’s report the following year he commented “to run

26km in under 1 hour 30 minutes means averaging 18km/hour

for the full distance or in the old language 5.5 min/mile for 16

mile. In any language, that’s moving”.

The first lady runner to complete the course was Anna

Schroder in 1979. Anna completed the distance with the good

time of 1.49.55. That time was never again beaten. Anna was

one of the first lady KJs and still holds the ladies Mt Kembla

9 and 4 mile records. Anna also went on to become NSW

Winter Female Athlete of the Year in 1979 and NSW Country

Female 3000m track champion in 1980.

The last Port to Kiama race was run in December 1984.

With the increase in traffic along the route it was becoming too

dangerous to run on roads without footpaths. Litigation

problems were starting to be raised so, to the detriment of

distance running, a most challenging and enjoyable run was

abandoned.

Results available elsewhere in this magazine.

The Port to Kiama Road Challenge  by Eric Brown
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lesser runners were able to have protracted recoveries, thus

maintaining high enthusiasm and subsequently the success rate

was very high. Targets set by the top runners and the achievement

of these goals, percolated through to those further down the scale.

Training sessions

It is worthwhile to mention a few of the training sessions put in

by the faster group of runners:

• 20 x 400 in 68secs with a 2.15 recovery

• 3 x 1 mile in 4.40 with a 1 lap recovery

• 3 x 3 km in 9.25 with a 1 lap recovery

• 20 x 300m in sub 50 secs with a 110m recovery of 30 secs

Races at Lysaght’s Oval

As track races were few and far between, if not impossible for

those who weren’t members of registered clubs, we regularly held

3 mile, 6 mile races, as these were considered conducive to

helping with faster times in fun runs. As most KJs were veterans

at this time, runs in 6 mile races such as Graeme Smith’s 34 mins,

Col Tinsley’s 33.35, Dave Barnett’s 35.55 and Brian Mannix’s

36.30, were meritorious runs even by today’s open times. These

times extended into 3 miles and subsequently it was no surprise

to find most KJs performing well in fun runs. Occasionally 1/2

mile and 1 mile runs were held to give those whose forte was

shorter distances, a chance to show their prowess. Most notable of

these was Chris Morton (ex English Junior 800m Champion)

whose range spanned all distances from 200m to 10 miles.

Unfortunately, Chris suffered badly from protracted achilles

tendon trouble and was never able to fully display his undoubted

potential.

Occasionally, when the track was water logged, we went on the

road out to Wollongong Lighthouse, Stuart Park, Wollongong

Hospital and back to Lysaghts via Crown Street. Roberto Rojas

set the record on this course of 48.30 but was pressed by Chris

Morton who recorded 48.31....both times stand today.

Veteran Athletics

Interval training was ideally suited to track training and when

the veteran’s movement kicked off in 1974, Dave Power

suggested we both go to Sydney to contest the State 5km and

10km. However, everyone in NSW who had run at a high level

apparently had the same idea. Consequently, the NSW 5km title

was won in 14.30 by former 2 mile record holder Albie Thomas

and 15 other oldies broke 16 minutes. Dave and I were both

successful in coming home as State title holders in our respective

age groups. Following this, a pattern developed whereby all KJs

aimed each year for the State and National Vet’s Titles. Runners

who competed and were successful on a regular basis were: Paula

Ryan, Wendy Bennett, Helen Ashton, Hilary Winchester, Anneli

Laajoki, Dave Power, Jim Hennessy, Bill Williamson, Eric

Brown, Peter Trad, Paul Dignam, Kevin Raines, Tony McDonald,

Brian Mannix and Horst Kramer. 

Despite a lapse in more recent years, we appear to be back on

track with Wayne Montefiore, Chris Stocker, Karen and Bronte

Blay and Bob Squires, the most successful of our new stars.

Change of Name

Although the name Kembla Joggers was readily accepted by

the founders, some members would have preferred a name which

portrayed us as being more professional. However, when we first

discussed a name change, no one came up with anything suitable,

Kembla Globetrotters, Kembla Harriers being being two names

that were nominated. This lack of alternatives silenced the critics

until early in 1980. Several runners tried to change the name to

something more suitable. Again, for want of an alternative, we

still remain Kembla Joggers.

Kembla Jogger’s 4 Mile Handicap at Mt Kembla 2/11/77
Back row L to R: Col Tinsley, Bill Roberts, Terry Brown and Gary Bell.

Centre row: Eric Taylor, Hugh Motbey, Tony Maloney, Lemuel Philipp, John Zamuner, Milan Haidarovic, Gloria Brown (first female KJ),
Spud Murphy, Bob Klaus, P McKellar, Hartley Thompson, Ray Brown.

Front row: Bob Smith, Kevin Locke, Alan Thomas, Ian Smith, Jim Hennessy, Brian Jones, Terry Braddock, Bill Williamson, Brian Mannix, Brian Walker.
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However, now that we are affiliated with Athletics NSW,

perhaps the name will once more come under scrutiny. I tend to

think that if the Olympians and Commonwealth Games

representatives who are members, are prepared to run under our

present name, surely those of us of lesser ability should be able to

swallow our pride and do likewise.

Kembla Joggers’ First Female Runner

Terry Brown became one of the most enthusiastic members and

some of his enthusiasm must have rubbed off on Gloria, his wife.

I think before Terry and Gloria ventured up to Kembla as a

couple, Gloria ran around Mt Kembla oval and on a circuit around

Unanderra.

She went on to contest several fun runs with Terry who

eventually went on to run a marathon and also a City To Surf.

When you see a group photograph of the Joggers at that time

with Gloria surrounded by a group of degenerates, it makes one

realise the daunting task for a female to roll up in what was then

a male domain. In retrospect, it may not seem much but I liken her

effort as on a par with that of the first woman to contest the

Boston Marathon (Kathryn Switzer).

Kembla Joggers’ First
Ultra Marathoner D.O.B 15.11.35

I suppose I should have anticipated which KJ would be the first

ultra marathoner, but I was very surprised when Brian Mannix

told me he was going to run from Wollongong Lighthouse to

Kiama Lighthouse. So what? you might say, quite a few have

already done that. However, Brian intended to return as well.

As always, Brian was very

methodical in his homework. He

researched food to eat, pit stops, type of

training and volume required. He then

set about the task epitomising that old

adage, “Be like a duck, calm and

unruffled on top but paddle like fury

underneath.” Anyone contemplating

any distance run would be advised to

have a chat with him on the work

required.

The day of the run the weather was

ideal and there must have been about a

dozen KJs there to wish Brian all the

best and jog part of the way with him.

The chief time keeper and diet

consultant was his wife Eunice who

accompanied him, dishing out Mars

Bars or sweetened tea as he had

prescribed beforehand. Damien and

Brad, his two sons, also ran with Brian

quite often on the run, greatly excited

by the example their father was setting.

The run had been arranged and

sponsorship was aimed at supporting the MS Society of Australia.

As Brian settled into his pace along Corrimal Street and then

into Five Islands Rd via the Steelworks, KJs were appearing from

everywhere to run with him. The support was tremendous. The

distance was gobbled up as we passed the Lake and then on to

Shellharbour and with no signs of distress, Brian cut down into

Dunmore. I rated the next few miles as probably the toughest but

he had a quick stop for sweetened tea at Bombo and then

proceeded as if he was just starting. A crowd had gathered at

Kiama Lighthouse to give Brian a cheer and with little delay he

was on the road home. With the excitement mounting, I viewed

the completion of the run as a formality due to the form he was

displaying, with no evidence of distress. New runners had come

out to accompany him and at times there were quite a few runners

jogging. After Shellharbour the pace picked up as Brian

responded to the encouragement.

Eventually we passed the Steelworks and because of the heat,

Brian had donned a peak cap with a legionnaire-type back to

protect his neck. As the pace picked up the neck piece blew

behind emphasising the speed he was travelling at. Round about

Lysaghts, Damien and Brad joined him for the last mile but had

difficulty holding their dad as he ducked under 7 minutes a mile.

A large crowd had gathered at the finish as he sprinted to record

a time of 6 hours 58 minutes, at 45 years of age (15/11/80).

Later, on the 16th November 1985, Brian took on a much more

daunting run to “celebrate” his 50th birthday, a 50 mile track run

around Lysaght’s Oval (200 laps). Chief timekeeper was once

more his wife Eunice, who supported Brian on all his major runs.

KJs were also in attendance, running several laps each and

generally trying to have someone run with him on every lap. He

recorded a time of 9 hours 32 minutes.

Kembla Joggers first Ultra-Marathoner Brian Mannix takes a drink during a KJ Half Marathon.



In all, Brian has completed 17 marathons and 4 ultras, one

being a 24 hour run at Campbelltown and a 100 miler.

His running goes back beyond when KJs started. In fact I think

he has a South Coast athletic singlet which is 45 years old, which

he wore in his young days.

While training for the above runs, Brian often accompanied Jim

Hennessy and myself to the Vet’s State and National

Championships and he also ran well in the World Vet’s

Championships in Melbourne in 1987. At the age of 62 he is

making his presence felt by recording age group records in quite

a few of the KJ’s summer road races.

Kembla Joggers’ Running Camps
KJs, in total, have held 6 camps at 5 different locations. The

most recent was held at Sussex Inlet and will be covered later by

Eric Brown.

Gerroa: The first camp was intended to be at Gerroa in 1974,

but due to the inclement weather (it rained cats and dogs) it was

a bit of a washout. Some KJs who left work and travelled straight

down were amazed to see some others returning as they passed

through Gerringong. However, several braved the elements,

stayed the weekend and played card games in their caravans.

Bundanoon: Terry Braddock suggested that Bundanoon be

selected as the next venue and several families journeyed to the

Southern Highlands, arriving on Friday night. We camped in the

National Park. The following day it was slightly damp, but it

didn’t deter us from running through the park, led by Terry who

had a weekender in Bundanoon and apparently knew the area

well. Unfortunately, the wet weather heralded the arrival of

hundreds of leeches, which could be seen waving in the air as we

approached. Stops were frequent to rid ourselves of the parasites,

but due to darkness falling and the realisation that we were off the

beaten track, made us forget the leeches in order to get back to

camp. All the laughing and jesting had stopped as daylight slowly

diminished, but due to Terry’s knowledge of the area we made the

camp and doused our feet with salt to kill the leeches. A visit to

see the glow worms rounded off the day.

Huskisson: We reasoned that, on the law of averages, the next

camp had to be a dry one, but this camp turned out to be the

wettest so far. All those runners in caravans weren’t perturbed, but

Jim Hennessy came down with his son Matt and in the process of

setting up his tent discovered there was more water inside than

out and all the paths were a quagmire. Jim abandoned all hope of

sleeping in his tent and squashed into someone’s caravan. We all

broke camp the following day and went home!

Shoalhaven Heads: We had 2 camps here and we had all the

usual running activities, with those not able to run riding bikes to

Berry, calling into the cake shop, having a swim in Berry Pool and

returning the 8 miles to camp via a different route. This camp was

2-3 weeks before the Port Kembla to Kiama race and I found it an

ideal way to train for a good time. As an alternative to road runs

we had jogs up to Gerroa along 7 Mile Beach. The Bowling Club

was a favourite spot for a drink at night, as well as having free

film shows. Terry Braddock kept all the kids amused (young and

old) with his metal detector, when we went to the Yalwal gold

fields, finding only old chains. Similar results were had as we

tried panning in the nearby river.
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Caroline Vaughan flanked by Dave Schroder (left) and Eric Brown (right) during the 1979 Canberra Marathon.



When I was asked to write about my experiences as a ‘runner’

with the Kembla Joggers I thought it would be fun and an easy

task. Now, as I sit here reflecting on a discrete period that spanned

7 years of my life and ended 13 years ago, I have feelings of

frustration (in recalling details), melancholy (in recalling

friendships that no longer exist) and total amazement (in recalling

the miles I ran in training and the number of events I entered).

Very simply I was an unfit, chronic asthmatic 27 year old in

August 1977 when I was advised to exercise for the first time in

my life or I may become an invalid in later years.

I walked and jogged small distances for a while and soon

increased my mileage as I got ‘hooked’ on exercise (with the

assistance of a proper regime of asthma medication). I soon

joined the local Southern Flame Athletic Club, at the suggestion

of John Hansen, in April 1978, by which time I was averaging 55

miles per week. At that time there were few female long distance

runners and advances in sports physiology and psychology were

yet to be made. The only advice at that time was to run as many

miles as possible, so I did.

I started running with a committed group of runners “the

Kembla Joggers” also in April ’78 and soon worked up to the 9

miles ‘round the mountain’ run as it was called. This I did in 78

minutes at that time, not too bad a time for the gruelling course? 

In June that year I ran 240 miles (I look back at the diary in

utter disbelief) which included my first marathon, the NSW

Country Championships at Nowra in which I finished 3rd female

in 3 hours 34 minutes (as I said there weren’t many female

runners!). 

By October ’78 I was running 80+ miles per week and ran my

second Marathon and improved my time by 17 minutes. 

By February 1979 I was regularly running over 100 miles per

week. I ran my 3rd Marathon in Canberra in April but failed to

improve my time with a 3 hour 19 minute run. My diary entry for

that day reads “..still first female at 20 miles but then overtaken,

shouldn’t have run first mile in 6mins 17 secs, the mental battle

to finish was almost unbearable... no real physical pain”.

Three Times around Mt Kembla !
In 1979 I was also running more regularly with runs up to 21

miles on Mt Kembla with Anna Schroder who was a great runner

and became a close friend and running partner (pictured). We

relished the solitude and the beautiful scenery on the mountain ;

great relief from long hours at work. 

In April 79 I also ran “Boot Hill” on Mt Kembla with Anna (15

mile total). We started off running with the regular group of men

which included Bill Williamson, Dave Schroder (Anna’s

husband) and Rex Burrell, but we were left behind by the throng

through ‘wild bush’ as I wrote in my diary, and we had to follow

foot prints to get out!

In April I also suffered one of the worst of many injuries, this

time to my ankle, and made numerous visits to the Illawarra

Sports Medicine Clinic (without their expertise I would have

dropped out of running).

These injuries obviously didn’t deter me because in May I

actually ran 3 times around the 9 mile circuit of Mt Kembla! I

understand no-one has repeated my ‘achievement’. When I look

back and think about it I think they are very sensible. One has to

ask (even of oneself) why? Why run 27 miles on such a tough

course? Maybe because it was truly exhilarating and a test of

one’s ability? Maybe there’s no reason.

I don’t remember many details about the experience, more

about the feelings, particularly the camaraderie that has become a

well marked feature of Kembla Joggers:

• Ian Johnston running the first 18 miles with me, and Ian was
better known as a short course runner, 800 metres being his
speciality,

• Anna Schroder running the 2nd 18miles and 

• people like Rex and Ross Burrell cheering me on near the
orchards and Ian waiting until I finished.

These people were the reason that I was able to finish such a

gruelling session as mentally, as well as physically, it was

exhausting. It certainly was the highlight of my running pursuits.

(Caroline ran this marathon effort in 3 hours 30 minutes, 70 minutes for
each 9! which by anyone’s standards was a fantastic effort. She also, later
turned to ultra marathon running and competed in the Westfield Sydney to
Melbourne race.....Eric Brown).

Recollections of the late 70’s
Caroline Vaughan-Reid (nee Vaughan)
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Kembla Joggers first Open Champion – Anna Schroder  – NSW Distance
Runner of the Year 1978 & KJ 9 mile and 4 mile record holder.
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The Mountain Men
Have Their Fun

Kembla Joggers first promo handed out at fun run events during the 70s.
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Iwas first introduced to Kembla Joggers by Rex Burrell (Sexy

Rexy as he is more affectionately known), back in 1976. I had

been jogging for about 12 months, or I

should say I had been trying to keep up

with my youngest daughter Nicky, who

had joined Blue Stars Athletic Club and

needed a chaperone on her daily runs.

Nicky had been making a bit of a name for

herself at schools athletics carnivals and

Rex’s son Ross who also competed at these

carnivals became friendly with her and

introduced me to Rex. Rex told me about

these fanatical running nuts who met every

Wednesday and Saturday up Mt Kembla

(and still do to this day). He also alerted

me regarding the ultra zealous Irishman

Bill, who would have me doing PB’s

within no time with his motivating

narratives and training tips, (if you can understand a word he is

saying). Fortunately being of British extraction and being brought

up not too far from where most Irish people emigrated to before

Australia was discovered (Liverpool, England), I managed to

understand most of Bill’s utterances. 

I soon became hooked on the beautiful and peaceful setting of

Mt Kembla. No matter what the conditions Mother Nature

conjured up it was never unpleasant to run on ‘The Big Hill’. It is

at it’s magical best early in the morning when there is mist or

drizzle around. The smell of the gums, the sounds of the whip

birds, wallabies and wombats running across your path or just

sitting staring at you. It is an incredibly mystical and inspiring

place to run and will for ever remain very special in my heart. 

To run with such a wonderful and encouraging group of

athletes in such an awe inspiring setting is bound to improve

anyone’s running abilities.

Before long I became a regular “up the mountain” runner and

also joined in the track sessions on Mondays and Fridays at

Lysaght’s Oval.

The weekly training routine in those days was:

• Monday: Lysaghts oval for long interval training
eg: 3 x 1mile or 12 – 20 x 400m with 400 jog.

• Tuesday: Do your own thing. 

• Wednesday: Mt Kembla – Windy Gully – 9 mile.
Usually run at a solid pace.

• Thursday: Do your own thing.

• Friday: Lysaghts Oval – short interval training
eg: 20 x 200 with 200 jog.

• Saturday: Mt Kembla – anything from 9 to 20 mile.

• Sunday: Meet for long run West Dapto up to 20 mile.

Some fine performances were achieved on this regime in fun

runs and KJs own organised races. As many as 20 odd runners

would turn up for the Wednesday and Saturday runs. Obviously

we were not all of the same level but that was never a problem,

there was always someone who was willing to run with you no

matter what pace was set by the elite. You

only improve if you overloaded yourself,

so sitting in on the big guns now and again

was beneficial. The encouragement given

by everyone has always been one of KJ’s

greatest assets and that has continued on to

this day even with the club growing to the

size it is. 

The Early Races
Each year back in those early days Bill

organised 3 main races up Mt Kembla: the

9 miler, the 4 miler and a seven miler out

to  “the Green Shed”; and on the track, a 6

mile, a 1 hour, a 1 mile and an 800m. Bill

would handicap everyone on what he judged they were capable of

doing for that particular race and I must say, he was almost

without exception correct, and we had some tight finishes. Some

of the current road and track records created in those early days

stand to this day. The 9 mile Mt Kembla record (from the

Scramble Track) set by Roberto Rojas has stood the test of time

and the 1 mile track record by Dean Simes, which was achieved

on a grass track, was exceptional and to date has only been

equalled on the Beaton Park Synthetic track. 

Bill would organise races on a very adhoc basis, sometimes a

race would be organised just before a certain fun run to see how

everyone was going or to get “The Racing Team” prepared for a

big run. 

Unfortunately the 7 mile “Green Shed” race (which was one of

the most scenic) had to be abandoned when the Water Board

closed the gate along the track back in the mid eighties and

banned us from running along there. This was an out and back

course which meandered alongside of the lower Cordeaux dam on

a beautiful bush trail. To prove that you had run the full distance

you had to rub your hand on the green shed (it was painted with

a green coloured lime wash) at half way and return with the

evidence intact.

Over the years there have been some real characters “up the

mountain”. There is one in particular who stands out and who we

believe has run around the “9” more times than anyone else. I can

still remember the first time I saw him. It was just before a

training run one Saturday afternoon around 1976. There was quite

a crowd standing around talking when I heard a sort of whining

sound coming from the direction of the steep hill leading up to

scramble track. It sounded like mini bike under great stress. Then

over the rise this box shaped thing with 4 wheels attached appears

and struggles towards us. The thing parked alongside the

Holdens, the Falcons and sundry other flash cars of the day. The

thing’s door was flung open and a pair of snow white  legs with a

Eric Brown with Wendy Bennett.

The Years 1978 – 1985
By Eric Brown (President 1989, Race organiser 1984 - 89)



well worn pair of K26s and black socks attached to them were

slowly placed on the ground. It wasn’t possible to see what

running gear he was wearing or if he was wearing any running

gear at all because he was dressed in a shave coat. You know, one

of those 3/4 length towelling things wives bought their spouses

for birthday presents back in the seventies. This particular shave

coat had seen better days and was more than a little thread bare.

The usual salutations were afforded him by the old hands, off

came the shave coat and away we went with “Shave Coat “(this

became his nick name amongst the younger members) tagging

along in the pack. But before long “Shave Coat” would disappear

and later reappear again but always seemed some way ahead of

the pack. “Shave Coat,” from his many hours spent running

around Mt Kembla knew all the bush tracks and short cuts so was

never left behind. He still manages to run around the Big Hill 2 or

3 times a week today and I am sure he enjoys it as much as ever.

Who is he??

West Dapto
Post race chat at the Mt Kembla runs in 1983 had instigated

much discussion regarding the lack of good competition road

races on the coast. Other than local fun runs there were no other

regularly organised road races to encourage new runners and to

give the elite of the area good competition without travelling

away. The local athletic’s clubs conducted winter cross country

races but there wasn’t any provision for road racing. 

So, in the winter of 1984, Kembla Joggers organised a series of

accurate 7mile, 10km, and 5 mile races at West Dapto. 

The West Dapto courses were chosen due to the flat terrain

(conducive to fast times), relatively traffic free on a Saturday

afternoon (in those days) and good facilities. This move was

really quite innovative for the times...we were not aware of this

happening anywhere else, where road runners were organising

themselves because of the lack of regular road races. It was also

recognition that there was a breed of runners who much preferred

road racing to either cross country or track, the latter being

restricted in the distances offered and the summer track season.

Bill wanted to attract runners of all abilities to our races not just

the elite. Handicapping would put everyone on equal footing and

give the less gifted an opportunity to “beat” the best. So it was

decided that all races except the 1 mile downhill be handicapped.

In that first year two series of the races were run with a 1 mile

downhill separating them. Bill Williamson as always did a great

job of the handicapping, ably assisted by Hazel Brown with the

timing and recording and Eric Brown acting as race

organiser/course marker. A total of 45 runners turned out in that

first year and from those humble beginnings Kembla Joggers has

grown to be one of the biggest running clubs in the State; 1997

membership being 277.

As we were providing after race refreshments and giving

awards at the end of the season, we initially charged runners $1

per race, generally run on an honesty basis....coins dropped into a

bucket when registering for each race. In later years as we became

more organised on incorporation, it was decided to initiate an

annual club fee, which has worked much more efficiently and

continues today.

Our races have attracted some of the state’s best distance

athletes over the years. State, National and International

representatives have used Kembla Joggers events and training

runs to develop their skills strengths and endurance......such as

Kerryn McCann, Johnathan Hall and Michellie Jones. Some fine

sprinters have also used the races to gain some winter strength

and endurance training. (Peter Gandy, Kylie Hannigan, Lesley

Brown and Noreen Parrish to name few). Athletes from other

codes have also used our races to improve their performances or

to maintain fitness after retiring from their chosen sport e.g. Peter

Rowles (Rugby Union), Vito Gaudiosi (boxing), Tim Morrissy

(basketball).

We have also, always encouraged athletes young and old to

participate in our training runs and races no matter what level.

Our only demand has been that athletes under the age of twelve

must be accompanied on the road by an adult for obvious reasons.
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A large group of KJs sets off on one of our West Dapto courses during the late 80s.
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Post Race Coffee and Tea

Standing around after a race analysing your performance,

venting your frustrations of what might have been, diagnosing

your aches and pains, patting others on the back for a great run or

just consoling yourself for not passing someone on the line, over

a cup of tea or coffee are all part of Kembla Joggers great

tradition. How did this all start? Well I am, I have to admit, a

coffee addict and preferred a cup of caffeine as my pre and post

run drink to the more traditional clear aqua. At most long training

runs and certainly at all KJ races I would take along with me a

flask of hot water and make up a cup of coffee for myself and a

cup of tea for Hazel, out would come the bikkies and anyone else

who would partake joined in. For one particular race Hazel

cooked up a batch of her famous vanilla slices and someone else

brought along a cake and so started the KJ’s traditional post

run/race refreshments. Eventually, as the numbers increased, we

decided have a whip round, bought some air pots and took it in

turns providing the hot water. This practice continues to this day

at venues where there isn’t a hot water supply, albeit on a much

larger scale. 

Recollections of the One Mile Downhill

1984 - The Inaugural Event

During the late seventies and early eighties many of the big

cities throughout the world had been staging 1 mile downhill

races and some of the times being posted were phenomenal. So,

in 1984, when we

were discussing the

format of our first

organised winter road

racing series, we

decided to incorpo-

rate our own 1 mile

downhill run to give

athletes the opportu-

nity to run a mile

faster than they had

ever gone before.

The course chosen

was along Bong Bong

Rd, West Dapto, with

the start about 600

metres uphill from

“The Gun Club”. The

first 800m of the

course is the steepest

and fastest section

running down to a

slight dip. The course then rises slightly for about 100m and the

remainder of the course is a gentle downhill sprint to the finish (if

you have got anything left by then). 

Speculation as to whether the first sub 4 minute mile to be run

on the coast would be achieved was rife. With the likes of Dave

Pomery, Chris Morton, Roberto Rojas, Mick Trinca et al, to push

each other along it was a definite possibility. 

On the day 21 intrepid athletes turned up to contest the

inaugural 1 Mile Downhill. Two divisions were contested.

Division 1 was for the sub 5 minute runners but unfortunately not

all of our elite athletes turned up and it was left to Chris Morton

to do what no other athlete on the coast had done before. With the

missing competition, but in a fine solo effort, Chris ran a well

controlled race and missed the elusive 4 minute barrier by a mere

4 seconds. Meanwhile, behind Chris, a ding dong battle was

developing between the irrepressible Jimmy Hennessy and the

young up and coming Petri Laajoki. Age and experience won out

with Jimmy nosing Petri by one second. The late KJ Reinier Van

Beek was next home with a fine 4.18 and some great duels were

being fought out by the remainder of the field.

The second division was again a battle of the young and not so

young. Tony Meta, on being told that this event was on, said

“anyone can run a mile” and so on a background of Sunday soccer

training entered the race. But he underestimated the running

talents of some of our elder statesmen. Tony took off downhill

like the proverbial rat up a drainpipe and by half way had a

commanding lead over 53 years young Tony “Macca”

MacDonald. The younger Tony on going up the “slight rise”

began to feel the effects of his early enthusiasm and by the start

of the last 600m Macca, with controlled experience, pulled

alongside Tony. Tony glanced to his right and the look of

astonishment on his face at seeing “the old fella” cruising by,

shook him to the core. The thought of being beaten by “the old

fella” made Tony dig deep into his reserves and off he went again

only to get the wobbles 50m down the track. Macca, with cool

resolve, once again pulled alongside Tony, who by this time had

spent all his bikkies and Macca pulled away to record a win and

a fine sub 5 minute mile of 4.51. Four ladies contested the

Inaugural Downhill Mile. Nicky Brown was the fastest recording

5.11, followed by Wendy Bennett, Christine Hall and Helen

Ashton. We were going to have to wait for another year for a sub

four minute mile on the coast. But when it did happen it was

worth waiting for.

1985 - KJ’s First Sub Four Minute Downhill Mile

Inspired by reports from the previous year’s participants of

never before dreamed of 1 mile times, 38 energetic individuals

turned out for the second running of the “One Mile Downhill”.

History was in the making. KJ’s first sub 4 minute mile, albeit

downhill, was a race to remember. Not just one sub 4 minute mile

but three. David Pomery smashed the previous years record by

12.13 seconds and equalled (at that time) the world flat one mile

record of Sebastian Coe to boot. David powered away from the

field over the last 400m with Michael Trinca and Mark Everton

also dipping under the four minute mark. David’s time was 3.48

with Mick and Mark recording 3.57 and 3.58 respectively.

Everyone exceeded expectations and some incredible times were

recorded by individuals who never thought that they would ever

run a mile as fast as they did. 

In the “B” race Nicky created a new ladies record with a 4.51

and one young runner showing great potential was current World 

Dave Pomery wins the Kangaroo Valley
Fun Run in 1984.
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Duathlon Champion Jonathan Hall who at age 12 years finished

only seven seconds (4.34) behind winner Drew Blake (4.27) and

Macca at age 54 (4.29).

David’s 3.48 still stands as the male record, Nicky went on to

further reduce the female record in 1987 and it remains at 4.41.

Breakdown of the finishing times for 1985

• Sub 4min = 3

• Sub 5 min = 19

• Sub 6 min = 12

• Sub 7 min = 4

(see back issues of the annual magazine for results) 

Unfortunately this exciting event was removed from the winter

program after 1988 due to increased numbers and lack of parking

and amenities. But as a one off will be run again as part of the 25th

celebrations. Will David and Nicky’s records be broken by one of

our current crop of youngsters?

And now ? In early May (1998) we conducted a sentimental 1

mile downhill event. It was not part of the point score series and

only 36 game athletes turned out to compete. While the men’s

record of 3.48 could not be approached, Nicky’s women’s record

was broken/smashed by both Lauren Elms (soon to go overseas to

contest the World Junior Athlete’s Championship) who ran an

incredible 4.23 and by Vanessa Kearney, who had a great track

season in 1997/8 and ran 4.38.

There were many outstanding runs on the day and everyone

who competed got a real buzz from running so fast. With

sufficient interest maybe we can run it again.

Kembla Jogger’s 25th Anniversary One Mile Downhill Race 9.5.98

HEAT 1 HEAT 2 HEAT 3

Ian Dodsworth 5.11 Elivia Comer 4.49 Dylan Forbes 4.09

Jemma Comer 5.17 Bethany Comer 4.51 Wayne Montefiore 4.10

George Louden 5.25 Brad Mannix 4.57 Bronte Blay 4.11

Vince O’Dwyer 5.26 Laila Comer 5.00 Paul Micale 4.17

Bob Scott 5.49 Melinda Mlacic 5.02 Mathew Moody 4.19

Stan Gannon 5.56 Ray McCauley 5.04 Lauren Elms 4.23

Teresa Dubois 6.05 Eddie Muston 5.07 Martin Church 4.25

Tony Maloney 6.09 Norrie Smith 5.09 Neil Barnett 4.30

Paul Dubois 6.20 David Church 5.10 Vanessa Kearney 4.38

Warren Evans 6.25 Gary Howard 5.21 Steve Matthews 4.40

Jenny Comer 6.29 Alison Couldwell 5.24 Mark Owen 4.47

Jared Blay 6.58 Noreen Parrish 6.02 Andrew Krajewski 4.49

The starters at the 25th Anniversary One Mile Downhill 1998.
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Social KJs

Kembla Joggers have organised some

special events over the years e.g. running/

training weekends, motivational nights and

social nights, such as the ones to Dirty

Dick’s, Jamberoo Valley Lodge and to see

My Fair Lady at Her Majesty’s Theatre in

Sydney.

Motivational Night

In 1983 one of Australia’s representatives

at the World Cross Country Championships

at Gateshead in England, was one Rob

McDonald. Rob was a National Cross

Country and 5km track medalist, World

Cross Country representative 3 times

(Morocco ’75 , Limerick ’77 & Gateshead

’83) . He was also a past NSW 5,000m track

record holder at 13.58, a City to Surf runner

up and had won numerous State

Championships over Road, Track and Cross Country. Rob more

recently managed the last two World Cross Country teams

overseas.

Also, one of Australia’s most consistent marathon

representatives during this period and a walking encyclopedia on

athletics, was Steve Poulton. Steve represented Australia 6 times

at Marathons including 3 World Cups. He ran in the London,

Montreal, Chicago, Fukuoka, Boston, Auckland and Hong Kong

Marathons. Steve competed in 20 marathons all up 15 of them sub

2hr 20m, and has a PB of 2hr 16m 41s at Invercargill (NZ) in

1988. Steve won 8 State Championships over Road & Cross

Country, was a medalist in 3 National Titles and won NSW

Distance runner of the year 5 or 6 times .

Rob and Steve are good friends of Eric and Hazel Brown and

family and when Bill Williamson suggested a motivational night

be organised, Rob and Steve were approached to see if they would

come along as guest speakers. Kembla Joggers in those days were

not as affluent as they are today and were not in a position to

remunerate Rob and Steve for their services. However, they both

agreed to one of Hazel’s famous baked dinners and bed and

breakfast as compensation. All three requests were met, Lysaght’s

Taj Mahal was booked for the Friday night and a full house turned

up at 7.30. Rob talked of his experiences at the World X- country

Championships and showed many slides of the events and Steve

gave us an insight into his marathon experiences, his training

methods and distance training in general. 

For refreshment a plate was provided by some of the members

and a wonderful and informative night was had by all who

attended.

Running Weekends
Bill had organised running weekends at Gerroa, Huskisson and

Jerry Bailey (Shoalhaven Heads) in the mid 70’s but

unfortunately this was before my

involvement with the KJs and each time Bill

spoke about them we got enthusiastic about

organising another one. It took until 1986

for this to happen but it was worth waiting

for. Finding an appropriate venue where a

variety of runs and terrain was available and

with suitable accommodation was solved

when the Port Kembla RSL flats at Sussex

Inlet were suggested by Glenis Brown.

Everyone agreed that this was a good place

to hold the camp, especially with the added

bonus of the cost being only $10.00 per

person for the weekend. So, the whole block

of flats was booked for the weekend of 30th

May 1986, from Friday night to late Sunday

afternoon.

Everyone chipped in for the Friday night

meal by bringing a hot or cold plate and

something scrummy for dessert to build up

the carbohydrates for a testing weekend of

exercise. Hazel’s vanilla slices were devoured with the usual

distance runners’ passion. The after dinner entertainment was

provided by running videos and Trivial Pursuit. 

The weekend activities went like this :-

Saturday 
• Morning:

Run out to the Princes Hwy and back, about 10km.

• Afternoon:

The Bog to Bog Fun Run. This was just over 5km out to the

toilet block at the surf beach and back and, as with all K.J.

runs was handicapped. If our foggy memories are correct, it

was Simon Hall (a.k.a Wedgie) who won the race.

• Saturday dinner was at the RSL Club across the road from

the flats (very convenient) and the evening was spent

discussing training, playing games and watching videos over

a beer, a cup of coffee or a glass of wine.

Sunday
• Morning:

long run of about 17km to Cudmirra and back along the

beach, with a sumptuous B.B.Q. breakfast awaiting us on

return.

• Afternoon:

beach run to the big sand dune, with intervals up the dune

and a prize for fastest to the top which was won by Chris

Morton.

The weekend was a huge success and might have been repeated

if the RSL hadn’t sold the flats soon after. 

However, Kembla Joggers are organising another running

weekend in late October 1998, in the Blue Mountains, which

looks as if it will be equally as much fun as the Sussex Inlet

weekend. For more information, see Karen Blay....very soon!

Bill Agnew
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This is the same man... what a hunk! (John Cooper). Wendy Bennett and Phil Lamb.

Joe Novy and Dennis Drabble.

Gordon Allen. John Cooper and Eric Brown. Tony Hamilton.

Steve Mlacic and Simon Suters. Julie Broughton.



After running with the Kembla Joggers in their first few years

of existence my wife, Gloria, and I started to enter fun runs.

As most fun run entrants had a t-shirt or singlet with a logo on it,

I decided to design something for our running gear.

With three young boys ranging in age from 3 to 8 years, we had

accumulated a range of Dr Suess children’s books, one of these

books titled “The Cat in the Hat”. After reading these books on

many occasions, there was one character that seemed to illustrate

the virtues of the Mt Kembla circuit. This was the sweating dog

or fox like character with the text under the illustration saying,

“Some run for fun in the hot hot sun”.

The original silk-screen was made by tracing this character

onto the silk and adding the text “RUN 4 FUN” above the

illustration. The silk was then hand painted using some of our

kitchen pale green plastic wall paint, leaving the image required.

The words “MT KEMBLA” were added under the illustration

using a second screen. The results can be seen in some of the very

early group photographs. These first shirts were yellow using

black text.

The second generation logo was prepared in the Drawing

Office at BHP where Bill Williamson and I worked. The same Dr

Suess character was used, only this time the artwork had the

lettering “KEMBLA” above and “JOGGERS” below. I cannot

remember who prepared the silk-screen from the drafting film

(Bill Roberts we think – Ed). The original “RUN 4 FUN” screen

was given to David and Anna Schroder and it is unknown if it still

exists.

Slight modifications were made to the second logo during the

late 80’s which already had taken on the present club colours, red,

white and navy. A new font was used for the text and it was also

emboldened. A double bar was used in between the words

“KEMBLA” and “JOGGERS” following the arc of the circle

made by the text. The logo was basically the same except more

modern and prominent. There was some debate in the early 90’s

about whether or not a new logo, but still using the Dr Suess

character, should be designed. A few designs were even presented

to a committee meeting for consideration. In the end it was

decided to keep the traditional logo, a distinctive logo which

makes a Kembla Jogger instantly recognisable.

The Kembla Joggers Logo
By Terry Brown
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On the second of May 1987, Kembla Joggers first sought

incorporation with the then Corporate Affairs Commission

(CAC). The main aim in seeking the changed status was to protect

individual members and the KJ committee from liability arising

from any accident that might occur to any members running in

one of the organised races. This occurred at a time when

membership numbers had swollen considerably and quite a lot of

road races were being conducted at West Dapto.

Initially the Kembla Jogger’s committee attempted to write its

own rules couched in terms and a format that it thought would be

acceptable to the CAC. A copy of the ACT Veteran’s Athletic

Club’s Incorporated Constitution was obtained to assist in this

regard. This in fact did not prove helpful. A number of obstacles

barred the club’s acceptance and it was eventually decided that

Kembla Joggers as an association, would accept the “model

rules”.

From that point on the process of incorporation became easier,

but it was not until 6.2.92 that Kembla Joggers actually became

Kembla Joggers Inc. even though we had used the name for a

number of years in the mistaken belief that we had jumped all the

hurdles and thought that we had been granted incorporation.

The Department of Fair Trading has taken over from the CAC

and they recently confirmed the date of incorporation.

The registration number is: 41384129.

Kembla Joggers Become Incorporated
Dennis Drabble
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When I joined the Kembla

Joggers in 1985 I had

been running, but not

competing, for several years. I

had for some time been looking

for more fulfilment from an

activity which, until that time,

had been for health and fitness

only. I had become somewhat

disenchanted with running

alone and was considering

other, less healthy, pursuits.

Joining the Joggers introduced

me to the hitherto unknown world of social and competitive

running. New friends and training partners, a part time coach

(read sadist) in Bill Williamson set me on a new and exiting

direction. Running and socialising with Bill and Jim Hennessy

(Kembla Joggers answer to Emil Zatopek) and others, instilled in

me a sense of purpose, achievement and a greater knowledge of

all things pertaining to distance running, group training and club

loyalty. It changed not only my mind, but also my lifestyle, and

by 1987 certain events and devotion to the club, had conspired to

thrust me into the inaugural Presidency of Kembla Joggers Inc.

Prior to the winter of 1986, the arena of Australian sport was

besieged by an unprecedented number of compensation claims by

sports-people, for damages sustained while training and/or

competing in their chosen activity. The worst nightmare for

unpaid officials was that some of these claims were being

recognised. The threat of litigation against club administrators

was very real and, to protect themselves and their families from

personal financial loss, club principals were forced to turn toward

incorporation with all its requirements (committees, AGM,

insurance, etc.), and turning their clubs into public organisations.

Kembla Joggers was just one club amongst many who faced

change or oblivion.

Back in 1986, Kembla Joggers was, as it is today, a group of

very sociable athletes. From an itinerant membership of 156 male

and 34 female runners, around 75 dedicated adherents competed

for and within their club on a regular basis (six or more events).

The friendliness and competitive nature of the members inspired

longer term members to become involved more and more in

organisational functions. People of the fabric of Eric, Hazel,

Nicky and Glenis Brown, Bill Williamson, Karen Blake, Dennis

Drabble, Christine Hall, Jim Hennessy, Mike Langton and Helen

and Bryan Ashton to name but a few, had stepped forward,

eventually to be confronted by the risk of personal financial loss

through inappropriate legal action. Understandably, with the

possibility of compensation claims, the ever present threat of

litigation and a desire to see the club survive in 1987, a meeting

of concerned members was called for and convened at the home

of Eric and Hazel Brown. At this meeting it was determined that

incorporation of the club was essential, and executives were

elected to oversee the formation of a constitution, finances and

insurance, and the future direction of Kembla Joggers

Incorporated.

The club’s first ever Executive Committee elected at that

important meeting in 1986 was as follows:

President Barry Armstrong

Secretary Karen Blake

Treasurer/s Gary Bell, Dennis Drabble

Public Officer Christine Hall

The General Committee:

Social Secretary Christine Hall

Race Organiser Eric Brown

Handicapper Jim Hennessy

Such was the enthusiasm of those present, that they all

nominated for the committee proper (which actually contravened

the guidelines, but who’s counting?).

If any of the new committee members were apprehensive about

the coming 1987 winter series, none showed it, and their faith was 

The Years 1985 – 1992
A period of uncertainty, hard decisions and growth.

By Barry Armstrong (President 1987-88, Secretary 1989-92)
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Barry Armstrong.

Longtime KJ, Bryan Ashton.
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rewarded by the unselfish

commitment of the members. All

responded to the call so magnificently

that, on each race day, we had a surfeit

of helpers, resulting in greater safety

for the runners on the road. This

aspect of the club’s activities would,

over the ensuing years, gradually

improve even more. Although

itinerant runner numbers were down

on the previous year, with 130 (22

women) participants, around 82 (15

women) competed on a regular basis.

The most pleasing aspect would only

be realised in the coming few years,

with the influx of new members, soon

to become Kembla Joggers regulars,

and others who would become

international class athletes in a variety

of disciplines.

During 1987 an unassuming

young KJ named Jonathan Hall was

putting in performances which would

eventually lead him to national and international repute in

Cycling and the emerging sport of Duathlon. Jono and others

would eventually join the ranks of KJ greats, the likes of

Olympians, Dave Power and Kerryn McCann; Laurie Wells, dual

state marathon rep; internationals, Bill Williamson; Peter Gandy

and Michael Trinca; Australian 800m champion, Ian Gaudry and

a host of top class male and female veteran athletes. The 1987

winter series was one of “testing the water” and speculation about

future directions. It was the start of an era of determination,

dedication and commitment which would set the club on a course

that would lead to the outstanding success it enjoys today.

A completely new event heralded the commencement of 1988

for the KJs. This unusual event, aptly named “The Hangover

Handicap”, and held on a demanding 4 mile course at Mt Kembla,

was to become one of the prestigious races on the KJ’s calendar!

Fifty “odd” athletes of doubtful sanity (including this

correspondent) turned up in the heat of that new year’s day to

participate, and in so doing, sadly lent credibility to those sadists

(masochists?) who thought up such a diabolical stunt!

Elated by the unprecedented success of the inaugural

“Hangover Handicap”, certain people, somewhat carried away by

their enthusiasm, decided to approach the committee with a view

to inaugurating yet another new race to the agenda. This race was

to be conducted over a testing 21.1km course. Starting at the ICC

picnic grounds at West Dapto, the participants would traverse

West Dapto, Bong Bong and Cleveland roads, returning via

Avondale road, Marshall and Osborne streets and Darkes road. To

my horror the committee agreed and another very successful race

was added to the calendar. Initially called the “KJ’s Half” (gee,

how original) the event would later be renamed in memory of one

of KJ’s greatest supporters and friends, as the “Tom Miskelly

Memorial Half Marathon”.

Another memorable happenstance during 1988 was the

acquisition of the club’s first ever sponsorship deal. This was with

Better Sports and comprised a number of racing team strips, printed

with the club logo over brilliant red, white and blue shorts and

singlet. The launching of the new uniforms took place at the Kiama

Running Festival and the runners looked absolutely magnificent.

Everywhere one looked there was a Kembla Jogger, unmistakable

in those eye catching colours. I must admit to a lump in my throat

which I could not swallow. I felt a sense of pride in my club that

day which has only been surpassed since, by the opening ceremony

for The Illawarra Regional Athletic Centre at Beaton Park.

Runner participation for the Kembla Joggers 1988 winter series

remained static with 152 (40 women) competing and a

surprisingly low average of only 64 runners per event. The 5 mile

scheduled for 16 April at West Dapto was abandoned due to heavy

flooding in the area. This was the first time a KJ event had been

abandoned for any reason. Determined not to be written off, a

group of 30 diehards turned up regardless and competed despite

some parts of the roads being two feet under rapidly flowing

storm water. These incredibly committed athletes later gave the

committee a hard time for taking the unprecedented decision to

abandon a KJ event.

Where 1988 was a year in which many of the committee

decisions were aimed at promoting a higher level of awareness

both among the members and indeed the general public, 1989 saw

the first rewarding signs of that awareness. Member participation

for the first half dozen races was unprecedented. During the 15

event winter series, another mediocre average of 60 plus runners

contested each event. However, two very pleasing statistics

emerged early in the season, (i) over the first 6 races an average

of 80 runners contested, and (ii) in the May 5 mile race at West

Dapto, a startling 93 people participated, a record number for that

event at that time.

Petri Laajoki (left) and John McGrogan tough it out in the final stages of a West Dapto race circa 1990.
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This last statistic (a momentous one

for the future of the club) although

pleasing, did alarm some members of

the committee who recalled the

humble beginnings of the club,

prompting President Eric Brown to

ask in his annual report, “Where is the

Kembla Joggers Club heading?”: “Do

we need sponsorship?”: “Do we have

the resources to organise an open fun

run?”: “Are we doing enough to foster

running in the Illawarra?”. Very

pertinent questions. When one looks at

the successful club today, the answer

can only be a resounding, “YES!”.

Torrential rain during 1989 once

again closed the “cow pasture” at

Beaton Park, bringing to a premature

end, the customary KJ’s track

sessions. Even the much loved Mount

Kembla venues were all but

impassable (but only for those less than determined runners and

those who did not have running flippers in their wardrobes). This

situation got right up the noses of a small group of KJs, good

friends and training mates, who approached the committee with

the proposal that Kembla Joggers lead the thrust for a new

synthetic track in the Illawarra. So it happened that a KJ’s steering

committee set forth toward what may perhaps be the most

rewarding achievement of the Kembla Joggers Club. More about

this KJ milestone later.

Meanwhile, a refreshingly unassuming young lady by the name

of Kerryn Hindmarsh was quietly asserting a dominance of

women’s distance racing during 1989, and who later, under her

married name of McCann (husband Greg is a former top class

surfer), would become Australian cross country and marathon

champion, Olympian and a local sporting icon. And a gentle

natured man and KJs stalwart Mark Everton continued his

domination of local fun runs and his excellent ambassadorial

promotion of Kembla Joggers. Fine performances by members in

events outside of the club environment have long been a KJ

tradition.

Not satisfied with just nurturing that tradition, KJ members

completely annihilated the opposition in the 1989 “Lighthouse

Ten” fun run, taking an amazing 12 first places, 8 second places

and 3 third places. Another newcomer to the club calendar this

year was the inaugural 7 mile “Tri Club Challenge”. Run over the

Mt Kembla course, the race attracted a top class field of KJs and

Triathletes (some scurrilous KJ types actually “turned turkey” and

competed for the Tri Club). Fastest on the day was KJ John

McGrogan, in a fast time of 37:20 for the 11.2 kilometres, with

the KJ club winning overall.

In 1990 Andrew Lloyd did the impossible. Against the odds,

Lloydy claimed gold in the 5,000m event at the Auckland

Commonwealth Games. In my Secretary’s report for that year, I

claimed this achievement as the greatest motivation for Aussie

athletes of all levels to excel in their

chosen fields. Several years later, at

the invitation of President Neil

Barnett, Andrew paid us a few visits

and soon became a KJ’s member.

Nineteen ninety belonged to Kembla

Joggers “femmes” with excellent

performances by Kerryn Hindmarsh:

17:05, in the “Fitness 5” fun run and

35:17 in the “Lighthouse 10” fun run,

and Tania Connor: 36:44 in the

“College to Coast” fun run and 53:59

in the “City To Surf”, with new girl on

the block, Mary Murison smashing the

women’s records, outright and in her

age group (35-39). Some of Mary’s

results include: 56:58 for the Mount

Kembla 9 mile (modified course),

83:46 for the KJ’s Half (smashing

Triathlete star Michellie Jones’ record

by almost 6 minutes), 17:11 for the

Sheaffes Road 3 mile and 27:06 for the Mt Kembla 4 mile.

Other top performances saw 54 year old “supervet” Bill

Raimond go around the mountain (9 mile) in 51:07, the first

person to do so in less than their age, albeit on a modified course,

Veteran running machine, Jim Hennessy’s 51:38 in the “City To

Surf” and Ian Kennerley’s 49:06 in the same event. Many of the

Mt Kembla runs had to be altered in 1990 due to a rather bitter

dispute between the club and the Water Board over the use of

parts of the sealed road past the pumping station. This dispute

would continue for about five years, and after much to-ing and

fro-ing, was finally resolved in Kembla Joggers favour, due

largely to the efforts of President Neil Barnett’s good work. This

was a common sense result that should have and could have been

achieved in 1990!

Fund raising for the synthetic track was well underway this

year with the $1.8 million price tag for stage one looking more

daunting than ever. Projects like the inaugural “Fitness 5” fun run,

which would go on to become the finest, best organised, most

scenic middle distance race to be found anywhere (this I believe),

the Southern Flame organised “Bulli” fun run, lots of sports

dinners, dances, Steelers raffles and much needed handouts from

local business and local athletics and running clubs, Kembla

Joggers, Southern Flame, and the Triathlon Club and (I think)

Blue Stars, put us on track for a big finish.

The 1990 winter series began with a roar, with a record 102

people contesting a 5 mile event at West Dapto, and an average

participation of 91 runners (26 women). The dedication of the

elected officials was starting to pay off with some very pleasing

statistics recorded: (i) 75 people turned out for the first run of the

program, a West Dapto 5 mile, (ii) a record 102 runners contested

the 2nd race of the season, again a 5 mile, (iii) 91 athletes turned

up for the first run at Mt Kembla, a 7km race, (iv) 58 people set

out for a sightseeing tour of West Dapto, Huntley and Avondale

over a tough 21.1km half marathon course, and (v) an amazing 62

runners completed the super tough Mt Kembla 9 mile.

Bill Raimond running the Kembla Joggers Half Marathon.
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Where 1990 was a year of successes, 1991 was, with regard to

attendance and race participation, a very lean year. In fact so

disappointing were the statistics, they hardly warrant a mention

here. I can’t really say much about the first few races of 1991. At

the time of the first event of the winter series I, along with a very

dedicated group of people, was on my way to Melbourne in

support of a 1000 km Australian record attempt by a courageous

team of ten Kembla Joggers runners. In a landmark effort, these

wonderful people brought back that record for the Kembla

Joggers. You will read more about this effort elsewhere in this

journal.

Despite the poor attendance at club meets, some very fine

individual race performances were recorded, and some good work

done by club administrators. The few of these that are mentioned

here are by no means the sum total, but rather represent other

contributions made to the club by those many other people not

mentioned: club administration, Robyn Henry, Dennis Drabble, 

Neil Barnett, Hilary Winchester, Mark Everton, Nick Player,

Tom Miskelly; running, Anneli Laajoki 3rd and 4th placings in

the World Vets 5km and 10km cross country in Finland. And

63.29 for the KJ’s 10 mile, which remains the women’s 45-49 age

group record to date. Mark Everton 44.49 in the prestige “City to

Surf”, 52.13 for the KJ’s 10 mile and 15.08 for the 1991 “Fitness

5” fun run. Jim Hennessy 52.16 for the “City to Surf” in the 45-

50 age group. Chris “Forrest” Stocker 2:43 for the Holsworthy

Marathon. Ian Kennerley 33.28 for the inaugural Mt Kembla 10

km cross-country. Peter Trad, Dave Higgins, John McGrogan,

Claire Margetson, Neil Barnett, Bruce Medley, David Naylor, Jim

Hennessy, Peter Henry, and runner’s team captain Mark Everton,

for the 70hr 14min and 47sec Australian record breaking 1000km

ultra-relay between Sydney and Melbourne.

A new event was added to the race calendar in 1991. This was

the 10 km cross country at Cordeaux Dam and has, as with other

new events, become very popular with the members. This event

was won by the “physio on the run”, Phil Parle, in the good time

of 34.19, and the course record for the Mt Kembla 10km cross-

country was broken by club stalwart, Ian Kennerley with the good

time of 33.28.

Early in the 1992 winter program the Kembla Joggers lost one

of its dearest friends when club patron Tom Miskelly tragically

passed away.

With 180 members enrolled in 1992, the membership numbers

appeared to be following the pattern set in previous years. Of

these 180, 65 competed in club events on a regular basis (6 races

or more). A new-look committee took the reins in 1992 with Neil

Barnett taking over from Dennis Drabble as President, Ron Perry

Vice-President, Jeff Dunning Treasurer and Ray Wales Race

Organiser. A number of innovations were introduced by the new

committee and included: the abolition of race fees – replaced by

a once-only membership fee, race start times put back to 3pm

from 2pm, introduction of power walking events (these were

requested by local power walkers and were very poorly supported

and consequently dropped from the program), and the

introduction of alternative shorter events held in conjunction with

the regular longer distance events for those runners preferring

shorter distances.

The customary dedication of certain Kembla Joggers members

was continued by race handicapper Mark Everton, race organiser

Ray Wales, course marker Steve Bailey and social secretary, the

eternal Robyn Henry, who over the last couple of years has

become a symbol of dedication to the club members. Over the

1992 series no fewer than 60 open and age group records were set

or broken. Six of these, in the open and 25 to 29 age-group

categories were claimed by Australian representative Kerryn

McCann which led to Kerryn winning the first ever Kembla

Joggers medal to be awarded. On the weekend of the 29/30

August this year Kerryn also won the Australian cross country

title in Nowra. Beating a top class field including Sue Malaxos

and Sue Mahoney over a demanding 6km course in a fine time of

21.15. In the 1992 “City to Surf” Mark Everton finished in the

excellent time of 45.45 and Jim Hennessy, at age 50, finished in a

great time of 52.00.

Another milestone achieved following the 1992 AGM saw the

resignation from committee duties of the secretary of Kembla

Joggers and your correspondent, Barry Armstrong. I would like to

thank the members of the Kembla Joggers for the opportunity to

be of service to them and the club in both the position of president

and of secretary for the above mentioned period. It has been my

absolute pleasure. Thank you.

Runners take off at the start of the Tom Miskelly Memorial Half Marathon in the mid 90s.
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My first taste of Kembla Joggers came at an

early age when, as a 11 year old, I

accompanied my dad to a few KJ events and

training runs at Mt Kembla. At this stage there

was no interest in running whatsoever and

instead I was more content on these outings to

ride my bike or build forts in the bush with my

mates in readiness to ambush approaching

runners. My first ever run came one Saturday

afternoon when I decided to tag along on a Mt

Kembla training run with my dad, Bill and

other capable runners of that era. I only made it

to about 1km before I’d had enough and returned to the car. The

following week bike riding and fort building were back on the

agenda.

Then in 1984, a young Jonathan Hall, who I knew outside of

running, asked me if I could run. Of course, I said. What can you

do for 5km? asked Jono. About 10 minutes, I replied. What!

returned Jono. Not knowing a thing about running I was still

smart enough to realise I had guessed a bit on the low side. Ah,

how about 20 minutes, I reguessed. Hey, that’s not bad at all, Jono

said, why don’t you come to the next KJ event and show us how

it’s done? Sure, okay then, I’ll be there, I promised, knowing that

I was now in deep trouble. Within days I had my dads ill-fitting

Adidas racers on my feet and I was on the road. After 2 solid

weeks of training I made it to my first KJ race, a 3 mile relay at

West Dapto. I was impressed that I had run 20.36 but not that Jono

had failed to turn up to see it. The rest is history, I’ve rarely

missed a race since then. I trained a fair bit with Jono in those

early days and when he would retire early during training runs I

was sure that I would soon be beating him. Needless to say he is

now a world champion and I’m not.

I got involved on the committee in the late 80’s after

encouragement from Barry Armstrong. In 1991 I organised the

KJ’s successful Sydney to Melbourne 1000km Australian record

attempt. Later that year Dennis Drabble indicated that he would

step down as KJ President and Barry, still euphoric from our relay

feats, persuaded me to take it on. At only 22 years old I was

sceptical that I would be accepted but a great committee team full

of other fresh faces and enthusiasm made it an easier task. Among

the new look committee were the likes of Ron Perry, Jeff Dunning

and Ray Wales, all still actively involved in KJ affairs. After a bad

year in 1990 numbers wise, the new committee realised that the

KJs was on the brink of either future success or oblivion. Running

as a sport was also in sharp decline. The committee set about

introducing new ideas that would pave the way for the future

growth of the club. Most of these things were built upon the

foundations of the club which were put in place through the

efforts of Bill Williamson, Eric & Hazel Brown, and Barry

Armstrong, amongst others, prior to 1992.

In 1991, the number of race registrations at KJ winter series

races had declined from an average of 71 per race in 1990 to just

51. Membership was also down. In his 1991

President’s report, Dennis Drabble asked a few

pertinent questions, for what reasons are people

staying away?, what can we do to attract more

people?, should we cater for power-walking as

well as running?, would runs of say 3 miles if

conducted at the same time as our longer races be

attractive? These questions were all examined

early in 1992 at a series of committee meetings.

A club survey the year before showed most

members were happy with the way the club was

running so there were no clear answers. What

was clear though was that we weren’t doing enough to promote

the club and attract new members. We now realised that we would

have to do more than just rely on word of mouth. After all, if the

KJs was as good as we all knew it to be, we shouldn’t have much

trouble in encouraging more runners to the club. One thing I have

learnt is that no matter how professional an organisation is, it will

invariably lose members, in the case of running clubs due to

injury, loss of interest, families, work etc. This is simply

unavoidable. The real game is to get out there and attract more

than you lose. If you don’t you won’t last too long.

Amongst the new ideas was to abolish the $1 race entry fee and

increase membership fees slightly to encourage greater

participation at events, introduce shorter alternative races held in

conjunction with longer events, introduce walking events, move

race starts from 2pm to 3pm and revamp the Summer Series,

which at the time was lucky to attract 8 per event. The power

walking concept was not successful and was discontinued in

1993, although we did try. Committee members became roving

ambassadors for the club, not missing an opportunity to promote

the KJs at schools, gyms, surfclubs, football clubs, fun runs,

work, in the press and amongst friends and family. Their efforts

paid off. Membership increased a staggering 30% and race

registrations almost 22%. Over one quarter of all members were

first time runners with the KJs in 1992 with the majority of these

still keen and active KJ members today.

In 1993 the club began to consolidate on it’s successes of the

year before. Membership continued to rise and there were now

40% more race registrations than in 1991. A race record crowd of

104 turned up at the popular 7km AC Mitchell Memorial Trophy

race at Mt Kembla in May giving time keepers real headaches.

The issue of race organisation and management became a key

agenda item at committee meetings as many wondered if we

could cope with the ever ballooning crowds. Each event now

resembled a fun run and with handicaps to calculate for over 200

runners before each race, solutions were quickly required.

A friend of mine from Uni by the name of Alex Ross had just

started his own computer software design business and after

discussing the dilemma we faced was keen to solve our problem.

During some of the less interesting engineering lectures

we  planned  the  basic  design  of  what  would  be  a  computer 

The Years 1992 – 1998
By Neil Barnett (President 1992 - 1998)
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handicapping program for KJ events. It would also store

membership details, compile pointscores and time lists, and by

year’s end had eliminated many hours of work for the club

handicapper. The investment was only $300 but clearly worth 10

times over, I would say, in hindsight, even priceless.

With the growth in membership came a surge in the number of

veteran runners in the club. The new synthetic athletic’s track had

just opened at Beaton Park in late 1993. It seemed only logical

that the KJs resume regular track racing and so at a committee

meeting on 28 September 1993, Jim Hennessy tabled a proposal

to launch the Kembla Joggers Veterans Athletics Division. The

Vets would organise Thursday night track events and the annual

South Coast Veterans Track Championships. Thursday night track

racing kicked off on 28 July 1994 and before too long crowds

were at a more than healthy level. Many KJs began to see the

benefits of training and racing on the track on a weekly basis.

Sharp improvements in the road racing form of many KJs was

evident. Others, including myself, were to learn that the track is

not as soft as it looks – stress fractures a common ailment.

The week before Jim put forward his proposal, the track had

opened in spectacular fashion. The KJs had organised, with the

blessing of local Council, a relay from Homebush Olympic Park

to the opening ceremony at Beaton Park on September 23rd. That

night the much anticipated announcement of the successful city to

host the 2000 Olympics was to be made, so our relay attracted

maximum media interest. We ran with the Sydney-bid flag into

the stadium to hundreds of well wishes and cheering kids.

Olympian Melinda Gainsford ran the final 200m with us and

handed the flag over to Lord Mayor David Campbell. In a letter

to the club, the Lord Mayor wrote, “Your club is to be

commended for their efforts in participating and organising the

Homebush Bay to Wollongong Relay Run. The most memorable

aspect of this event being the spectacular finish to the Opening

Ceremony with your group running onto the track with the

Sydney 2000 flag. It was certainly a magnificent conclusion to the

ceremony.”

With fundraising efforts for the track complete, The Illawarra

Regional Athletics Committee (TIRAC) invited the KJs to

officially continue the organisation of the region’s best attended

fun run, the Fitness 5. Because a number of prominent KJ

members were on TIRAC and were the principle organisers of

this event anyway, how could we refuse! The event became

known as the ‘Kembla Joggers Fitness 5’ and new sponsors lent

their support. With other local fun runs suffering dieback, even

death, this event flourished. Crowds of over 600 each year have

been common-place – mainly thanks to great weather, the most 
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scenic course Wollongong can offer and the cheapest entry fee of

any fun run around. Over the years it’s profile has grown with past

winners including such quality as Andrew Lloyd (twice), Jamie

Harrison, Liz Miller and our own Kerryn McCann and Jonathan

Hall. Elite athletes such as Greg Welsh, Paul Arthur, Michelle

Dillon and Michellie Jones have only filled the minor placings!

Over $20,000 has been raised by this event since it began in 1990,

all donated to worthy local charities. Whilst the KJs hasn’t gained

financially from the event it has increased our public profile

enormously and lured many runners to the club. The value of the

Fitness 5 to community health was recognised when in 1997 it

won a Healthy Cities award.

Performance wise 1993 was a great year with Mark Everton

finally taking out the College to Coast Fun run and the KJ’s Half

Marathon in 73.04. Kerryn McCann won the Australian Marathon

and Half Marathon Championships in fine style and was awarded

the club’s Golden Boots trophy in recognition of her outstanding

performances. Allan Carmen stunned everyone when he ran what

is perhaps one of the best ever times in a KJ race, a 20.53 in the

Mt Kembla 7km, a course record likely to stand for many years.

The following year, 1994, started off well enough. Crowds in

our 1993/4 summer series were now rivalling the winter series

with 40 to 45 KJs at each event. Race record attendances were

being set at nearly every event in the winter series. Race

registrations hit 1000 for the first time ever. We were now reaping

the rewards of a couple of top seasons. That was until early

August when a letter from Sydney Water arrived. I remember

feeling numb as I read what it had to say. The letter advised the

club that we could no longer use our Mt Kembla venue for

training runs or races from year’s end. The reason? water quality

problems apparently associated with ‘unauthorised entry’ had

been identified in the area. No-one could explain to me though

how a few runners on a bitumen road could cause soil erosion!

Whatever the case, the future of the club was now under real

threat. Mt Kembla, the home of the KJs, our birthplace, was to be

taken from us. But at a special meeting the committee decided to

fight the decision realising that to lose this running paradise

would be to remove the heart of the KJs.

So over the next year a battle raged which went as high as the

Minister.  Early in 1995 a meeting was held on-site between us   
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and representatives from the

Minister’s Office, Council and

Sydney Water. The meeting went very

well and a tour of the area proved to

all that our presence here provided

more pluses than minuses. Sydney

Water were still unmoved. Our plight

began to attract some media attention.

Kerryn McCann told TV audiences

that this could disrupt her training in

preparation for the upcoming Olympic

marathon. During 1995 all races con-

ducted by the club at Mt Kembla had

to be held over greatly modified

courses – many starting at Kembla

Heights. Despite these hassles our

race attendance figures were as strong

as the previous year. This show of

support was simply tremendous and

helped us in the battle to overcome

seemingly overwhelming odds.

Finally, on 5th June, a letter was

received from the Hon Minister, Craig

Knowles, which said in part that “the

existing informal access arrangements

enjoyed by the club into the catchment

should now be regularised.” In other

words, our battle was won! The club

then signed a 5 year access agreement

with Sydney Water to conduct events

and training runs although, under-

standably, under strict rules. The KJs

will continue to look after this haven

so that we can enjoy it for many years

to come.

Despite the turmoil with Sydney

Water, 1994 and 1995 had some real

highlights. In 1994 Kerryn McCann

ran at the Commonwealth Games after

recording a 2.34.08 at Osaka, which at

the time made her the 4th quickest

Australian female ever over the

marathon distance. Whilst not running

her best marathon time, Kerryn did

her country proud being first Aussie

home. She then went on to win the

Sydney Half in 1995. Lorraine Davis

represented Australia too in 1994 but

at the World Half Marathon Champs

in Oslo. A number of new events made

the KJ program during that year,

including the successful Duathlon

Team Relays (originated by Barry

Armstrong), the Puckey’s cross-

country 5km and Illawarra Yacht Club

5km. Each are now amongst the club’s

most popular events. History was

made in the winter pointscore series

when Chris Stocker and Peter

Patterson tied for first place. This

continued a great tradition of very

tight finishes, often decided by one

or two places in the final race.

While many juniors had run with

the club over the years, the KJs never

really catered for them. Instead,

juniors competed in our races on a

par with senior athletes and because

they weren’t allowed to race longer

events, had no realistic chance of

doing well in the pointscore. So in

1994 the club decided to give the

juniors their own pointscore series of

shorter events. Juniors now had

something to aim for and were

encouraged rather than forgotten.

The Junior Pointscore Series has so

far proved to be a tremendous

success greatly boosting our junior

numbers. Many of these are now

competing at state and national level,

while others just compete for fun.

The inaugural Junior Pointscore

Series winner was Ian Gregory with

younger brother David taking out the

next two. Emerging talent Brendan

Cato took home the shield in 1997.

The 1995 season took on a new

look with the launch of our racing

strip. Sponsored by Sportsco, the

uniforms were gobbled up in no time.

At most major fun run events our

presence was certainly felt with a sea

of ‘Roger Ramjet’ red, white and

blue. Another launch came in August

that year when the first issue of our

club magazine ‘The Fox’ was issued.

This arrived almost 20 years after the

KJs first newsletter ‘Mt Kembla

Runners News’ came and went after

2 short issues. The first issue of The

Fox was edited and compiled by Karl

Stamp and was an instant hit with

members. Since then, 23 issues have

been compiled by successive editors

Neil Harper and John Gullick. The

popularity of The Fox has grown and

while a lot of time and energy is

devoted to it by a relatively small

group of people, its value to the club 
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is indisputable. Information on upcoming events, race reports,

results, profiles, gossip etc ensures everyone is well informed

regardless of how many races they attend. As trivial as it may

seem, the arrival of The Fox was perhaps the most significant

achievement of the committee during the 90’s, so important has

been its impact. Late in 1995 we even started our own 5 minute

slot on 2VoxFM’s weekly Sports Saturday program. More work

again, but these opportunities just can’t be missed.

In mid 1995 I rang Funrunner Magazine Editor Andrew Lloyd

to see if they were interested in doing a profile on the club for a

future issue. Lloydy then asked for a brief rundown on the club.

About an hour later he realised he had no choice, okay we’ll do

it, he said. By the way can I come down and have a run myself,

he asked. Sure thing, we’ve got something on next week, I

replied. And so Lloydy was there, even if he only had a jog. As

the roving Reebok-man, Lloydy also sold his running wares at

many KJ races from then on, netting the club a few thousand

dollars from the special Reebok club rebate scheme. This helped

us purchase some major capital items including our $3500 Seiko

race clock and club marquee. Lloydy was quite genuine in his

praise of the club and often said he looked forward to our events.

Two of these events he now holds the course record, the 5km

events at Port Kembla (Hill 60) and the Yacht Club. He has also

run in KJ teams at the Fitness 5 and in the Hopetown Relays A-

team in 1997.

Lloydy also introduced the club to the Club Challenge event

hosted by Billies Bushies at Grays Point in the Royal National

Park. This event is attended by all the big running clubs in

Sydney, Western District Joggers, the Bushies, Campbelltown

Joggers, to name a few. In our first showing 62 KJs made the trip

to compete on what turned out to be an arduous but scenic 10.5km

cross country course. While we didn’t win the big one, the

Challenge Shield, we came 2nd, a great effort considering. We did

do well enough though to take out the Top-25 Shield, where

points are awarded to the top 25 finishers only. Spectators heads

were turning as KJ after KJ finished one after the other. Sydney

runners were now taking notice, the Kembla Joggers had arrived!

We equalled our efforts in 1996 even after a bigger showing. But

we had spooked Billies Bushies enough the year before to stir

them into action. They recruited more, even including, as Billy

himself confessed, “the old guy who fixed me fence last week”.

1997 was our year when third time lucky we took out both

shields. As defending champs the KJs are confronted with the

huge task of hosting the 1998 version, a task not beyond us.

John Cooper, Tony Davis and Peter Asher.
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The second boom in numbers

came in 1996. The first winter series

event brought out an all-time race

record attendance of 125 runners. A

record average of 89 per race was

posted for the year. This despite one

of our events, the 10km cross-

country at Cordeaux Dam, being

cancelled due to bad weather. We are

not proud of this fact, one of the only

times a KJ race has been abandoned,

but torrential rain and gale force

winds made it even difficult to just

get to the car! Still a few hardy souls

turned up. Record crowds were also

being seen at our weekly track

events with new concepts such as the

inaugural W-squared and X-mas

short race series’ sparking lots of

interest.

When the club became

incorporated some years before, a

very simple set of rules were

adopted as the club constitution, in

fact the ‘model rules of an

association’ as set out by the

Department of Consumer Affairs.

The club constitution was finally

redrafted in 1996 to one which was

more suited to a large running club

and at a meeting held on 22 May,

1996, it was accepted by those

present. Club funds were now

peaking at close to $10,000 after a

bank balance of zero in 1991. At the

same time the KJs was still able to

provide all the usual benefits, plus

more. When you think of the best

$20 you spend each year, can you go

past the KJs for value?

The big news of 1996 was of

course the selection of Kerryn

McCann in the 58 member athletics

squad for the Atlanta Olympics. Kerryn, who had started running

with the KJs some 20 years before, had achieved her life long goal

of representing her country in the marathon at the world’s greatest

sporting event. A glance at the club records register reveals that

Kerryn holds no fewer than 7 out of 11 female course records for

our regular winter courses – a feat unlikely to be equalled. Kerryn

ran her absolute best in the shocking Atlanta heat and humidity,

finishing with a creditable time of 2.36 and 28th place, in front of

the 1992 bronze medallist.

The year had other celebrations too. The club fielded teams for

the first time in the Westfield to Hopetown Relay, a 12 person

relay between Sydney and Wyong. Our A-team was always up

there in each leg and took out 3rd place. Both of our teams

featured prominently in the TV

documentary coverage. The

following year the KJs entered a

staggering 5 teams of 12 runners

leaving Sydney teams wondering

what they have to do to encourage

such team spirit in their respective

clubs. Again our A-team dominated,

always in the top 3 and at one stage

less than 10 seconds from the lead.

Andrew Lloyd competed for us in

what was a very strong lineup.

While not winning any stage we

were always not far behind and

easily the most consistent. Other

teams boasted national class

athletes of the calibre Kim Gillard,

Jamie Harrison, Liz Miller and Holt

Hardy, and it highlights the depth in

the club that we were so

competitive. In the end the A-team

finished 3rd behind Athletics East

and Randwick-Botany, but the real

talking point was the great day had

by all 60 KJs. We now had a taste of

team events so in October, 1996,

two teams of 10 KJs travelled to

New Zealand to compete in the 3-

day Fit For Life Road Relay on the

North Island. Like most KJ events

this one was handicapped so our A-

team, race favourites, were put off

the back. This did have some

advantages such as a longer sleep

in! Our A-team finished quickest

overall, smashing the race record

and were always keenly pursued by

the local media. Both teams finished

mid-field on handicap with all KJs

agreeing this was the best fun

they’d had in ages.

There was a sad moment in mid

1996 when former popular member

Reinier Van Beek passed away at a

relatively young age after a brief battle with cancer. Reinier was

one of the KJ’s strongest distance runners in the mid to late 80’s

having run a marathon in 2.40 at 40 years of age and a sub-60

minute 10 mile on 3 occasions. Reinier’s legacy to the club was

the memory of his cheerful attitude, constant smile and happy-go-

lucky approach to running.

Before 1996 was over we had launched our own KJ web site

(www.ozemail.com.au/~kjoggers) which provided yet another

means of communication with club members. In fact, we started

getting enquiries about KJ events from all over the globe. In one

summer series event a family from Boston, USA, turned up to

compete while holidaying in Sydney. They had learnt about us

through our web site back in the States. Amazing!

Kembla Joggers cheer squad give Des Comer a boost during
the 1997 Westfield to Hopetown Relays.

Stephen and Christine Wales.
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The year 1997 was easily our biggest on record. We were again

reaping the rewards of a couple of good seasons previous. A total

of 1405 race registrations were tallied during the winter series,

almost double that 5 years before. Record membership, as well as

women and juniors competing, was another pleasing statistic.

Five races had attendances over 100 runners, with 12 out of 15

events a race record attendance. The inaugural KJ Relays at West

Dapto, a new 8km course at West Dapto and Cataract were well

received additions to the program. The elite pointscore was

reintroduced after sponsorship by Frank Hungerford’s AMT

Drilling business was offered. This created a lot of interest

amongst the quicker men and women, and gave this group

something else to strive for. Runners not even considered elite,

like myself, were putting in the extra yards to grab a measly 1

point for 10th place. It provided another talking point and has

been a good thing overall. The inaugural winners were Ben

Dubois and Paula Crinnion who both dominated during the year.

The club had talked about whether or not it would be beneficial

for the KJs to become affiliated with Athletics NSW for some

time during the 90’s. Ron Perry led the charge on this issue. At a

meeting held on 21 February, 1995,

it decided to pursue affiliation so

that our members could be given

the opportunity of representing the

KJs at regional, state and national

titles. It took over 2 years for it to

become a reality though after a few

hurdles were thrown our way. On

11 August, 1997, the club

committee decided to accept the

invitation sent to us by ANSW to

become a fully affiliated club. In

just a few months it already boasts

state class athletes and should

therefore be an immediate force at

state relay titles across all

categories. Vanessa Kearney made

history by becoming the first KJ to

win a major title when she took out

the female 1500m event at the

NSW Country Championships. In

the not so distant future I can see

the KJs making an indelible

impression on the athletics scene at

all levels. With the enthusiasm in

the club as it is at present there is

no reason to expect anything other

than success.

In the performance stakes the

highlight of the year was

undoubtedly Jonathan Hall’s

victory at the World Duathlon

Championships in Gernika, Spain.

Jono and his whole family have

been KJ members since he started

running well before his teens and

his excitement at this huge win was shared by all KJs. Chris

Stocker’s win at the Shoalhaven King of the Mountain was

another popular victory in 1997 for perhaps the most dedicated KJ

of the 90’s. In January, ultra marathon runner and KJ Dave Taylor

attempted to break the world record for 1000 hours on a measured

circuit at Warrawong but fell short after going 12 days with little

more than 1 hour sleeps. His efforts were not in vain however,

Dave managed to raise tens of thousands of dollars for Camp

Quality.

And so, that ends the history of the club to the end of 25 years,

1973-1998. The Kembla Joggers is obviously a different club to

what it started out to be. This was inevitable if we were to offer

the benefits of running to the masses rather than the select few.

There are no regrets about this. The best traits of the character of

the club from the original days are still there, the camaraderie, the

competition, the fun, the great company, the encouragement and,

above all, the feeling that it doesn’t matter who you are, just that

you have a go. The next chapter in our history promises to be even

better. We hope you’ll be part of it.
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Long time KJ Jonathan Hall wins the World Duathlon Championship in Gernika, 1997.
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Bethany Comer. Bruce Medley. Steve Hilton and Ray Good.

Gary Howard. Anneli Laajoki. Kym Batten.

Brian Baird and Gareth Buckley. Bronte Blay, Rex Burrell and Geoff Chidgey.
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Bill Williamson
By Brian Mannix

Bill Williamson was the first

person to receive life membership of

the Kembla Joggers. He was

awarded this honour in 1986 for his

effort, dedication and enthusiasm in

promoting the KJs as a viable

alternative to general athletics clubs

in the Illawarra.

Bill and his family arrived in

Australia in 1972 from Belfast,

Northern Ireland, bringing with him

a great running talent. His stories of

the discipline, training, running

terrain and the people he ran with in

the country of his birth are

legendary.

As a young man, Bill was inspired

by the great Czech athlete, Emil

Zatopek, to the extent that he

adopted some of his training

techniques (although to my

knowledge, he did not include

running up stairs with wife Florence

on his back!). He also incorporated

some of the coaching methods of

Arthur Lydiard, the famous New

Zealand coach of the 60’s and 70’s,

and of that radical of all coaches, the

late Percy Cerutty of Portsea,

Victoria.

The idea of a distance running club in the Illawarra, was

conceived in 1973 from simple beginnings, within the walls of the

Chief Electrical Engineer’s Department at BHP Steel, and later

from other departments within BHP.....Bill at the centre of

operations.

Around this time, an appropriate name was sought for the

running group and with much input from Bill and others, the

name Kembla Joggers evolved. This title was appropriate as it

reflected the workplace (Port Kembla) and the training venue (Mt

Kembla).

Bill became the driving force behind the formation of the club

as coach, mentor, motivator and handicapper extraordinaire. He

kept the group together, arranging training venues, programs and

races. To his credit, the run around Mt Kembla from Windy Gully

still operates every Wednesday afternoon, as does Lysaght’s Oval

on Monday and Friday afternoons.

In the mid ‘70’s, Lysaght’s Oval was selected as a venue for

track work and here, Bill introduced various forms of training

based on his own experience and the

training methods of the coaches

previously mentioned. Bill provided

a smorgasboard of interval work and

sustained running over a number of

distances.

With this increased training, the

improvement in general fitness of

the runners was remarkable. PB’s

were shattered and race times

tumbled and, to keep everyone

abreast of the latest exploits of

members, he introduced a monthly

newsletter, “Kembla News”, later

changed to “Mt Kembla News”.

The “boom” years of running

were in the ’70s and early ’80s and

Bill could see that the Kembla

Joggers had an opportunity to ride

the crest of the fun run craze. He

encouraged us to organise teams and

run in the many fun runs that were

around at the time. Between 1973-

1975, Kembla Jogger teams placed

first to third on numerous occasions.

Then in 1975, we were dismayed

to learn that Bill and his family were

returning to Belfast to live. This

caused us great concern and I recall

that his sendoff at the Master

Builder’s Club resembled some-

thing of a wake. However, the situa-

tion in Northern Ireland forced Bill

and Florence to rethink their position and, to our delight, they

returned to Australia in 1976.

It didn’t take Bill long to settle in and he was soon back into a

rigorous training routine and, as one would expect, he swept us

along with his enthusiasm and inspiration to achieve our goals. It

is significant to note that in 1978, the Kembla Joggers won many

fun runs as a direct result of Bill’s expertise. Some of these team

wins were The Lighthouse 10, Fisher’s Ghost, City To Surf,

Mercury Fun Run, Nowra Circular 7 and the Surfer’s Paradise 4

x 41/2 mile relay. Under his guidance the Kembla Joggers had

become a force to be reckoned with.

As an indication of what inspiration and ability can do for you,

Bill at 24 years of age, read a book entitled “How To Become A

Champion”, on the evening before an important club race in

Northern Ireland. It was written by Percy Cerutty. The race was a

relay over a hundred miles and Bill ran the last 41/2 miles (6.8

km) in a record time of 19min 48secs (ie 4.39secs/mile or

2.55secs/km). As far as is known, the record still stands.

Life Member Profiles
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His record as a young man in Ireland is an
enviable one:
17 years of age - 100yards 10.80

- 220 yards 23.00

- 440 yards 51.00

23 years of age - 880 yards 01.56

- 1 mile 04.14

- 2 miles 08.58

- 3 miles 13.58

- 10 miles 51.00

As a veteran athlete, Bill has an
outstanding record:
1973 Age 36

2nd Australian Veteran’s 10km Cross Country Championship

2nd Australian Veteran’s 10km Track Championship

1974 Age 37

5th Australian Veteran’s 1500m Track Championship

3rd Australian Veteran’s 5km Track Championship

1975 Age 38

3rd NSW Veteran’s 5km Track Championship

1st NSW Veteran’s 10km Track Championship

1st NSW Veteran’s Cross Country Championship

3rd NSW Marathon ....................................................2hrs 35mins

3rd NSW 1/2 Marathon..............................................71.10

1977 Age 40

1st NSW Veteran’s 5km Track Championship...........15.33

1st NSW Veteran’s 10km Track Championship.........31.52

2nd Australian Veteran’s 5km Track Championship..16.06

2nd Australian Veteran’s 10km Track Championship33.30

1981 Age 44

3rd NSW Veteran’s 10km Track Championship ........34.14

1987 Age 51

1st NSW veteran’s 5km Track Championship ...........16.01

1st NSW Veteran’s 10km Track Championship

5th World Veteran’s 5km Track Championship .........16.20

7th World Veteran’s 10km Track Championship .......34.10

2nd World Veteran’s 10km Cross Country

Bill has also held the NSW 5km Track Championship titles for

the following age groups : 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54 years.

KJ Races:
His performance as a Kembla Jogger is equally outstanding and

serves as an example to younger members as to what can be

achieved, given ability, determination and training.

Age 39 9 miler......................................................50.36

Age 39 4 miler......................................................21.50

Age 42 7.1 miler...................................................41.08

Age 42 1 hour track run (grass) – 11 miles 426 yards

Age 46 6 miles(track)...........................................32.57

Age 46 1 mile (grass track) ..................................4.52

Over the 25 years that I have known Bill, he has always

encouraged runners to reach their potential. It matters not to him

that they are 8 years old or 80, or whether they can run a 5 minute

or a 10 minute mile. His advice and support are always there.

“He is the epitome of KJs”

He is a dedicated runner of outstanding ability, and although

much water may have rolled under the bridge, his enthusiasm is

always there. Many runners would not have reached their

personal goals without his guidance.

The Kembla Joggers would not have existed without Bill’s

vision and energy in and since the early 1970’s. He is the epitome

of KJs.

Ian Kennerley with Bill Williamson.

Bill Williamson in a KJ handicap race.
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Eric Brown
By Bill Williamson

Most people when asked to write a profile start by talking about

when they first met that person. However I can definitely not

remember when I first met Eric. This is not a reflection on the

powers of my failing memory but more a measure of the stature

of the person who I am to profile. If ever anyone in the KJs had

justification to push their achievements then that man is Eric

Brown. Of all the KJs in the first 25 years he must rank top for the

spread of athletic achievement and this from very modest

beginnings.

As can be seen from his recorded times below, he posted

veteran state level times in every distance from 100 metres to the

marathon and threw in for good measure the long and high jumps.

His 400m and 800m times of 0.56 and 2.11 respectively would

still make him a force to be reckoned with in KJ Open

Championships and in these races he excelled in being placed at

State Championship level. At the age of 48 he contested the World

Vets Title in Melbourne and was the only KJ to record a PB there.

However, he may have a new method of tapering for the

marathon as seen in 1984 when he ran at the State Vets Titles

100m, 200m, 400m, long and high jumps, and backed this up the

following weekend when he ran the Canberra Marathon in 2.56 at

45 years of age.

While accomplishing these times, Eric took under his wing and

coached what I feel was the best group of talented young runners

to run with KJs and indeed all of the South Coast. Included in this

group were his 3 daughters Nicky, Leslie and Karen, Leesa

Bennett, the Baker twins, Wayne Barry and Tim Morrisey, ex

Sydney Kings and Australian basketballer. All these runners ran

at the national level and undoubtedly owe most of their success to

Eric’s prowess at coaching. This ability is still with him as he

once again has been achieving a lot with the present crop of KJs.

Eric is also a very able masseur whose expertise I have

personally had occasion to benefit from when I had severe back

troubles. His PBs are as follows:

100m 12.2 age 40

200m 24.5 age 40

400m 56.0 age 40

800m 2.11 age 48

1500m 4.31 age 48

3000m 10.00 age 45

5000m 17.40 age 45

10,000m 35.22 age 45

Half Marathon 82.00

Marathon 2.56

Note that all the times above with the exception of the half

marathon and marathon are track times and not some nebulous

road times as some runners often quote when relating PB’s. His

3k PB was set on a grass track.

Eric was instrumental in introducing the present racing format

to the Kembla Joggers. Before 1984, KJ events were held without

any set format or structure. Both Eric and wife Hazel (see profile

below) took the time to develop and organise a well balanced

racing program which became known as the Winter Pointscore

Series. The first series kicked off in 1984 with only a handful of

runners but quickly grew in popularity. The success of the

Kembla Joggers today can be largely attributed to Eric and

Hazel’s foresight and dedication to make this concept work,

which it obviously has. Almost all of the original courses are still

used today. Eric continued as Race Organiser until 1989. He has

also held a number of executive positions in Kembla Joggers

including Club President in 1989 and many stints on the

committee.

Hazel Brown
By Bill Williamson

The success of a club, running or otherwise, is generally

dependent on the quality of its officials and not its participants.

Hence KJs has been extremely fortunate to have had Hazel Brown

as an official.

During the period from joining KJs in 1978 till the present,

Hazel has made herself available for almost any office associated

with the KJs. Most of these positions have been those that others

are usually reluctant to fill. Seldom has she missed a meeting or

an AGM and the same can be said for her attendance at club races

turning up in all sorts of inclement weather when even the most

enthusiastic runner has second thoughts about running.
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Along the way Hazel has accumulated a vast knowledge and

expertise on running from local to state to national and

international. She is a mine of information on times and can

generally quote runners PBs and capabilities off the cuff. Indeed

she has been known at the track to admonish participants who

were not applying full effort.

When I was handicapper I was expected after finishing a race

to tabulate finishing positions and times myself. It would be

wrong for me to say I carried out these duties without saying that

by the time I finished most races Hazel, who was supposed to just

assist, had most of the results underway and it was only necessary

for my signature so to speak.

I remember one occasion when we noticed the finishing

recorder had listed a “Thomas Kelly”. As both of us racked our

brains for this new runner, it was Hazel who finally realised that

what was intended was in fact the name of “Tom Miskelly”

Fortunately for KJs, in an organisational sense, Hazel contested

only 1 race, the Gerringong Fun run. Hazel did jog for a period

before finding her forte as official extraordinaire. For her

contributions to the organisation of the club, in particular her joint

efforts with husband Eric to establish the successful Winter

Racing Series, Hazel was awarded life membership in the late

1980s.

In conclusion I would ask if you as a runner had all goals taken

away from you, would you still be as enthusiastic as you are now.

Perhaps you might last a couple of years and then find more

attracting pursuits. Consider then that Hazel has been 20 years

with the Kembla Joggers and unlike the average jogger has no

goals to achieve. Surely this is what is called true amateurism

with a professional approach.

Kembla Joggers in 1984. Hazel Brown is the runner 5th from the right, top row.



“ I first met Tony when he lived opposite me in Church Street.

He was selling encyclopedias when one day he rapped on my

door. He didn’t try to sell me anything but we did have a great

yarn during which I tried to convince him of the benefits of

running. It took a long time before he finally did start but when he

did he came on by leaps and bounds recording 50.01 for the 9

mile just 2 years after starting. This triggered off aspirations to

run the Sydney to Gong race and to ensure that he was capable of

this he went to Sydney on the train one day and ran to Wollongong

with his clothes in his backpack. When Tony said he was on the

plonk it always meant that he was running well and this was one

of those times. Unfortunately before he had the opportunity to

achieve his goal, Tony was involved in a fatal accident on

Robsons Road while driving a taxi. He was perhaps the most

athletically naive runner I have ever met knowing very little about

training techniques. But although he lacked knowledge, his belief

in himself and training was absolute. It is unfortunate that we

didn’t see the best of Tony as I believe he had the ability to rewrite

the Kembla Joggers record books. A great bloke and runner.”

....... Bill Williamson

Bill recalls some of the epic tales of the 9 mile race in his

reflections on the Kembla Joggers early days elsewhere in

this magazine. The 9 mile is perhaps the race which KJs identify

most with. Many will say you’re not a Kembla Jogger until you

have run the 9 mile, the more strict also add without walking. The

race is easily the toughest on our program but this rarely deters a

KJ from taking it on. The gut-wrenching ‘Big Hill’ and the many

other big hills are features which are pushed aside by the natural

beauty of the bush setting which the 9 mile passes through. It is a

real achievement to complete the 9 mile, much the same way as it

is to run a marathon. The Tony McMichael Trophy event has

always been held from the normal Mt Kembla venue. Course

records on this version of the 9 mile are held by Roberto Rojas

(48.28) and Anna Schroder (58.13), both set some time ago. In

1995 it ran on an out and back course through Kembla Heights to

the top of the Big Hill to avoid traversing Sydney Water property.

Like most trophy events organised by the KJs, this trophy is

awarded to the first home on handicap.

Tony McMichael Memorial
Trophy Winners

1983 Jim Hennessy

1984 Harry Everton

1985 John Cooper

1986 Sue Blunden

1987 Tony Strang

1988 Phil McPhee

1989 Christine Hall

1990 Bruce Medley

1991 Wendy Bennett

1992 Bill Agnew

1993 Chris Bourke

1994 Bob Hinch

1995 Paul Hellier

1996 Ian McBarron

1997 Ian McBarron

The 9 Mile – The Tony McMichael Memorial Trophy
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Husband and wife duo Ian and Janelle McBarron enjoying a
10K cross-country event at Mt Kembla.

Ian has won the last 2 Tony McMichael Memorial events.



“ Early in the formative years of the Kembla Joggers we ran

and organised races without trophies or prizes. There was no

money in the club coffers and it was unlikely that we would ever

have any. However around 1977 Roy Mitchell, who I introduced

to running at 58 years of age, asked me if he could donate a

trophy in memory of his father AC Mitchell. Before the words

were even out of his mouth I had him at

the trophy manufacturers. And so a

shield was produced with the

inscription “A.C.Mitchell Memorial

Trophy”. As this was our first ever

trophy it rapidly became full and Roy

was approached a few years ago about

having it enlarged but he insisted on

another shield similar to the first. I

only wish there were more

philanthropists like Roy around. Now

the winner of this popular event takes

home two shields – the old and the

new. Incidentally, Roy went on to

contest 10 City to Surf’s culminating in

his participation in a Kembla Joggers

over 60 team which gained a placing.

Many thanks Roy.”…Bill Williamson

The 4 mile event at Mt Kembla has

a long and proud history within the club as one of the original

KJ events. The race is held on a simple out and back course along

the bitumen section of road with the turn-around just past the gate

where the dirt road begins. Although the course has

fundamentally never changed, Bill claims that the original course

“started and finished closer to the cattle-

grid” and that the turn-around point was

“a few extra yards up the road”. With

this in mind we can only admire the

times set by the original KJs in the 70’s

and early 80’s some of which still stand

today as age-group records or top-10

performances.

During the 90’s the trophy has been

decided on the new 7km course which

incorporates much of the old 4 mile

course but deviates along the

pumpstation road and then onto the dirt

road for a short distance. This wasn’t by

choice but due mainly to Waterboard

requests to avoid running through the

Dam village. In 1995 it was held on a

temporary 7km course from Kembla

Heights Bowling Club when access to

our Mt Kembla courses was restricted

altogether.

Like most of our trophies, the shield is awarded to first home

on handicap (with some strings attached) – presently you must

have run in at least 3 recent events. The list of previous winners

reveals some still familiar faces within the KJs including Kerryn

Hindmarsh (now McCann) who won in 1978 at 11 years of age in

a PB time of 28.03. The winner of the inaugural event was local

soccer player Andrew Campbell.

A C Mitchell Trophy Winners:

1977 Andrew Campbell

1978 Kerryn Hindmarsh

1980 Brian Mannix

1984 Dave Brown

1988 Jack Laajoki

1988 Brendan Scollary

1989 Ian Tague

1990 James Walker

1991 Tannia Connor

1992 Glenn Hayward

1993 Don Lewis

1994 Kevin Brennan

1995 Helen Ashton

1996 Christine Wales

1997 Joe l

Walsh

The AC Mitchell Memorial Trophy
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Brendan Scollary, winner in 1988.Frank Neri negotiates the cross country.

Helen Ashton, winner in 1995.
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T
his year, our 25th anniversary year, sees the 11th running of

the longest race on our winter calendar, the Tom Miskelly

Memorial Half Marathon. The race hasn’t always been run on the

same course as back in 1989 the race was run on an alternate

course for one year. This course incorporated much of the existing

10 mile course. Mark Everton’s winning time of 72.39 on the

alternate course still remains the fastest time run on either course.

In the 10 runnings of this race only four males have won the race,

while in the females only Karen Blay has won the event more

than once.

In 1992 the race was dedicated to the memory of popular KJ

Tom Miskelly who passed away in early 1992 at a young age.

Tom was a great supporter of the club through his business

Discount Bikes and donated prize money to our Athletes Athlete

award which business partner and mate Brian Wilson has

generously continued. Brian and Peter Evans, another of Tom’s

mates, donated the Tom Miskelly Memorial Shield and provide

the trophies to the winners each year.

Tom lived his childhood years at Albion Park and after riding

his horse to the local primary school graduated to bicycles,

whereupon a lifelong love of bike riding developed. Rides to Oak

Flats High became mini Tour de Frances which was good for Tom

but hard on his schoolmates. While working as an electrician he

became an accomplished A grade rider and rode in over 40

Classics such as the Goulburn to Sydney. In the early 80’s he

became interested in triathlons and competed in many of the early

contests all over NSW and came in the top 10 in the Triple M

Long Course Triathlon at Manly. He then completed many fun

runs and half and full marathons. Around this time he purchased

the Keira Street bike shop off the Wilson family and became well

known for both his friendly approach and his mechanical skills.

He maintained a keen interest in running and in particular the

longer races. Sub 3 hour marathons and sub 77 minutes for the 1/2

Cleveland Road hill blues. From left: Kathy McKenzie, Ray Wales, Paula Ryan and Claire Margetson during the KJ Half Marathon, 1988.

The late Tom Miskelly (left) battles it out with Peter Henry in a
winter series event at Mt Kembla.

The Tom Miskelly Memorial Half Marathon
By Pasco Coppolaro & Peter Evans



marathon were common. He liked the short races but loved the

longer ones, which is why the KJ’s half marathon was chosen to

be his memorial race.

The first running of the half marathon in 1988 saw Mark

Everton win the race in good style from Brendan Scollary and

Gary Pearson. The women’s race was won by Michellie Jones in

89.41. Yes, this was the same Michellie that went on to win 2

World Triathlon Championships! In 1989 the race was run on an

alternate course and Mark Everton completed back to back wins

in recording a blistering 72.39. Anneli Laajoki took out the

women’s race in 90.36. In 1990 Petri Laajoki set a new course

record with his time of 72.48 which still stands as a record today.

Veteran Mary Murrison blitzed the field and the old record in

recording 83.46. 1991 saw Mark Everton return to the winner’s

circle. Tania Connor went one better than the previous year

winning from Amanda Meredith.

In 1992 the race became the Tom Miskelly Memorial Half and

a big crowd ran in respect of their late friend. With the big guns

Petri and Mark not competing, George Osadczuk won in a close

finish from Garry Wheeler and Geoff Stalker. Triathlete Joanne

Hall won the women’s race. Mark Everton made it 4 wins in six

years by taking out the 1993 event in a blistering 73.04. Olympian

Kerryn McCann took out the women’s in a record time of 81.08.

Petri made up for his 3rd placing the year before by winning a

close race from new KJ Gary Burton and Ian Kennerley in 1994.

It’s strange how some things turn out, before this race started Petri

and Ian were overheard saying they were just going to jog the

race! Nice one fellas. Louise Samuel took out the women’s section

from Kym Batten

1995 saw Petri complete a hat-trick of wins. Chris Stocker, in a

preview of things to come, was 2nd home. Karen Blay won the

women’s from Paula Crinnion. Chris Stocker’s gradual

improvement saw him record his first win in this race the

following year. Mark Everton was 2nd and Garth Hennessy 3rd.

Paula Crinnion went one better than 1995 in winning a close finish

from Carrine Weston. The battle between these two was one of the

classics. In 1996 Chris Stocker completed back to back wins in a

very fast 73.23, the 5th fastest time ever on the course and a big

PB too. David Pomery was 2nd in his first KJ Half appearance.

The women’s race was keenly contested with Karen Blay

outlasting Paula Crinnion to record her second win in this race.

Winners of the Tom Miskelly
Half Marathon

Open Female

1992 George Osadczuk Joanne Hall

1993 Mark Everton Kerryn McCann

1994 Petri Laajoki Louise Samuel

1995 Petri Laajoki Karen Blay

1996 Chris Stocker Paula Crinnion

1997 Chris Stocker Karen Blay
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The start in 1997.
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Tom Davis & Hans Lambert take a well earned drink at 15km. Karen Blay and Chris Stocker, winners in 1997.
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Andrew Rutty takes a drink in the KJ’s Half.

Barry Armstrong and Phil Warren at a drink stop!

Left: Elivia Comer. Above: Ian Kennerley.



Almost everyone enjoys the odd drink or two on New Year’s

Eve. Some of us even have trouble making it home to bed

before the Sun makes it’s debut for the year. Kembla Joggers are

no exception. No names here but quite a few KJs are known to be

keen devotees of the New Year’s Eve party circuit. So what better

way to rid the body of those deadly toxins than to sweat it out the

next day. It sure beats the old raw egg and tomato juice remedy –

that doesn’t work anyway!

Many KJs drag their weary bodies to our famous event each

year to test out the theory. But does it work? ‘Who cares’ seems

to be the attitude. As one competitor told the Illawarra Mercury in

1992, “If we asked ourselves why we did it, we wouldn’t do it.

But I know the only joy I’ll get after this is when I sit down and

think that at least I’ve done something today.”

Being a handicapped event some KJs are prone to cheating.

You know the type, no loon juice but instead lemonade the night

before, in bed well before midnight etc .... got the picture. In

1995, we even invited the local breathalyser squad to test the

unsuspecting winner. Apparently race winner, Neil Harper, failed

the test – the dial didn’t budge off .00.

The KJ’s Hangover Handicap race was first held on New Year’s

Day in 1988 and has quickly grown to become one of the club’s

most popular events (somebody please explain why?). The

inaugural course was the original 4 mile at Mt Kembla and since

then has been held on 3 other courses including our Puckey’s 5km

cross-country course at Stuart Park (1995), a 7km from Kembla

Heights Bowling Club (1996) and the 7km Mt Kembla course

(1989, 1991-94). For the past 2 years it has returned to the 4 mile

course which has proved

to be a very popular move.

The first winner of the

Hangover title (first home

on handicap) was none

other than the Flying Finn,

Jaako Laajoki, a well

known teetotaller. Dave

Higgins was not too far

behind. Mark Everton was

quickest that day in a very

respectable 21.39 and

Wendy Bennett the

quickest female in 30.26.

In total 50 competed. The

numbers competing have

steadily grown since this

first event to the stage

where an 80 plus crowd is

now common. In 1997’s

event, competitors and

spectators were treated to something special. Johnathan Hall, now

World Duathlon Champion, scorched over the course smashing

the course record with a time of 20.50. Second placed Ben Dubois

also got under the record time.

More often than not the conditions are extreme, usually

blistering hot, humid, or both. Who could ever forget the

torrential downpour during 1990’s event after a thunderstorm

Hangover Handicap
The “Running Nut” Trophy
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Frank Hungerford accepts the “Running Nut” trophy from Ray Wales after
winning the 1998 Hangover Handicap.

Ron Perry at the start of the 1998 Hangover Handicap. Mark O’Keefe and Louise Samuel are behind.
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moved in, then the sunshine and heat, followed by thick steam

rising from the road. Visibility was down to about 10 metres on

the way home. The race is believed to be the only race on New

Year’s Day in Australia and quite likely the first running event of

the year on the globe.

The ‘Running Nut’ Trophy is a very special one and easily the

club’s most distinctive. Skillfully designed and crafted from wood

by Bill Williamson, the trophy was first awarded in 1993. It’s main

feature is the KJ fox which sits on top a turned red gum burl. The fox

carries a nut, and Bill explains, “after hearing of ‘nut’awards in other

sports, I thought it appropriate that the Hangover Handicap should

have a trophy that reflects the state of mind of anyone prepared to

race on New Year’s Day”. And the design? Bill says, “the fox is

made of silky oak and the nut eucalypt. The burl’s smooth sections

indicates that KJs are capable road runners and rough sections,

equally capable cross-country runners. The flat, smooth brush box

base symbolises the track in which KJs are also proficient.”

Running Nut Trophy Winners

1993 Kerryn McCann

1994 Peter Patterson

1995 Neil Harper

1996 Robbie Belsito

1997 Robbie Belsito

1998 Frank Hungerford



The Golden Boots Trophy

was first awarded in 1987

and is regarded as perhaps the

most prestigious annual award

the club can offer. The history of

the trophy’s most distinctive

feature, Fred Zatopek’s famous

well worn boots, goes back

many years. The legendary story

of the boots is now chiselled

into KJ folklore and is

recounted here by KJ guru Bill

Williamson, the only KJ who

knows the real story.

The Golden Boots trophy is

awarded for the Most

Meritorious performance(s) of

the year by a club member and is

decided by committee vote at the end of each winter season. The

performance need not necessarily have been an elite one and

simply recognises an effort which is considered to be of

significant individual merit. Unlike most other Kembla Joggers

awards this trophy can be awarded for a performance in an event

not conducted by the club.

Those who have received the Golden Boots trophy in the past

have regarded it as a great honour to have been chosen from the

many other meritorious efforts of their running peers. We salute

all previous winners and briefly outline here the reasons for them

being awarded the trophy.

1987 David Pomery
Dave didn’t run every race on

the KJ program in 1987 but those

he did certainly made an

impression. On the old 3 mile

course Dave ran a blistering 14.15

smashing the course record. This

was the closest club race ever seen

with just 1 second separating Dave

from Roberto Rojas and Murray

Smith. Later in the season, Dave

broke the 5 mile course record in

24.42 and recorded 69 mins in the

now defunct Wollongong Half

Marathon.

1988 Bob Bartle
In 1988 Bob Bartle was run down by a motor cycle whilst on a

training run in Wollongong. Bob suffered serious injuries

including very severe leg fractures which required pinning and

extensive post-operative treatment. Bob was awarded the Boots

for his gutsy return to running which included taking on the 9 mile

in July that year.

1989 Mark Everton
Mark had a great year of running in 1989 which included 7

quickest and 3 second-quickest times in the 12 KJ events he

competed in. Mark won the elite pointscore with almost double

the points of his nearest rival. His win in the KJ Half Marathon in

race record time was a highlight as was his fantastic 8th placing in

the Anzac Day Half Marathon, both of these efforts winning him

the Boots.

1990 Tony Hamilton
Before the start of the 1990 season Tony Hamilton was struck

down with a life threatening viral illness which many thought

would at best end his running days. Tony won the Boots for his

remarkable recovery and determination to return to form. The fact

that he raced every event in the winter series finishing 6th place

overall in the pointscore was proof of this.

1991 Anneli Laajoki
Anneli returned to her homeland Finland to compete in the

World Vets Championships at Helsinki and was awarded the

Boots for her stunning efforts. Anneli grabbed 3rd place in the

women’s 5km and 4th place in the 10km cross-country event.

Anneli also broke many KJ age-group records in the 45-50 years

category that year, all of which still stand today.

Kembla Joggers Most Meritorious Award
And The Legend of the Golden Boots
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1997 Most Meritorious winner Gary Howard holds up
Fred Zatopek’s famous Golden Boots.

Mark Everton, Most Meritorious 1989.
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1992 Kerryn
McCann

Kerryn picked up the

Boots for the first of 3

consecutive years for

winning the Australian

Cross-Country women’s

title in Nowra in August

1991. Kerryn beat a top

class field including the

likes of Sue Mahoney and

Sue Malaxos for perhaps

the best win of her career

at the time. Kerryn

completed the demanding

6km course in a very

impressive 21.15.

1993 Kerryn McCann
Kerryn was awarded the Boots for another great season which

included successfully defending her Australian Cross-Country

title, and winning the Australian Half Marathon and Marathon

titles. Within the club Kerryn won the KJ’s Tom Miskelly

Memorial Half Marathon in race record time.

1994 Kerryn McCann
Kerryn won the Boots for the third year in succession after

some more superb performances. Most notably Kerryn

represented Australia in the marathon at the Commonwealth

Games in Canada and was first Aussie home. Her time of 2.34 at

Osaka to qualify for the team was a standout effort which placed

her 4th on the Australian all-time list behind the likes of Lisa

Ondieki.

1995 Chris Stocker
Chris had a fine season and was given the Boots for his

consistency of exceptional performances. Included in these were

his sub 2.50 in the Sydney Marathon in warm, windy conditions

and his great victory in the KJ’s Tom Miskelly Half Marathon.

Chris also took out 3rd place in the club pointscore in 1995.

1996 Andrew Krajewski

Andrew underwent major surgery in late 1995 which removed

over half his stomach after doctors discovered a cancerous

tumour. Literally within weeks of his surgery Andrew was back in

the groove and training for the Canberra Marathon and the KJ’s

winter season both of which he completed with little evidence of

any loss of form.

1997 Gary Howard
Gary is better known for his liking of track sprint events but

after meeting ultra-marathon runner Dave Taylor Gary’s

ambitions took a U-turn. Late in 1997 Gary managed to run a

150km 3 day ultra-run for charity with Dave and was awarded the

Boots both for this outstanding effort and for the unrelenting

support he provided Dave during his 1000 hour world record

attempt earlier that year.

The Legend of Fred Zatopek’s Boots
By Bill Williamson

In 1960 I had the good fortune to meet and train with Fred

Zatopek. Fred who? Well Fred was the elder brother and mentor

of Emil Zatopek who is now considered to be the one of the

greatest distance runners ever, having won 3 gold medals at the

1952 Helsinki Olympics. At the time he also held umpteen world

records.

What many did not realise was that Emil had a brother who not

only could beat Emil easy in training but had introduced him to

the idea of training in boots. Now when I started to train with Fred

he told me he had come to Belfast to see a bit of Irish mud as he

considered it a good medium to train in. A standard session for

Fred and Emil was 5x200m, 40x400m, 5x200m. So you can say I

was amazed when he asked me to measure a 400m circuit at North

Belfast around a ploughed field before donning his training boots

and completing his standard session. He invited me to join in but

I found great difficulty in holding him in the recovery session let

alone the speed session.

Our friendship continued over the years and he was all ears

when I mentioned I had come to Australia and was now running

with the Kembla Joggers. He was particularly interested when I

mentioned the 9 mile around the mountain and Scott Burdett’s old

course record of 46.08. He mumbled something about 44 but I am

not sure whether he meant a projected time for himself or the

number of intervals around it. If he meant the later, I suspect he

had in mind a short recovery up the Big Hill. Anyway he

mentioned that he was disillusioned and that he was seriously

thinking of retiring.

Apparently he still did not realise that the reason he couldn’t

beat Emil in races was because he persisted in wearing his training

boots during races while Emil wore his racing flats. He also

mentioned that as he worked in a shoe factory he had designed and

manufactured personally a pair of golden boots as the ultimate

racing boot. As he was retiring he asked me if the KJs would have

a use for them. He said he had heard so much about us and he

wanted them to go somewhere they might be appreciated. He also

said that they might appear used but they had only just been

broken in – over about 10,000 miles or so – and were now ready

for racing.

Rather than donate them to an individual runner we thought it

more appropriate to turn them into a trophy as a perpetual

memento to the greatest distance runner who ever lived ....... ‘Fred

Zatopek’.

We thank Bill for putting the record straight about the Boots story

and thankfully we can now put to rest the other 50 or so versions.

Then again, maybe that’s just wishful thinking!



In team sports being judged by your team mates as the Best and

Fairest player is always a great honour. Whilst running is

mostly an individual rather than a team sport, similar principles

can apply. The Kembla Joggers Athletes Athlete Award is no

different.

The award is decided by a ballot of eligible club members –

those having competed in or attended at least half the races for

that year – at the end of each winter season. Each eligible member

is asked to nominate up to four club members, in order of

preference, who they feel are worthy of winning the award.

Nominees must also have competed in at least half the events for

that season.

Whilst the criteria for nomination is not defined in black and

white, you can be sure that whoever wins the award is a runner

who gives their very best every time they run. A glance at the list

of previous winners is absolute confirmation of this. They are

typically a runner who runs honestly and rarely makes excuses

about their performances. They are the sort that do not complain

about their handicap time no matter how tough it may be and

display the best traits of sportsmanship at all times.

Like the Golden Boots Award the Athletes Athlete Award is a

non-elitist one and any club member regardless of ability is

eligible to win. The Kembla Joggers Athletes Athlete Award was

first awarded in 1990 with the kind support of the late Tom

Miskelly, a well liked KJ, whose business Discount Bikes donated

the prize money. Since Tom’s premature passing, business partner

and friend Brian Wilson has never hesitated to continue to

sponsor this great award.

Athletes Athlete Award winners.
1990 Tania Connor

1991 Mark Everton

1992 Greg Learmonth

1993 Peter Trad

1994 Garth Hennessy

1995 Chris Stocker

1996 Chris Stocker

1997 Kevin O’Connell

The Athletes Athlete Award
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Tania Connor – first winner of the Athletes Athlete Award. Kevin O’Connell, 1997 Athlete’s Athlete.



T
his now famous P.B. verse first appeared in the KJ’s second

newsletter in the very early days of the club. Col Tinsley

(author), Bill Williamson and Peter Brady were among the

original Kembla Joggers. Many of you will recognise the setting

for Col’s tale, “The Big Trail” as he called it, the Mount Kembla

torture track better known as the 9 miler. However, in this

particular story, the trio start their epic journey at “Windy Gully”

at the foot of the Big Hill in an attempt to push Peter to a P.B time

during a training run. Those who have run this trail before will

know just how tough and demanding it can be. Those who haven’t

should try it someday. No doubt Bill will be there waiting for his

next victim.

What’s it all about? The first edition “Kembla News”

apparently raised some eyebrows over the terminology “P.B’s”.

Push Buttons? Paper Backs? Pommie Bas......? Sorry, I’m

afraid you are all on the wrong track and although it is somewhat

personal, I am sure any of your athletic colleagues will willingly

enlighten you.

Anyway, who better to clarify the confusion than the original

P.B. himself, Peter Brady. On a Pretty Bad Wednesday evening

several weeks ago, P.B. attempted a P.B. on the Big Trail. Perhaps

in this instance we could be excused for referring to it as the

Particularly Big Trail, and stretching the realms of imagination

still further, P.B,’s attempt at a P.B. on the P.B. could go down as

a P.B.

With a Previous Best of 64.30 under his Portly Belt, P.B. took

off with Pacemaker Bill in his usual position, two strides ahead

of his latest victim.

The top of the big hill, Pulsating Breath and the time around

13 to 14 minutes indicated a Possible Breakthrough and a

distinct chance of a P.B.

Allowing for the inaccuracy of a non-luminous watch in Pitch

Black conditions, the next landmark was reached in around 31

minutes. Another quarter mile and Pumphouse Brow took its toll

on an already racing Pulse Beat. Verbal encouragement kept the

stride length out and the cattle grid was crossed in well under 46

minutes.

Virtually on the home straight now, but the sound of footsteps

took on a Plodding Beat and Bill’s encouragement started

coming over as Pure Balderdash to P.B. Who cares about a P.B.

anyway?

However, with the Plimsoll Beat pounding in his ears and

hallucinations of Paper Back fame swimming before his eyes,

P.B. hung in and crossed the line in a P.B. of 63.35.

And so the magic of the P.B. unfurls. Everybody has one. There

is always another one ahead. And once this is attained, the

previous one disappears, only to be replaced by yet another

gained for the future. What else could one wish for?

The P.B. from the County Council.

P.B’s
Col Tinsley
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Luis Cortes follows Jeni Greenland in search of another P.B. Joe Pereira.
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In late 1991 Jim Hennessy and Bill Williamson, in consultation

with Eric Brown, felt that Kembla Joggers needed a significant

award which would recognise outstanding effort and achievement

in a KJ race...an award which would have the prestige of the

Brownlow Medal in AFL or the Clive Churchill in rugby league.

This award, it was envisaged, would not be an elitist award given

only to high achievers, but one which would recognise

performances which exhibited true merit when related to the

individual and their previous performances. So evolved the

Kembla Joggers Medal which is now given to an athlete, either

elite or battler, who has gone the extra mile in lifting a

performance over and beyond what could reasonably be expected

of them...it is awarded for either achievement or effort. It is never

awarded lightly.

The following athletes have so far been the recipients of

Kembla Jogger Medals:

1992 Kerryn McCann D.O.B 2.5.67
Kerryn McCann (nee

Hindmarsh) has been running for

more than 20 years and with

Kembla Joggers, both formally

and informally for about 16 years.

From a very early age it was

obvious “ the little girl from Bulli”

had exceptional talent. She started

to win fun runs and State

schoolgirl events, and along with

her running mate Jenny

Ganzevoort, became widely

respected for the ability to race

successfully on the track, road and

cross country. In 1983, aged 16,

Kerryn won the Australian High School’s Cross Country title and

by 1988 was the Australian Marathon Champion, Australian One

Mile Champion and represented Australia at the World Cross

Country....she represented for Australia at the World Cross

Country in 1988, 92, 93, 94 and 95. In 1992 Kerryn won the

Australian Half Marathon title and went on to represent Australia

at this event in 1993. And so it goes on. Predictions made of the

“little girl from Bulli” have definitely come true. Her PBs are as

follows:

Marathon (London) 2.33.23

Half Marathon (NSW) 73.38

10km track (Zatopek) 32.53

5km track (NEC classic) 15.44 (NSW record)

She has represented Australia in the marathon, at the Atlanta

Olympics (28th), Commonwealth Games in Canada (10th) and at

the World Championships in Sweden (15th), where each time she

was the first Australian women to finish.

As a proud Kembla Jogger, Kerryn has competed in many races

and with the permission of her coach Chris Wardlaw has run both

track and road as an important part of her training. The award of

a KJ Medal was given for her performance in 1992 of 16.43 in the

3 mile race at West Dapto in very windy conditions. However,

since then, Kerryn has lowered this time to 15.38 in 1996.....she

is definitely improving with age!

1992 Mark Everton D.O.B 5.5.59
Mark had been a member of

KJs for many years when he was

awarded the medal. Running from

a young age he had already posted

some excellent times, including

44.49 for the City To Surf, 15.16

for 5km track and 10 miles in

52.13. During his long career

Mark has won the Lighthouse 10

Fun Run, the NSW CHS Cross

Country, 1st in the 15-18 age

group at City to Surf and the

College To Coast Fun Run.

Needless to say, Mark has been one of the classiest of Kembla

Joggers and is respected for his speed, competitive spirit and

sense of collegiality within our club. Mark received a KJ medal

for his fine run in the Mt Kembla 9 miler, which he completed in

49.15. Anyone who has run this event understands what a feat this

is.

1995 Andrew Krajewski D.O.B 21.6.46
Andrew joined Kembla Joggers

in 1993 after emigrating to

Australia from Poland in 1981

where he had worked as the Head

of Safety at Sea for the Maritime

Services Board. Almost from the

start of his membership with KJs,

Andrew earned a reputation as a

100% runner, an honest runner

who never shirked in a race, nor

ran for an easy handicap....that

would not be within Andrew’s

personality. He has been one of

the most consistent Kembla

Joggers, running in almost all road and track races and so, when

he lifted himself from running 5000m (track) in 18.20 ish times,

to a brilliant 17.57, he was recognised as having put in a

remarkable performance....this having occurred also while he

battled with stomach cancer which required the removal of 2/3rds

of his stomach. A remarkable man indeed and a worthy recipient

of a medal.

Kembla Joggers’ Medals
Hazel Brown
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1995 Karen Blay D.O.B 2.5.63
Karen (nee Brown) and

her family have been

involved with Kembla

Joggers for 20 years.

Karen’s athletic pursuits

have always been diverse

and from a young age

competed in all track, field

and cross country events.

Throughout University,

Karen continued to be

diverse and competed in

netball, softball, gymnastics

(level 1 coach), volleyball,

touch football, indoor

cricket, basketball, swim-

ming teacher and as the

strapper to the University

rugby league team!

However, she didn’t return

to athletics seriously until

her son Zac was 3 months old in 1993. Since then, Karen has won

the 1500m and 800m NSW State Veteran’s Championship every

year and holds the NSW State Record for 1500m (W30-34)

posting excellent times of 4.41 and 2.18, with a handy 10.34 for

3000m at KJ’s track races. This capacity for short(ish) speed

resulted in an excellent year in 1995 in which she set PBs in

almost all road races she ran. One of these was a great 61.44 for

the 9 miler and it was this effort which resulted in the award of

the KJ Medal.

1995 Chris Stocker D.O.B 28.6.53
Chris joined Kembla Joggers in

1987 after an inspired 72.22 run at

City To Surf the previous year.

Since joining our club, he has

shown an incredible capacity for

the hard miles and has religiously

clocked over 180 km a week for

the past 3 years. This has resulted

in a sub 2.40 marathon and 50.24

for the 9 miles (40+ age group).

Chris has also proved that he can

race competitively on the track

and has won the handicapped W

Squared 3000m for 2 consecutive

years, his best time being 9.32....a

10 second PB in one race!...think

what he could do if he tried! 

Chris always races hard and never gives excuses for sub

standard performances, a trait which makes him well respected by

other runners. It was for an excellent 10 mile race in 56.48 that

Chris was awarded his KJ Medal. (Chris has since lowered this

time by 2 minutes to 54.48, 1997) 

1995 Dave Higgins D.O.B 19.3.49
Dave joined Kembla Joggers

around 1987 after a career playing

17 rugby union seasons with

Sydney Uni and with Vikings and

refereeing the game...which he is

still doing. He did no running at

school unless they were 5-10km

runs as part of rugby training.

Everyone in KJs would

acknowledge that Dave runs on

pure guts. He looks like a

determined terrier in races and is

generally oblivious to all other

runners (and indeed to spectators

when he finishes a race, generally

on his hands and knees dry

retching!) He is a really keen relay

runner and a good club man, who

can always be relied upon when forming teams or getting jobs

done. He participated in the 1991 KJ record breaking relay from

Sydney to Melbourne, the 1996 Hamillton New Zealand relay, the

1997 Hopetown Sydney to Wyong relay, and has run in all the KJ

club challenge races at the Royal National Park. In addition, he

has completed 10 City to Surf races in under 65 minutes.

In 1995 Dave hit his vintage year. Jenny Craig is responsible

for a vast improvement that year....Dave went on a diet, lost 10

kg, trained harder and, not surprisingly, produced PBs in almost

every race. This resulted in a great 5km race time of 19.23 (track)

and it was for this effort that he was awarded a KJ Medal. Dave

has since lowered this time to 19.09.

1995 Brendan Cato D.O.B 21.4.83
Brendan joined Kembla Joggers

in 1994 coming off a solid

background of Rugby League

with Dapto Juniors. Brendan

started running at school, making

regional representative ranks.

Right from the start as an 11 year

old he showed promise and ran an

impressive 66.16 for the notorious

9 miler. Although it is to be

expected that a young athlete

would improve with age and

developing strength and height,

Brendan put in one almighty effort

in the 7km from the Bowling Club

at Mt Kembla to finish very close

to such seasoned and strong runners such as Raf Moriana and Bill

Agnew. His time was 26.41 and was good enough to earn him a

KJ Medal...it was way outside his predicted handicap. Brendan

has gone on to become a good allround athlete and is now

showing potential in triathlons.

See article on the following page.
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1996 Jim Hennessy D.O.B 24.7.42
Jim has been a Kembla

Jogger since the very

early days and

throughout that time has

been one of the most

outstanding runners

produced by the club. He

has got an incredibly

tenacious nature in races,

never gives an inch and

fights to the last step. He

does this at the same time

as encouraging and acknowledging all other runners in the race.

Jim has always given 100% to training and in the late 70’s, after

doing mega miles and gut wrenching training with the mad

Irishman (W.W), Jim lowered his City To Surf times from 58

mins to 46.20 in one year!!! In this race he was unfortunate to be

penalised 2 minutes, as were all competitors due to a false start.

Jim’s actual running time therefore, was 44.20 secs, a KJ

members record that still stands. It remains as KJ legend the times

he has done in training (9 miler in 51 mins every Wednesday

night) and the State and National Champion for veterans in

5000m (15.20) and 10000 (32.20). Although plagued by injury for

the past few years, and times consequently much slower, Jim

turned in a meritorious 62.37 in the 10 miler and this earned for

him the KJ Medal.
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1996 Jeff Dunning D.O.B 22.2.58
Jeff has been running and

organising with Kembla Joggers

since 1986 after leaving Bega. He

has always been a very consistent

competitor and has, therefore,

figured highly in many

pointscores. In 1996 Jeff lifted his

training and his performances,

running 16.51 on a cold and windy

day for the 3 miles and 29.03 for

the 5 miles. In the City To Surf he

also ran very creditably to finish in

53.16, now a lean(er), meaner athlete. As his improvement

continued, Jeff took his new found speed to the track where he

smashed his 3000m time in running 10.03 and it was for this

performance that he was awarded the KJ Medal. Jeff has been a

hard working and dedicated committee member of KJs for the last

5 years as treasurer (1992-5) and race organiser (1996).

1996 Vince O’Dwyer D.O.B 27.9.45 
Although he had run for many

years, Vince didn’t join Kembla

Joggers until 1993. Soon after, he

ran a marathon in the Gold Coast

and did a creditable 3.36mins. The

friendship and camaraderie from

the KJs soon had Vince aiming

higher, to such an extent that he

recently ran 92.48 for the half

marathon. He has in more recent

times turned his attention to the

track where he has run an 800m in

2.28, a 1500m in 5.08 and a 3000m in 11.08. Vince’s medal

winning performance was also done on the track when he ran a

blistering 19.33 for the 5000m, a PB by more than 45secs.....Vince

well deserves his nickname of “ol lightning legs”.

1996 Neil Barnett D.O.B 4.10.68
Neil has been a well respected

member of Kembla Joggers since

his initial run in 1984 as a 14 year

old gangly youth. Over the years

he has religiously trained and

worked at bettering his times to

such an extent that he has twice

won the handicap pointscore and

has bettered almost all of the PB’s

of his father Dave, who many will

remember as a runner of some

note, particularly in long distance

events. Neil has also been a guiding light in Kembla Joggers,

holding down the exhausting role of President since 1992 and

helping to ensure that our club has developed a healthy respect

throughout New South Wales in distance running.

The performance which won Neil his KJ Medal was an

extraordinary track 3km in which he managed to finish

twice.....after 6.5 laps (8.36) and after 7.5 laps when he realised he

had run a lap short, in 9.56. This was the first time Neil had broken

the magical 10.00 mins. (Neil, by his ineptitude in counting laps

also qualified for the balls up award that year!)

1997 Ben Dubois D.O.B 30.10.75
Ben has been a member of

Kembla Joggers since 1995 and

came into the club as a very fit

athlete with a strong background of

cycling.

He quickly established himself

as one of the elite runners and

posted fast times at all distances,

both road and track and setting

several age group records along the

way. But we had to wait until 1996

for the unexpected, exceptional run

– the brilliant effort around the mountain (9 miles) in 49.14. It is

a rare for anyone to break 50 minutes for this run so it shot Ben

into the Kembla Joggers “Who’s Who” of road racing, joining the

elite sub 50 club of Bill Williamson, Jim Hennessy, Roberto

Rojas, Mark Everton, Scott Burdett, Dave Pomery, Dave Power

and Steve Mlacic. The time was the fastest run for this distance

since 1990 and earned Ben a KJ Medal. As this athlete has already

done excellent times for 1500m (4.02), 3000m (8.38), 5000m

(15.00) and 10km(31.13) he is definitely an athlete to watch as he

matures and gets more experience under his belt.

1997 Rafael Moriana D.O.B 11.8.58
Rafael Moriana came only lately

to Kembla Joggers, in 1995, after a

varied sports career spent mainly

in soccer and later in squash and

triathlons. He started with a fairly

respectable 19.12 for a track 5km

(although he did finish on his knees

trying to run down Karen Blay!)

Since then, however, under some

specific training from Eric Brown,

Raf has earned a well respected

reputation as a gutsy fighter in both

road and track races and has

improved accordingly ......to PBs

such as 9.48 for track 3000m,

50.50 for City To Surf and 16.44 for the Fitness Five. The

performance which earned him a KJ Medal was the 9 miler in

which he ran a fabulous 52.56. It was such a great effort that the

Irish Life member, who doesn’t praise lightly, was heard to say

that “Not since Scott Burdett’s record breaking run has anyone

attacked the big hill with such contempt”. Raf’s other great love is

the sport of Duathlon and he has twice represented Australia in his

age group at the World Duathlon Titles.
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1997 Bronte Blay D.O.B 20.4.63
Bronte joined Kembla Joggers

in 1990 after a long and successful

rugby league career where he

represented South Australia and

played First Grade Carlton League

for both Thirroul and University.

Into running he brought the

football mentality that you have to

hurt if you’re going to succeed and

it this approach to training has

brought out some excellent short

race PBs....800m in 2.00, 1500m in 4.11 and 3000m in 9.29.

Bronte had the brawny build to succeed in footie, but this is not

necessarily the build to run well over distance in Kembla Joggers

and so it was very noticeable when he pulled off a run like the 10

miler in 58.54. It was an outstanding run for him and exceeded the

expectations of the handicapper and his fellow runners. It was this

run which earned him a Kembla Joggers Medal. 

1997 Jenny Comer D.O.B 7.6.46
Jenny has run with the Joggers

since 1986. She had started

running in order to become more

actively involved with her athletic

children. Since then she has put

more effort into running for her

own satisfaction and lately has

even started to do track

repetitions, off the back of much

faster athletes. This has led to

enormous improvements, but none

more meritorious than a 3000m run in a great 13.15. Everyone

who saw her do this was astounded. She had done this with

enormous grit and determination. It exceeded all expectations that

night and consequently earned Jenny a Kembla Jogger’s Medal

1997 Paula Crinnion D.O.B 18.9.69
Paula joined Kembla Joggers in

1994 following background work

in aerobics. Despite recurring

injuries she persevered with

running and started to make

noticeable improvements. Also

keen to become more actively

involved in the running of Kembla

Joggers, Paula has held the Vice

President’s position for the past 2

years and takes responsibility for

promoting women’s running in the club. Over 1997 Paula started

to make significant improvements in her times and posted PB’s in

many events, both track and road; she ran so well that she won the

elite women’s point score. In the 10 miler she produced the run of

the year in a great 66.38. It was this run which justifiably earned

for her a Kembla Joggers Medal. 

1997 Kevin O’Connell D.O.B 17.6.27
Kevin O’Connell is a relatively

late starter in life.....aged 41 when

he gave up his 60 a day cigarette

habit; the oldest nipper on record

when joining Wollongong City

Surf Club at 54 years of age and

gaining his surf bronze: aged 41

when he started jogging which

eventually led him to Kembla

Joggers in the 1980’s. Since

coming of age, “Ole Kev” has run

anything and everything, both with and (more often) without

shoes, both road and track. Involved heavily with KJs as both

competitor and marshal, he is a club man and much admired by

everyone. Now in the 70-74 age group he ran an excellent half

marathon in 118.47 which earned him a KJ Medal.

1997 Phil Parle D.O.B 2.9.60
Phil joined Kembla Joggers in

1990 and has competed creditably

over all distances from 800m to

the marathon. However, despite

being busy physiotherapist, his

times have improved markedly

over the past 18 months as he has

put in the hard miles and long

intervals necessary to run a good

marathon. He is a philosophical

competitor able to analyse his

runs honestly and then plan for improvement. He did 50.30 for

City To Surf, 56.59 for the 10 miler and a great 5 minute

improvement in the KJ half marathon to finish in 76.43...the event

which won him a KJ Medal.

1997 Kevin Raines D.O.B 6.3.33
Kevin has been running on and

off since the 70’s, with both

Kembla Joggers and Southern

Flame Athletic Club, when he

started to run in order to keep his

athletic daughters company. That

inauspicious start led to

tremendous improvement and the

discovery of real talent and he,

over the next few years,went on to

win the Australian 10km age title

in a gutsy 33 mins (45-49 age group). Kevin went on to run a very

creditable 2.40 marathon when in the latter part of the 45-49 age

bracket. He was a member of the first over 30’s KJ team, to win

a City To Surf medal. Kevin had retired from running but came

back with a vengeance in 1997 where he ran around the mountain

in 63.50 to beat his age of 64 over the tough course..a feat

achieved by only one other athlete, the indomitable Bill Raimond.

For this achievement Kevin was deservedly awarded a KJ Medal.
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Sydney to Hopetown Relays

Phil Leishman.

Ray Wales.

Claire Margetson. Louise Samuel. Tim Crinnion.

Jim Hennessy finishes at the front.

Chris Stocker. Linda Cortes.
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We now take time to shed some light on the KJs most talked

about and perhaps most sought after trophy – “Ballsup of

the Year”. The trophy, which as the name suggests is awarded to

the best “ballsup” or “stuff-up” for the season, has fast become

the club’s most prestigious. One thing is for sure – the Ballsup

Hall of Fame listing of previous winners reveals a plethora of

Ballsup talent. Here are some of the highlights and lowlights

since it was first awarded in 1987.

1987 Eric Brown – at Race 1 of 1987 Eric with the KJs newest

acquisition – a state-of-the-art Seiko stopwatch and printer –

decided to show us all his prowess with the new timepiece. Eric

didn’t forget either to remind us all at the start of the well attended

KJ event of his mastery for the latest in Seiko technology. What

Eric did forget though was to put a roll of paper in the printer unit.

This was discovered as the last runner approached the finish line.

A worthy recipient of the first Ballsup.

1988 Tony Strang – this was the year of the notorious “Kembla

Burglar” so nick-named for his impressive Ballsup effort at the 9

mile at Mt Kembla. John Cooper was discussing his handicap

with past KJ member Horst Kramer when Tony stumbled in mid

conversation. Coop told Horst for a bit of a stir that Tony had been

given a very generous handicap, in fact 5 minutes better than it

actually was. Tony, who had not yet been given his handicap time

took John’s word as gospel. Needless to say Tony went off his

new-look handicap time and won the event by well over 5

minutes from the 2nd placed runner. Such was his embarrassment

Tony even walked the final 500m.

1989 Mick Langton – rather a dull year for Ballsup but still

worthy of entry into the Hall of Fame. Mick, a regular KJ helper

at the time, simply turned up to help on the wrong day. No KJs

anywhere to be seen. And since winning the Ballsup award that

year Mick hasn’t been anywhere to be seen either!

1990 Ian Tague – Ian tried to imitate Mike Langton’s effort of

the previous year by turning up on the wrong day, this time at Mt

Kembla. Ian thought his lack of originality would preclude him

from winning the award. Unfortunately for Ian the Ballsup voting

panel thought otherwise and awarded him the trophy.

1991 Fred Brown – things were looking pretty grim on the

Ballsup front until Fred showed up for the 9 mile. Fred who had

only 3km to go was running solidly but for some strange reason

decided to take the long way home via our rugged cross-country

course. Maybe Fred thought he was taking a short cut, maybe

Fred’s a fan of endless hills and creek crossings, maybe Fred’s

just plain silly! Who cares – Fred got the award anyway.

1992 Rex Burrell – one of the Ballsup classics came in 1992

when “Sexy” Rexy, a past KJ, happily volunteered to mark out the

annual 10km cross-country event. In doing so, Rex’s astute

knowledge of the area was called into question when he

inadvertently provided runners with another cross-country

obstacle – one bogged Kombi Van. The Rex-mobile sat

precariously on a 457 lean for over 2 hours before help arrived to

free him from his sticky predicament.

1993 Louise Samuel – our very first female KJ into the Ballsup

Hall of Fame came in 1993. Louise, who was supposed to be

marshalling on the cross-country course, for some unknown

reason got her courses mixed up. After 1 hour and no runners

anywhere to be seen, Louise arrived back at the finish area and

then spent some time trying to convince officials that the runners

had gone the wrong way. What a cheek!

Kembla Joggers Ballsup Hall of Fame
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1998 Ballsup of the Year Winner,
the “Kembla Burglar” Tony Strang.

1993 Ballsup of the Year Winner Louise Samuel.



1994 Kevin Brennan – this year was arguably one of the best

on record with countless nominations (mostly Kev’s). During

stage 1 of the end of year 3x3 mile relays, Kevin simply ran

straight past the 800m turn-around marshal and kept on going. By

the time he realised his mistake and returned he had run almost 3

miles rather than the required 1 mile. If this wasn’t enough, Kevin

later got his Krajewski’s mixed up when he mistook Witold for

Andrew and sped off down the road for his 2nd leg. By the time

he had returned this time Kevin had run 4 miles in total for which

only 1 mile could be counted.

1995 Graeme Smith – there is no forgetting this one. It was the

final of the Vets Series 5,000m at Beaton Park and Graeme was

winding up down the final straight with the finish in sight.

However with 30m to go Graeme’s new set of false teeth decided

to make their KJ debut when they flew from his mouth and on to

the track. In trying to pick them up mid-flight Graeme fumbled

and stumbled before putting his boot to them ensuring they beat

him over the line. A sight to behold.

1996 Luis Cortes – a most memorable occasion for those lucky

enough to witness it. It was the start of the City to Surf and Luis,

who had secured his spot hours before, decided to use the plastic

bottle routine to relieve himself. Gary Howard, a master at this

practice, instructed Luis on what to do. Everything was going

fine. Luis’ relief was obvious to all. Well, until the start line rope

was prematurely lifted anyway. The crowd surged forward at

terrific speed and poor Luis, with bottle in position, was forced to

waddle like a duck down William St. And not a drop spilt!

1997 Derek Moriarty – this one topped them all. Derek had

decided to venture up to Mt Kembla one Sunday afternoon for a

pre-9 mile test run. On the way round the mountain Derek

accidentally ventured on to the Summit Tank Rd. He forged ahead

oblivious to the fact that he’d been running for over 2 hours and

that it was now pitch black. It wasn’t too long before wife Sandra

had alerted Police and a team of sniffer dogs and a search team of

20 police or more had arrived at Mt Kembla. Derek was found

very cold late that night at Farmborough Hts after a long, long

Sunday run. Derek’s post-ordeal advice, “do your long run at

Beaton Park, it’s hard to get lost there, but then again someone

has got to be the first”.

Congratulations to all members of The KJ’s Ballsup Hall of Fame

for your outstanding performances. We hope other KJs attempt to

emulate your efforts in the future. From what we’ve seen so far

some of you probably wont have to try too hard!
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1995 Ballsup of the Year Winner Graeme Smith
– teeth firmly in place for this one!

1996 Ballsup of the Year Winner Luis Cortes.

1997 Ballsup of the Year Winner Derek Moriarty
– telling his side of the story on Presentation Night!
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Istarted running over Mt Burrelli because I reckoned it was

named after the Italian branch of my family. It’s only 5km from

the cattle grid at Mt Kembla to Kembla Lookout with a 370m

change in elevation. It was a very slow RUN at my first attempt

but I was determined not to walk.

Mt Kembla summit looked interesting and was only 3.2km

from the lookout at the base to the summit trig point with a 170m

rise. Here there is a rocky section dangerous to run and a small

cliff that can be climbed about half way up. The section above has

every sharp sided grass and prickly bush known to man. A hot

radox bath took some of the pain away.

To avoid too much back tracking I added a run up to the fire

tower on Wanyambilli Hill as the third peak. This peak is a bit

more serious at 14km with a 660m change in elevation. From

Kembla Lookout you run 4km around to the gate opposite

McNamara’s Orchard then up the hill around the fire tower then

down by the power line to the farm track back to the cattle grid.

Now that the course had been mapped and measured (roughly)

I went out one Saturday arvo and ran the course in 2 hrs, 29 mins

and declared myself the world champion. I awarded myself a gold

Zatopek boot and had a tee-shirt appropriately printed with the

words “Three Peaks Champion”.

It’s all done on the honour system. No walking, timing, water

stops, or navigation. Payment of Water Board trespass fines are

the runners responsibility. I’m told that there are signs on the

course that mention fines but it’s only money and I don’t read

signs anyway in case they forbid me to run where I always have

done.

One other Saturday arvo, Dave Barnett said I’m going to have

a crack at the Three Peaks. Do you feel like coming along? So off

we went. I lost sight of Dave for a while on Mt Kembla. He was

baulked by a couple ‘bush walkers’ and also some wag had

changed the track markers at the cliff. When I came along the

‘bush walkers’ had adjusted their clothing and anyway I knew the

correct path up the cliff.

We were close to the third peak and then Dave pulled away and

completed the course in 2 hrs, 6mins, 37 sec. I trailed in at 2 hrs,

16 mins. We now had a new world champion of the Three Peaks

Run. Now I can be an ex-world champ and a happy hasbeen (it

helps if you are barking mad!).

PS: Any claims or disputes are sorted out by the Burrelli
in their usual manner.

The Three Peaks Run or
How can you be a hasbeen if you never were anything?

By ‘Sexy’ Rexy Burrell

Reigning Three Peaks World Champion Dave Barnett.

Mt Burelli 530m
Mt Kembla 534m

Mt Wanyambilli 567m



Athletics
NSW

Back in 1995, the question of whether there would be

advantages in Kembla Joggers becoming affiliated with

Athletics NSW was raised at a committee meeting. The main

reasons for seeking affiliation were seen as:

• a small number of Kembla Joggers were registered with

Athletics NSW through track and field clubs, but could not

compete as Kembla Joggers in any Athletics NSW event,

• Kembla Joggers who wanted to compete in Athletics NSW

events had to join and compete for a track and field club in

which they may have no interest, and

• it would provide all Kembla Joggers members with the

opportunity to compete in Athletics NSW events, and thus

broaden the range of events available.

Following some discussion at committee meetings, agreement

was given in principle to investigate the possibility of affiliation,

so long as registration would be optional for all members.

Then followed a long period of discussions, correspondence

and delays, as Kembla Joggers did not fit into the usual mold of a

track and field club which held a range of throws, jumps and

running events, and where Athletics NSW registration is an

integral part of club membership. Generally our affiliation was in

the “too hard” basket.

Finally, in 1997 all the outstanding issues were resolved and

Kembla Joggers became a fully affiliated club within Athletics

NSW. Our cause was helped by the then acting CEO of Athletics

NSW, Ron Crawford, and ex Olympic race walker, who has a

vision of breaking down the barriers between the “formal” branch

of athletics and the “fun run” side of running. He saw the

affiliation of Kembla Joggers as a test case for getting more

running clubs involved with Athletics NSW.

After our affiliation, the 1997/8 track season saw a small

number a Kembla Joggers members register, with Vanessa

Kearney, Dylan Forbes and Ron Perry competing in the 1998

NSW Country Track and Field Championships where Vanessa

won the open 1500m. This was followed up by Vanessa and Dylan

competing in the 1998 State Championships, so at last we were on

our way.

The 1998 winter season has seen a big increase in registrations,

including several members who have transferred from track and

field clubs. At the time of writing, the State Road Running

Championships have been completed with Ben Dubois finishing

fifteenth in a field which included many previous state

champions. At the recent 1998 State Cross-Country

Championships at Nowra the KJs picked up 3 gold medals, 1

silver and 1 bronze medal.

While some Athletics NSW events obviously cater for elite

runners, there are enough events and age categories in the

Athletics NSW calendar that runners of all ages and abilities can

compete, and importantly, you compete as a Kembla Jogger.

Kembla Joggers Affiliation with Athletics NSW
By Ron Perry
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Kembla Joggers is generally known as a road running club

catering for middle to long distance runners. However, many

members complement their long runs with track work in order to

generate the speed they need when racing. Prior to the synthetic

track opening at Beaton Park, Kembla Joggers held some track

events, usually on Lysaght’s Oval and occasionally at Beaton

Park grass track.

In 1993, Beaton Park synthetic track was opened and many of

our members transferred their track training to this venue. It

meant that at last serious interval work need not be curtailed when

heavy rain rendered most other surfaces unusable.

Late in 1993, Jim Hennessy, Hazel and Eric Brown and Peter

Trad, having been active in veteran’s athletics for many years,

realised that there was no specific championships which catered

specifically to this group of athletes. Out of their discussions was

born the idea to arrange the South Coast Veteran’s Athletic Track

Championships and to invite veteran athletes from Illawarra clubs

to compete. A very successful championship was held in

February/March of 1994. What emerged from this was that many

road runners, who previously had never raced on the track, gained

immense enjoyment from the experience.

For the past 25 years or so, the NSW Veteran’s Association has

held track races every Thursday night at the Hensley track in

Sydney, and several KJs had over the years attended these events.

The program rarely varied and consisted of

• Week 1: 5000m and 800m and 

• Week 2: 3000m and 1500m. 

After the 1994 KJ’s Vet’s Championships, Jim, Hazel, Eric and

Peter tossed around the idea of following the Sydney example and

providing an opportunity for runners to get experience of track

racing on a regular basis and also to use these track races as part

of their training. This was put to the Kembla Joggers Committee

who approved the formation of this program and so was born the

Thursday night track races, generally held together/organised by

the same 4 people, plus Mark Everton who has been a mainstay

and allowed the likes of Jimmy and Eric to occasionally get out

there and race also. 

And so, since then, every Thursday night without fail, track

events have been held by Kembla Joggers. This occurs despite

inclement weather or thoughtless public holidays, which might

fall on a Thursday (in 1997 both Christmas Day and New Year’s

Day fell on a Thursday and, thanks to Des Comer, we procured

the key to the track and held successful events!!)

While initially, the Thursday night races were formed with the

idea of giving veteran athletes a place to race, it became quickly

apparent that the system was needed by all athletes. Recently,

Kembla Joggers have become affiliated with Athletics New South

Wales and so the “Veteran’s Track Championships” have now

been renamed the “Kembla Joggers Track Championships”.

Throughout the year, we have endeavoured to provide variety

in the track events. Each year in mid winter we hold a track One

Hour Run (The Col Tinsley One Hour Race), the W-Squared 3km

series (after Bill Williamson) and a Christmas Short Run series

(2km, 1km, 600m and a final, handicapped 1 mile).

The Thursday nights are now so popular that we regularly

attract runners from Campbelltown and Nowra and usually have

in excess of 30 runners in the longer events. We hope, in the near

future to introduce a point score which will be weighted by age

and performance .... something to look forward to!

At the start of a KJ’s 10,000m track race. Races have been held every Thursday night since 1984, including Xmas and New Years day.

Kembla Joggers’ Track Races
By Hazel Brown

These pages sponsored by: Philip Healey Real Estate Pty Ltd 



With 600km already completed, our chances

of claiming the Australian 1000km ultra-

relay record, along with many months of hard

work, seemed to rapidly dissappearing. It was

4am and Bruce Medley had just completed his

12th 5km stint, handing over to Claire

Margetson. Claire soon vanished into the

darkness accompanied by the procession of

support vehicles. Bruce climbed back aboard the

Sunseeker mobile home and in his trademark

fashion tripped over just about everything in an

attempt to find his beanie.

We were ready to move on. Steve Mlacic was

at the wheel and turned the key. Nothing. He

tried a second time. Again, nothing. Claire was

well on her way now and quite oblivious to the

fact that the rest of the team of ten KJs was left

stranded. Our ‘gopher’ vehicle decided to take

four of the runners next in turn to run to their

respective changeover positions well ahead of

time. The other five runners were left behind in

the mist on a road seemingly in the middle of

nowhere but in reality on the Princes Highway

25km north of Orbost in Victoria.

Graeme Phipps our trusty gopher vehicle

driver then raced to Orbost to try and find the

local RACV mechanic. When located he was

particularly unimpressed at being woken at such

an ungodly hour. But to his credit when told of

our plight was quickly stirred into action. Back at

the mobile home though time was quickly ticking away, almost

two hours, and we were all beginning to believe that the others

had decided to abandon us altogether. Radio contact was lost so

we were very literally kept in the dark during the ordeal. The main

concern was that when all of the other five runners had completed

their 5km stages they may decide to break one of the record

attempt rules which states that “runners must complete their

intervals in a defined order”, by repeating the sequence without

us.

Dave Higgins had just completed his second unsuccessful

attempt to flag down an interstate truck when help finally arrived.

We all crammed into the gopher vehicle and left the RACV

mechanic to save the day – er, night. The fog continued to roll in

but Graeme ignored the poor visibility and took off down the road

at break-neck speed. We may have achieved our goal of finding

the others in time if Graeme had have turned left at Orbost instead

of right. It took about 20 minutes for the penny to drop that this

narrow, bumpy road was not the Princes Highway.

When we finally located the team the

procession had already stopped. Peter Trad had

admirably continued on beyond 5km to 10km so

that the sequence rule would not be broken. But

a knee injury meant he could go no further. The

strain was showing on everyone’s face since we

had arrived in the midst of a heated debate which

very nearly decided to break Rule No.6.

Fortunately only 6 minutes was lost. I was the

next runner and immediately began my run. The

show was back on the road.

The marathon effort to break the Australian

record began way back in August 1990 when the

first meetings were held to discuss the idea of

tacking it on. It didn’t take long for the ball to

start rolling. After 6 months we had raised the

money required ourselves by conducting two

successful raffles which contributed almost

$5000 to the coffers. Our good friend the late

Tom Miskelly had made this possible when he

donated two new bikes through his business

Discount Bikes. BHP then came to the party

sponsoring the event and providing uniforms,

cars, fuel and food. They even sent along

Roseanne Moore from BHP Public Affairs who

joined the support crew team and covered the

event for company publications worldwide.

Getting used to the routine of very short naps

and little food was a major concern. To combat

this a number of mock events was held. Two of

these were 12 hour events, held at Westfield Figtree and

Shellharbour Square, and two 24 hour events were also held at

Westfield Warrawong and Wollongong University in the leadup to

April 1991. These events proved to be invaluable giving the

runners and support crew a taste of what was to come.

Unfortunately several runners were lost to injury before April

however a strong team was still formed which included Mark

Everton, Peter Trad, Jim Hennessy, Neil Barnett, Bruce Medley,

John McGrogan, Dave Naylor, Peter Henry, Claire Margetson and

Dave Higgins.

It was the morning of the 10th of April and everyone arrived at

the starting destination, Westfield Liverpool, under a still, clear

sky. The gun fired at 10am. Mark Everton set out on the first 5km

leg of this incredible journey. Mark was unlucky to have

encountered the heaviest traffic of the entire event making this his

slowest 5km. Once on the Hume Highway and free from the

morning peak hour traffic the pace was blistering – initially well

under 4 mins per km. Our aim was to complete the 1000km in less 

Kembla Joggers 1000k Ultra-relay Australian Record
Attempt – Sydney to Melbourne – April 1991

By Neil Barnett (with the help of Barry Armstrong)

69120 Keira Street Wollongong  •  Telephone: 42292200
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than 3 days which required an average pace of about 4.15 mins

per km. The early excitement however could not be contained.

This was not helped by a WIN TELEVISION camera crew which

set up near Mittagong at the finish of Dave Higgins second 5km

stint. Higgo put on a true ‘Hollywood’ finish for everyone in TV

land before collapsing on the roadside. Thanks to Higgo the KJs

were the No.1 talking point in the Gong the next day.

The team continued to push ahead of scheduled time and by

nightfall had nearly one hour to spare. The first error of

judgement during the event came that evening when somehow

somebody forgot to pick me up following my third 5km run. I was

left stranded in pitch darkness for 45 minutes on the

highway in an area which I have since learnt was only

a few hundred metres from the Bellanglo State Forrest

turnoff. I was terrified then but thank heavens I didn’t

know then what we all know now.

We moved through Canberra during the early hours

of the morning and soon after began our cruel

introduction to the Snowy Mountains terrain. Two

local dunces held their own welcoming party in the

back of their utility, dancing around and taking great

gulps from coke bottles. With nothing better to do they

joined the convoy for a while until our patience wore

thin. Someone please get that coke analysed! Phil

Parle our team Physio was now in great demand with

an ever lengthening queue to jump aboard his mobile

massage table set up at the roadside. The demand

increased as the run progressed which meant Phil had

fewer hours rest than did the runners.

The run proceeded uneventfully during the second day through

an unpleasant haze that covered the Snowy Mountains due to

bushfires. By Nimmitabel the pace had slowed a little and the

weariness began to emerge as each runner (and support crew

drivers!) fought their own personal battle against exhaustion and

fatigue. The hills seemed to be getting longer and the downhill

sections shorter even if in reality it were the other way around. It

was also becoming increasingly difficult to find space in one of

the 3 available sleeping berths in the mobile home. There were 4, 

Back (left to right) Peter Trad, Dave Higgins, John McGrogan, Claire Margetson, Neil Barnett, Bruce Medley, Dave Naylor,
Jim Hennessy. Front (left to right) Mark Everton, Peter Henry. The victorious KJ Team celebrate their

1000km ultra-relay Australian record at Melbourne.

Peter Trad puts in the hard yards near Cooma – Phil Parle watches on.
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only John McGrogan permanently decorated

one of them. A cold change moved in later

during the afternoon bringing with it

thundery showers which continued while

Dave, Bruce and Claire completed their 5km

intervals.

The second night saw us pass the halfway

mark, 500km, just before the NSW/Vic

border. I completed my first run which

actually contained more downhill than it did

uphill! We were still 90 mins ahead of

schedule. The terrain becoming

considerably tougher in the heavily timbered

districts around Cann River. Everybody’s

times suffered as a result. And with the

support van on empty, the local service

station owner, who apparently was in bed

snoring madly like the RACV mechanic,

responds to our rescue call from the local

pub. He tells us what he’ll do to the bas.... who keeps giving out

his phone number. We don’t dare ask him to fill the other van

which is almost empty too. The men have obtained the fuel, now

we can’t get the ladies out of the pub!

It was not far south of here where the mobile home refused to

start creating chaos and threatening to swallow our time

advantage which we were to need later on. In the ensuing

mayhem we overlooked visiting the Orbost Motor Lodge as we

had promised one of our sponsors Golden Chain Motor Inns. I

later learnt that the owners were quite upset having got up at 3am

to prepare hot soup and refreshments for our intended visit. We

were more than pleased to have left the border districts that night

without the local lynch mob in tow. PS – no fuel at Orbost!

Just when everything had settled down and we were back in our

normal routine another catastrophe had started to unfold. Bruce

had claimed the shower recess which wasn’t being used on the

trip as his personal walk-in wardrobe. But unfortunately for Bruce

the mobile home’s sewerage tank had an overflow device which

doubled as the shower plughole. As it turned out Bruce had a little

bit of washing to do on Day 3.

We reached the coastline for the only time at Lakes Entrance at

about 9 am on the third day with our time advantage still intact

despite the dramas of the night before. 48 hours and nearly 700km

had now passed. Graeme does a 10 minute live radio interview on

3UZ during prime time. There’s a big line at the Golden Chain

motor-inn for the single shower and proper toilet left for us –

aaaah bliss!

Despite the much flatter and easier terrain it seemed to be

getting more difficult to complete each run in the time you had set

yourself. Unseasonally hot weather intensified the fatigue and

made the runners drowsier in the poorly ventilated mobile home.

Dehydration was becoming a major problem. Fewer visits were

being made to Phil’s mobile massage table. Very little food was

being consumed. The urge to eat anything had all but disappeared.

With only a 3 hour break between runs most attention was being

paid to finding a comfortable position in which to rest. And it

didn’t matter where – on the floor, the

roadside, or amongst the luggage.

The runners fought off all negative

thoughts and continued their valiant efforts

as they passed through Sale and Rosedale.

During the final night the battle to stay

awake was everybody’s greatest problem. I

certainly won’t forget the time I had fallen

asleep in the gopher vehicle as Peter Trad

was approaching to hand over to me and

wondering where the hell I was. Peter’s

yelling had awoken me just in time and, still

half asleep, I set off down the road and

managed to run a surprisingly strong 5km

leg.

Although a little time was forfeited on the

final evening as we passed through

Traralgon, Morwell and Warragul, each

runner was able to lift themselves knowing that the finish was not

too far away. The traffic, as it had been most of the trip, was fairly

light and we were able to make good progress as the Melbourne

skyline loomed. A Police escort made the going even easier. At

around 8am team captain Mark Everton crossed the finishing line

at Westfield Doncaster much to the interest of several News

crews. The Kembla Joggers had set a new Australian 1000km

ultra-relay record almost two hours ahead of schedule in a time of

70 hrs, 14 mins, 47 secs.

The record attempt would not even have been possible without

the tremendous efforts of our support crew which included Barry

Armstrong, Ron, Brett and Samantha Margetson, Chris

Nicholson, Robyn Henry, Graeme Phipps, Steve Mlacic,

Roseanne Moore, Phil Parle, Trevor Barnes, Don Lewis, Nick

Player and Jaqui Trad. The support from our sponsors BHP,

Illawarra Health Service, Wollongong Gas Company, Discount

Bikes, Golden Chain Motor Inns and Telecom made the event a

most successful one.

By the way the record still stands today if anyone is interested

or mad enough to take it on.

Dave Higgins.

KJ’s physio Phil Parle applies his roadside magic to
Jim Hennessy during the 1991 Sydney to Melbourne relay.

Meanwhile Mark Everton checks his weight.
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How many of you recall the old “cow pasture” track at Beaton

Park? It was a monstrous thing which became unusable for

days following periods of moderate rainfall. The “cow pasture”

was aptly named, cows would have felt quite at home there,

runners never did. Despite it’s failings, it was all the dedicated

interval trainer had. Someone had at least fought hard in council

for it’s construction. But due to politics and divisions within the

local athletic community, a desire for dominance from the

administrators of one club and several failed attempts to rally

funds for remedial work (possibly due to faction fighting), no one

seemed inclined to do anything about a preposterous situation.

That is until one dismal period in 1989, wherein it rained and

rained and continued to rain. The “cow pasture” was history and

so too was the alternate venue at Lysaghts Oval.

I could put the initial story to you in so many eloquent words,

but I doubt if I could write it better than Dr Hilary Winchester of

the Wollongong Uni, and devout former Kembla Jogger. Hilary

wrote in the 1989 end of year magazine (the text in parentheses is

mine and my apologies to Hilary in advance):

“On Track With T.I.R.A.C”

“It was the wet weather that did it! Not only was there enough

rain to float Noah and his Ark, but there was enough to deter all

but the most determined runners. It wasn’t so bad for the distance

runners, because, after all the roads were still there, even if the Mt

Kembla dirt had turned to mud and the downhill sections to

miniature watercourses (read rivers). But for the sprinters, the

milers and the few dedicated “nutters” who regularly run 24 laps

on the track, then the wet weather (read Monsoon) brought to a

premature end the KJ tradition of Monday and Friday interval

training. And (we all know) there is nothing quite like a few

400’s, 800’s or the odd pyramid to let the old calf

(Gastrocnemius) muscles know they could be working a bit

harder.

It was one wet Wednesday (among many) at Windy Gully,

when the perennial subject (read gripes) about the lack of a

suitable track came up. I can’t remember everyone who was there,

but  there was  definitely  Bill  Williamson  (he was always there), 

Beaton Park in the rain.
By Barry Armstrong

The story behind the creation of The Illawarra Athletic Committee
and the construction of the Beaton Park synthetic track.
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Three of the driving forces behind TIRAC and the push for a new synthetic athletics track at Beaton Park, Dennis Drabble (left)
and Barry Armstrong on the “old cow pasture” and Hilary Winchester.
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Barry Armstrong (he was seldom there), Dennis Drabble, Bryan

Ashton, Eric Brown, Neil Barnett and certainly a few more as we

mulled over (read grumbled about) the possibilities. The only

really useable sort of a track would be a synthetic one, and we

didn’t know much about them except that various (abortive)

attempts had been made in the region, to no avail. And they were

very expensive (read prohibitive). 

Barry came up with the idea of getting a meeting going with all

the potential user groups in the region, on the assumption that we

would all have to work together. First of all we talked to the KJ’s

committee and decided to form a small steering committee to

make some preliminary inquiries. The steering committee which

was comprised of Barry Armstrong, Dennis Drabble, Eric Brown

and Hilary Winchester met only three or four times. Barry wrote

to the State and Federal Governments, Dennis made some

inquiries of local politicians and I attempted (very successfully) to

find out what plans were afoot at the University. The meeting of

all potential users was set down for June, which we all awaited

with a certain amount of trepidation.

The first meeting was really positive and was attended by a

whole range of very enthusiastic people including representatives

from the local registered athletic clubs, Little A’s, state schools

and Austinmer resident Peter Bowman. Peter just happened to be

the National Director of Track and Field at the Australian Institute

of Sport (he later became TIRAC patron along with The Hon.

Steve Martin MP). He promised to place National accredited

coaches into the region if we came up with the proper facilities

and invited the elected TIRAC committee to visit him at the AIS

in Canberra and gather a few ideas for our new track. Peter was

also very helpful with letters and telephone calls to people he

knew in the national track and field industry. As these meetings

progressed, so also did the number of representatives from

organisations such as, the local Triathlon Club, independent

schools, City Council and also keen sports supporter, erstwhile

Rugby League Referee, and Federal Member for Macarthur, Steve

Martin. It was proposed that the group be called The Illawarra

Regional Athletics Committee (TIRAC).

The first official meeting of TIRAC reviewed the situation in

the Illawarra, from the aborted 1976 plan for improvements to

Beaton Park, which incorporated a synthetic track and grandstand,

to the current plans for Brandon Park which don’t. The various

initiatives over the years towards improvement of facilities were

directed almost exclusively at the Wollongong City Council; the

council has been a willing listener whose pockets are empty (no

surprises there). The responses from State and Federal

governments to our inquiries were mixed. The State Government

indicating that they were about to initiate a program for regional

facilities (which was good news but left little time for a feasibility

study and lodging a submission which we thought would no doubt

go the bottom of the list), and the Federal Government offering

significantly less (read nothing).

The meeting heard of the problems local athletes were having

in travelling to Sydney facilities to train. Young athletes such as

Rebecca Vormister were being lost to the region and others like

Ian Gaudry, were being lost to the sport altogether. We also heard

of the problem of overuse injuries suffered by people training on

the hard concrete surface of the cycle way and national reps such

as Peter Gandy and Noreen Parrish having no other flat surface on

which to train. The meeting was unanimous in deciding to push

for a synthetic track in the region, and decided that we would

apply for a grant from the Illawarra Area Assistance Scheme to

fund a feasibility study. The feasibility study was to ensure that we

had all the facts and figures to support applications to various

levels of government.

In fact, the feasibility study was pushed through (due largely to

the good work of one H.Winchester) without waiting for

verification of funding, and is running with the financial support

of the University and City Council. This was because we had

hoped to have applications for funding in by budget time in

August, but we soon realised that this was hopelessly optimistic.

The feasibility study was looking at potential usage, costs, sites,

management and funding.

The feasibility study is now finally reaching completion. What

can we say so far about the needs and the possibilities?

Well, about 300 people are estimated to be using the facility once a

week, every week. These figures come from all the user organisations

in the area, ranging from the

wheelchair and disabled

athletes, whose wheelchairs

cannot hope to contend with

the rough grass surfaces, to

the Steelers for pre season

sprint training. They include

registered athletes, Little A’s

and your own KJs. The

demand is high and is likely

to increase once the facility

is available.

This demand is only for training, then there are the carnivals,

the regional comps, school competitions, veterans and inter-

varsity. The possibilities are huge, not only for the people of the

region, but of bringing in people from outside the area.

The cost? A mere $1.4 (this would later be subjected to revision,

inflation, more revision and cost blowouts) for an internationally

recognised synthetic facility, flood lights, security fencing and

some basic storage (oh how optimistic and trusting we were!). As

second stage, for a grandstand, official rooms, press boxes, 

The TIRAC logo
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automatic timing and all the necessities of national competition

we are looking into a crystal ball, but a couple of million more

would do a basic job (later estimates showed that funding of a

second stage was somewhat unreachable).

Where? Well that is an interesting issue. There are only two

sites in the city which offer land for nothing, and can provide

good management as part of a larger sporting complex. These are

the Wollongong University and Beaton Park. Beaton Park has

more space, and people are more likely to see it as a community

facility. The University has more money than council and the

track might logically be associated with Sport Science at the

University and the Illawarra Academy of Sport. Other people

favour Fred Finch Park or Dalton Park or Ian Maclellan Park.

Most athletes wouldn’t mind if it was on Bulli Tops, as long as it

was closer than the Sydney Athletic Field!

If you have a spare $1.4 million, contact Barry and----watch

this space....”

By now, except for those of us who go about blind folded, we

all know that the Illawarra region has a track and field facility

second to none (some have even tried to monopolise it, others

have tried to belittle the KJ’s role!). Regardless of this, your

committee has initiated and been in the forefront of fundraising

and planning of a facility of which to be proud! This track didn’t

just appear overnight. Many hours of work and dedication by a

small group of people made it happen. Sure, some of the bones

stuck out along the way. For instance the initial estimated cost of

stage 1 fell rather short of the actuality, due to cost over runs and

administration and engineering faux pas. Mistakes were made

during construction, and fingers of accusation consequently

pointed.

Meanwhile your hard working committee, sans the less

dedicated, continued on regardless putting in hours of their own

time, trying vainly to avoid the sideways glances of temporarily

ignored spouses and loved ones, organising fund raising dinners,

bringing into the region such identities as Robert (Deek) De

Castella, Jane Fleming and a host of other top names in sport in

general. They were in fact putting the Illawarra region, once and

for all, firmly on the map. The President of TIRAC, Reno Lautier

(President, South Coast Branch of ANSW) was magnificent, and

very successful, in his lobbying of local businesses for funds.

Others pressed the committees of their respective clubs, and these

businesses and clubs, with few exceptions, responded with a

generosity born of an eagerness to have such a world class facility

in our region. From my perspective, raffles held at the Steelers

home games became a pain in the lower part of the anatomy, but

more money was raised!

The people who gave of their time selflessly in pursuit of their

dream and deserve medals (if not free entry to the track and

facilities) for their work on TIRAC were: Reno Lautier – Chair

(President of AASCB and Southern Flame), Hilary Winchester –

Secretary (Wollongong Uni and Kembla Joggers), Graeme Phipps

-Treasurer (Southern Flame), Steve Ray – Asst Treasurer

(Secretary NSW Triathlon), Barry Armstrong – Public Officer

(Secretary Kembla Joggers), Dennis Drabble (President Kembla

Joggers), Des Comer (Secretary Southern Flame and Kembla

Jogger member), David Dobinson (Independent Schools), Stuart

Miller (Southern Flame).

Those who dropped their bundles? – well suffice to say that

they seem to put a lot of time in at the track. A LOT OF TIME and

they seem to be over eager to push others more worthy out of the

way! Well at least that’s how it appears to me!

Perhaps the most successful, if not the largest fund raiser was

the “Fitness 5” fun run, as this marvellous event went on beyond

the construction of the track. Eventually taken over by the

Kembla Joggers, this event has the distinction of bringing into the

area such notables as Tani Ruckle, Melinda Gainsford (before she

broke my heart and became Melinda Gainsford Taylor), Greg

Welch, Geoff Donges, Jamie Harrison (record holder), Paul

Arthur and others. The race has since become the premier event

on the racing calendar, and I am proud to have played a small part

in it’s inauguration.

Then, in September 1993, Kathy Kirkland of the Wollongong

City Council approached me with a view to organising an opening

ceremony to coincide with the regional all-schools athletic meet

to be held on the 23rd of that month. As you know (unless you had

been on the moon, around that time) Sydney had also put in for

the year 2000 Olympics to be held at Homebush among other

places around the country, and we were waiting with pulsating

heart beats. Kathy’s (or rather the council’s) plan was a relay from

Shellharbour to Beaton Park. Shellharbour - what the heck did

Shellharbour have to do with anything. I suspected Kathy thought

bigger things may be afoot, and she was right. In typical “onward

without thought” fashion, I very soon had something very

different in mind. What better way to open an Olympic training

facility, than a run from Homebush to Beaton Park? And all this

to coincide with the announcement that night of the host of the

2000 Olympic games and a regional all-schools meet at the track.

The council loaned us their Sydney 2000 flag for the relay trip

and Bruce Baird (Minister for the Olympics at that time) wrote a

letter of goodwill which just stopped short of recommending that

Bid Chief Rod McGeoch  join us  for  the run.  Luckily he was in Dylan Forbes leading the way on the synthetic track at Beaton Park.



Monaco at the time. The relay began at 3.15am at Homebush

when Kerryn McCann and her group of runners legged it south.

Actually, it should have started at 3.00am but one of the buses

stopped at Waterfall to wait for the other bus to catch up. Small

problem though – the other bus was in front!! The relay itself

went along with no hitches and all 25 runners, organised into 5

teams, made it to the Gong within the six and a half hours we had

set ourselves.

But it was the last 5km that we all enjoyed – the magic was

about to begin. All runners ran the final stage from Wollongong

Lighthouse to Beaton Park taking turns at carrying the Sydney

2000 flag. St Francis Xavier School turned out with banners and

flags to welcome the relay runners at lower Crown Street. What a

buzz! Then to the applause of almost 1,500 cheering kids we ran

onto the new track at Beaton Park. The Olympic flag was held

high by Kerryn McCann and a completely overwhelmed Adrian

Ward. At the 50m mark Melinda Gainsford waited to receive the

flag and accompanying message. The crowd went troppo. I will

never forget that experience and I doubt any of my good friends

who participated in this event will either. They included: Kerryn

McCann, David Kirton, Neil Barnett, Garth Hennessy, Gary

Howard, Barry Armstrong, Adrian Ward, Terry Dwyer, Kathy

Kirkland, Kelly Anne Martin, Glenn Hayward, Jim Hennessy,

Peter Trad, Mark Owen, Bryan Ashton, Des Comer, John Hansen,

Claire Margetson, Judy Hindmarsh, Ross Perry, Gareth Buckley,

Rhett Yeats, Neil Harper, Mike McKeogh, David Higgins and

helpers, Don Lewis, Graeme Phipps, Darryl Rich and Neil

Robinson.

Then on September 24th, 1993, it was announced by Juan

Antonio Samaranch that the efforts of the Kembla Joggers had

swayed the IOC. Sydney had been awarded the millennium

games.
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KJs in New Zealand 1997

Jim Hennessy to Neil Barnett on Day 2.

Neil Barnett grabs a drink near Rotorua.

Mark Everton to Garth Hennessy on Day 1.

Steve Van Gils to Pasco Coppolaro on Day 3.
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Ready for action at Hamilton before the big event.

Gary Howard on the first leg.

Clowns - Steve Van Gils
& Kane Johns at Rotorua.

KJ’s B team.

Record Breakers - KJ’s A team.



When I started designing this trophy, I was using 4 timbers in

my workshop: rosewood, camphor laurel, eucalypt and

jarrah. As I have plenty of time for reflection I thought that these

4 timbers were somewhat similar to the runners I have met:

1. The base is rosewood, an exotic timber which requires little

work to show off its potential. I liken this to runners of the

calibre of David Pomery, Jono Hall and others. They are gifted

with so much potential it would make you sick.

2. The conical section is camphor laurel (a weed). It requires

volumes of hard work to enable it to look good. If the

appropriate piece is selected, this timber can come up trumps,

assuming it is not thrown in the waste bin in frustration.

Runners who exhibit the traits of this timber require continual

prodding otherwise they give up before achieving optimum

potential. KJs have had quite a proportion of these runners.

3. The torch, or piece holding the W2 is of eucalypt, a very

common utility type of timber, never being used for any real

decorative job. Unfortunately, no matter how much work is put

into enhancing its appearance, it still remains nondescript.

Probably 95% of runners epitomise this timber. But take heart.

If this 95% weren’t there it is unlikely there would be any

races!

4. The flame, or W2 is made from jarrah, used for anything from

railway sleepers and fence posts to the finest furniture. Jarrah

requires enormous volumes of work but the results are worth

waiting for, as once a finish has been achieved it is only

necessary for subsequent light polishing to bring it to its former

glory. Runners who remind me of this timber can generally

acquit themselves well over a very wide spectrum of races.

Those who are the personification of jarrah tend to come in the

Jim Hennessy, Mark Everton, Chris Stocker mould.

The naming of the trophy is quite

simple, being my initials used in a

mathematical context

.......Bill Williamson

The W2 series of track races has been

run now for 2 years and has been won by

the same man twice; a difficult task as the

handicapper for both years has been Bill

Williamson, a runner well respected for

his knowledge of other runners and their

capabilities.

The format of the series is that there

are 4 x 3km races run, the 4th one being

the final. In the first 3 races, a fortnight

apart, seeded heats are run. From the

results of each race, Bill Williamson

secretly handicaps each runner, awarding

points for performance. The top 12 plus the 4 fastest are then

placed into the final, which has a handicap start, the fastest being

off last. This makes for a great spectator event. The best part

about this race is that it gives all runners the chance to make the

final and indeed in the 2 years that the series has been run, we

have seen the diversity of finalists from Kevin O’Connell to

Dylan Forbes.

Chris Stocker has won both of the series, having drawn on all

of his inner strengths in order to do it. Both years he has run PBs,

and in 1997 throughout the series he reduced his 3000m PB by 10

seconds. Many other athletes who contested the W Squared Series

did similarly and all KJ track runners look forward to this series,

as it provides them with a forum in which to really concentrate

their efforts in reducing their short run times.

........Hazel Brown

Eric Brown presents the W-Squared Trophy to series winner Chris Stocker 1997.

Phil Parle (left) and Peter Issa at the track.

W-Squared Trophy
(3km Track Series Handicap)
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Nicky Cropp (nee Brown).

Peter Asher.

Tania Perkins and Vince O’Dwyer during the Duathlon Relays.

Paula Crinnion at Mt Kembla.



Although there were some 58

Kembla Joggers running in this year’s

City to Surf, this rough account

centres on just 11 Kay Jays and one

ring-in who boarded the 6:38am

Sydney bound train at Wollongong

Station. The ring-in was one John

Hansen, a well known coach in the

Illawarra, and the Kembla Joggers

were Karen Jurman, Julie Broughton,

Paula Ryan, Wendy Bennett, Bryan

Ashton, Dave Brown, Ray Redman,

John Thompson, Kevin O’Connell,

Geoff Chidgey and Tony Strang.

Well, the train arrived at Central

around 8:00am and it was decided that

we should stroll down to the Town

Hall as there was still a couple of

hours to go before start time. The walk

was enjoyable although Kevin

O’Connell, flushed with his interview

on TV last year, chased every camera

man in sight.

Registration over, we headed for the start line, stopping only to

‘water’ a tree or two in Hyde Park along the way before taking our

places in the huge crowd. The four girls, all being good sorts,

found out that they were readily accepted by the crowd and were

able to get a good start. The fellas, on the other hand, not having

much going for them, had to take their places between the 70 min

starters and the tailenders.

Although the day was quite humid, the race was great as usual

with plenty of bands, water stations and friendly encouragement

from the footpaths. I must add at this stage that there is no truth

to the report that Bryan Ashton, Dave Brown and John Thompson

‘mistook’ a Double Bay pub for a Staminade stop!!

As pre-arranged, after the run we headed for the Bondi

Iceberg’s Club for a welcome hot shower and a ‘few’ drinks.

Unfortunately, it was at this point where we discovered the girls

were not the good sports we thought they were, passing up the

opportunity to share the only hot shower in the place with us men

for a cold one down in the ladies dressing room!!

The Iceberg’s held a barbie on the sun deck of the clubhouse

and for a couple of dollars the food was X-C-LENT. This was

followed by the odd drink or ‘two’ in the licensed club itself

which has a great view overlooking Bondi Beach.

Unfortunately the time was fast

slipping away and as some of us had

been sponsored by GKN Scaffolding,

due largely to Geoff Chidgey’s

influence, it was important that we

attend their function being held at

Bronte Beach carpark. Kevin

O’Connell, always eager to

demonstrate his leadership qualities, set

off at a breakneck speed for Bronte with

Thommo and Ray Redman in hot

pursuit, taking in every headland,

beach, bay and goat-track along the

way!! Geoff Chidgey, John Hansen and

myself were a little more casual about

the situation. After saying goodbye to

Dave, Bryan and the four girls who by

this time were challenging everyone in

the club to a drinking competition, we

took a more direct route to Bronte,

arriving a good 45 mins ahead of the

other three ‘lads’.

The GKN people were really terrific, after more eats and

drinks, they dropped us off at Central in their mini-bus so we

could catch a train straight back to Wollongong. Not so!! Kevin

(Wollongong’s oldest rocker) wanted to listen to Johnny Devlin at

a pub in Surry Hills, so away we stumbled, only to be informed

upon our arrival that Johnny Devlin hadn’t sung in the place since

the late 60’s!! Thommo immediately collapsed but revived when

Ray produced a round of drinks.

Undeterred, we marched on to the Houptown Palace Hotel in

search of a little music. This pub had a lot to offer, the patrons all

wore black leather jackets, spoke in riddles (possibly due to the

cigarettes they were smoking) and even offered to clear John

Hansen’s sinuses with a billiard cue. Despite all this, the band was

off so we decided to leave.

Circumnavigating Sydney’s pubs on the way back to the station

was virtually impossible and, needing another drink at that stage

being like needing a ‘double breasted top hat’, Geoff Chidgey

stood over us and forced us to stop twice more along the way.

Things deteriorated rapidly from this point, sign language was the

order of the day as all speech, with the exception of shorthand,

had completely disappeared. Nevertheless, there’s always one

responsible person in every group, and I was extremely happy to

get the other five on the train and back to Wollongong safe and

sound.

1988 City to Surf (Via Bronte and Surry Hills)
By Tony Strang

This article has been reproduced from the 1988 edition of the Kembla Joggers Annual
Magazine and tells the story of one of Australia’s most gruelling and gut-wrenching events

– the post City to Surf Pub Crawl. Tony Strang recounts here how after 1988’s race a
dozen or so KJ ruffians very nearly led him astray.
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3 mile (Sheaffes Rd, West Dapto)
18/08/90 Dave Pomery 14.26 06/07/96 Kerryn McCann 15.38

18/08/90 Steve Mlacic 14.39 21/03/98 Kerryn McCann 16.16

05/07/97 Rob Battocchio 14.40 20/06/92 Kerryn McCann 16.43

22/03/97 Ben Dubois 14.47 28/05/94 Leanne Wilford 17.03

06/07/96 Ben Dubois 14.48 18/08/90 Tania Connor 17.06

23/03/91 Mark Everton 14.51 18/08/90 Mary Murison 17.11

05/07/97 Ben Dubois 14.54 08/07/95 Sue Mulready 17.29

05/07/97 Stephen Locke 14.57 31/05/97 Lauren Elms 17.31

30/03/96 Ben Dubois 14.58 18/08/90 Jemma Comer 17.32

18/08/90 Ian Kennerley 14.59 05/07/97 Lauren Elms 17.33

5 mile (Darkes Rd, West Dapto)
04/07/87 Dave Pomery 24.42 11/06/94 Kerryn McCann 27.46

04/07/87 Ian Gaudry 24.57 14/08/93 Kerryn McCann 28.40

10/06/89 Ken Raupach 24.58 27/04/85 Kylie Partland 30.25

07/06/86 Dave Pomery 25.00 10/06/89 Kerryn Hindmarsh 30.35

04/07/87 Roberto Rojas 25.01 28/04/90 Mary Murison 30.43

26/04/86 Dave Pomery 25.02 20/08/94 Elivia Comer 31.18

23/05/87 Roberto Rojas 25.06 25/06/88 Anneli Laajoki 31.38

26/04/86 Roberto Rojas 25.15 07/06/86 Nicky Brown 31.47

10/06/89 Simon Hedger 25.17 20/08/94 Karen Blay 31.50

27/04/85 Mike Trinca 25.22 10/06/89 Leanne Wilford 32.02

10km (Don’s Farm)
10/06/90 Dave Pomery 31.40 10/06/90 Mary Murison 37.43

10/06/90 John McGrogan 32.08 10/06/90 Tania Connor 38.01

10/06/90 Steve Mlacic 32.09 23/04/94 Jennifer Burns 38.47

22/04/95 Rob Battocchio 33.51 23/04/94 Susan Ashcroft 39.16

10/06/90 Mark Everton 33.53 22/04/95 Karen Blay 39.33

10/06/90 Ian Kennerley 34.04 10/06/90 Anneli Laajoki 40.14

18/04/92 Mark Everton 34.11 22/04/95 Jennifer Burns 41.22

20/04/96 Wayne Montefiore 34.13 10/06/90 Hilary Winchester 41.33

17/04/93 Mark Everton 34.18 17/04/93 Kathy McKenzie 41.46

23/04/94 Garth Hennessy 35.02 10/06/90 Jemma Comer 41.57

10 mile (West Dapto)
25/05/91 Mark Everton 52.13 30/05/92 Kerryn McCann 59.02

15/08/87 Roberto Rojas 52.17 28/05/94 Lorraine Davis 59.42

25/05/85 Roberto Rojas 52.31 25/05/91 Anneli Laajoki 63.29

27/05/89 Ken Raupach 53.31 29/05/93 Kerryn McCann 63.54

27/05/89 Mark Everton 53.37 31/05/97 Paula Crinnion 66.38

31/05/97 Dave Pomery 54.00 21/09/85 Paula Ryan 67.08

31/05/97 Rob Battocchio 54.15 29/05/93 Tania Potter 67.14

17/09/88 Steve Mlacic 54.29 27/05/89 Anneli Laajoki 67.16

25/05/91 Bill Raimond 54.29 20/07/85 Nicky Brown 67.55

27/05/89 Steve Mlacic 54.34 17/09/88 Anneli Laajoki 67.57

Kembla Joggers – Top 10 Fastest Times
As at 11-05-98
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1/2 Marathon (West Dapto)
26/05/90 Petri Laajoki 72.48 26/09/93 Kerryn McCann 81.08

26/06/93 Mark Everton 73.04 26/05/90 Mary Murison 83.46

22/06/91 Mark Everton 73.14 26/05/90 Tania Connor 87.41

26/06/95 Petri Laajoki 73.15 03/07/88 Michellie Jones 89.41

22/06/97 Chris Stocker 73.23 26/05/90 Hilary Winchester 91.06

26/05/90 Bill Raimond 74.21 22/06/97 Karen Blay 92.12

03/07/88 Mark Everton 74.40 26/06/93 Tania Potter 92.24

22/06/96 Chris Stocker 74.58 26/06/95 Karen Blay 93.22

22/06/97 Dave Pomery 75.13 22/06/97 Paula Crinnion 93.51

22/06/96 Mark Everton 75.40 26/06/93 Ann Burns 97.04

4 mile (Mt.Kembla)
01/01/97 Jonathan Hall 20.50 00/00/79 Anna Schroder 25.39

22/07/89 Dave Pomery 21.13 22/11/78 Anna Schroder 25.45

01/01/97 Ben Dubois 21.16 01/01/98 Kirsten Molloy 26.01

22/07/89 Mark Everton 21.19 01/01/98 Trudi Sanders 26.25

22/11/78 Scott Burdett 21.22 24/06/78 Jenny Ganzevoort 26.42

24/06/78 Jim Hennessy 21.24 24/06/78 Kerryn Hindmarsh 27.01

11/06/88 Ian Kennerley 21.33 01/01/97 Trudi Sanders 27.03

Scott Burdett 21.38 22/07/89 Lesley Simes 27.05

01/01/88 Mark Everton 21.39 22/07/89 Hilary Winchester 27.22

Roberto Rojas 21.40 11/06/89 Leanne Wilford 27.32

7km (Mt.Kembla)
15/05/93 Alan Carmen 20.53 18/05/96 Kerryn McCann 24.01

15/05/93 Rob Battocchio 22.32 15/05/93 Kerryn McCann 24.37

17/05/97 Ben Dubois 22.44 06/08/94 Kerryn McCann 24.49

01/08/92 Mark Everton 22.56 14/05/94 Kerryn McCann 25.35

16/05/92 Rob Battocchio 23.17 02/08/97 Teresha Moxham 26.33

17/05/97 Russell Chin 23.27 01/08/92 Kerryn McCann 26.53

18/05/96 Jonathan Hall 23.29 12/05/90 Mary Murison 27.06

03/08/91 Mark Everton 23.35 03/08/91 Tania Connor 28.04

12/05/90 Dave Pomery 23.40 12/05/90 Tania Connor 28.29

01/01/94 Mark Everton 23.40 17/05/97 Vanessa Kearney 28.59

10km Cross-Country (Mt.Kembla)
03/05/97 Ben Dubois 31.02 02/05/92 Kerryn McCann 35.36

03/05/97 Russell Chin 32.01 01/09/90 Tania Connor 38.45

07/05/94 Wojtek Krajewski 32.53 01/09/90 Anneli Laajoki 40.27

01/05/93 Mark Everton 33.16 01/09/90 Colleen S/Allnut 40.52

07/05/94 Dave Kirton 33.22 01/05/93 Kathy McKenzie 41.05

03/05/97 Garth Hennessy 33.22 01/05/93 Tania Potter 41.07

07/05/94 Ian Kennerley 33.26 07/05/94 Karen Blay 41.08

08/06/91 Ian Kennerley 33.28 03/05/97 Paula Crinnion 41.17

08/06/91 Dean Simes 33.42 01/05/93 Laila Comer 41.34

02/05/98 Jeff Chaseling 33.35 02/05/98 Elivia Comer 42.00

02/05/98 Vanessa Keraney 42.00

7 mile (Mt.Kembla)
03/09/88 Steve Mlacic 37.10 12/11/93 Lorraine Davis 41.35

05/12/89 John McGrogan 37.20 11/09/93 Kerryn McCann 41.50

03/09/88 Simon Suters 37.31 12/09/92 Kerryn McCann 42.36

08/03/89 Mark Everton 37.36 05/12/89 Michellie Jones 43.15

07/10/89 Mark Everton 37.44 05/12/89 Sally Hannah 47.06

05/12/89 Steve Mlacic 37.53 13/09/96 Paula Crinnion 47.20

05/12/89 Ian Robinson 37.56 05/12/89 Hilary Winchester 47.26

03/09/88 Mark Everton 37.59 03/09/88 Anneli Laajoki 47.28

05/12/89 Mark Everton 38.38 13/09/97 Kirsten Molloy 48.27

21/11/90 Dave Pomery 38.40 21/11/90 Tania Connor 48.28
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9 mile (Mt.Kembla)
Roberto Rojas 48.28 Anna Schroder 58.13

15/03/80 Scott Burdett 48.41 18/07/92 Kerryn McCann 59.39

31/08/85 Dave Pomery 49.09 23/07/94 Karen Blay 61.44

19/07/97 Ben Dubois 49.14 19/07/97 Paula Crinnion 62.27

18/07/92 Mark Everton 49.15 05/07/86 Nicky Brown 62.45

17/07/93 Mark Everton 49.21 19/07/97 Trudi Sanders 62.50

05/07/86 Roberto Rojas 49.34 19/07/97 Elivia Comer 63.09

31/08/85 Mark Everton 50.04 31/08/85 Paula Ryan 63.18

23/07/88 Simon Suters 50.23 23/07/88 Hilary Winchester 63.33

20/07/96 Chris Stocker 50.24 02/09/89 Lesley Simes 63.5

5km (Puckeys Reserve)
18/12/96 Jonathan Hall 15.33 16/03/96 Kerryn McCann 16.52

16/03/96 Ben Dubois 15.56 23/02/94 Lorraine Davis 18.05

16/03/96 Murray Smith 16.07 03/07/98 Suzanne O’Brien 18.42

03/07/98 Ben Dubois 16.16 16/12/97 Suzanne O’Brien 18.58

12/03/95 Andrew Lloyd 16.17 16/12/97 Kirsten Molloy 19.01

08/03/97 Ben Dubois 16.20 16/12/97 Trudi Sanders 19.22

16/03/96 Stuart Perry 16.31 08/03/97 Karen Blay 19.23

12/03/95 Greg Hatfield 16.38 12/03/95 Elivia Comer 19.34

08/03/97 Stephen Locke 16.39 12/03/95 Suzanne O’Brien 19.37

16/03/96 Wojtek Krajewski 16.46 07/03/98 Elivia Comer 20.07

5km (Stuart Park)
21/02/96 Ben Dubois 15.40 10/11/93 Lorraine Davis 17.50

04/11/97 Russell Chin 15.43 15/12/93 Jennifer Burns 18.30

04/11/97 Stephen Locke 15.45 04/11/97 Pamela Hawken 18.58

00/00/90 Steve Mlacic 15.58 21/02/96 Sue Mulready 18.59

13/12/95 Ben Dubois 16.10 04/11/97 Lauren Elms 19.06

15/12/93 Wojtek Krajewski 16.38 24/02/98 Trudi Sanders 19.11

26/02/97 Stephen Locke 16.38 24/02/98 Suzanne O’Brien 19.12

24/02/98 Paul Micale 16.38 04/11/97 Kirsten Molloy 20.08

22/02/95 Ian Kennerley 16.39 26/02/97 Jenny Biela 20.39

15/12/93 David Kirton 16.44 26/02/97 Kerryn McCann 20.39

5km (Illawarra Yacht Club)
21/01/97 Andrew Lloyd 16.03 19/11/97 Kirsten Molloy 18.02

15/11/95 Ben Dubois 16.09 27/01/98 Kirsten Molloy 18.20

26/01/94 Wojtek Krajewski 16.25 21/01/97 Paula Crinnion 19.47

19/11/97 Ben Dubois 16.28 27/01/98 Melinda Mlacic 21.15

15/11/95 Murray Smith 16.38 19/11/97 Isabel Garrett 21.42

19/11/97 Chris Stocker 16.38 16/11/94 Louise Samuel 21.48

15/11/95 Mark Everton 16.40 21/01/97 Isabel Garrett 21.49

20/11/96 Rowan Allnut 16.44 20/11/96 Carrine Weston 22.21

21/01/97 Stephen Locke 16.45 15/11/95 Paula Crinnion 22.21

27/01/98 Mathew Moody 16.47 21/01/97 Klara Favaloro 22.27

1 Mile Downhill (West Dapto)
00/00/85 Dave Pomery 3.48 09/05/98 Lauren Elms 4.23

19/07/86 Dave Pomery 3.53 09/05/98 Vanessa Kearney 4.39

19/07/86 Mike Trinca 3.53 27/06/87 Nicky Cropp 4.41

00/00/85 Roberto Rojas 3.57 09/05/98 Elivia Comer 4.49

00/00/85 Mark Everton 3.58 09/05/98 Bethany Comer 4.51

00/00/84 Chris Morton 4.04 00/00/85 Nicky Brown 4.51

19/07/86 Mark Jones 4.05 19/07/86 Nicky Brown 4.57

27/06/87 Steve Mlacic 4.08 00/00/85 Anneli Laajoki 5.05

09/05/98 Dylan Forbes 4.09 00/00/84 Nicky Brown 5.11

09/05/98 Wayne Montefiore 4.10 00/00/85 Wendy Bennett 5.14
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One Hour Track 
Bill Williamson 18km 108m 27.10.82 Anna Schroder 15km 191m 14.11.80

Paul Dignam 17km 771m 27.10.82 Caroline Vaughan 12km 895m 24.11.79

Ian Johnston 17km 552m 24.11.79 Paula Ryan 12km 885m 14.11.80

Roberto Rojas 17km 350m 14.11.80 Gloria Brown 11km 683m 27.10.82

Jim Hennessy 17km 190m 27.10.82 Leesa Bennett 11km 278m 14.11.80

Chris Stocker 17km 168m 25.09.97

Ross Walker 16km 915m 25.09.97

Mathew Moody 16km 363m 25.09.97

Dave Schroder 16km 357m 27.10.82

Gary Bell 16km 158m 27.10.82

10km
Jonathan Hall 33.06 13.2.97 Klara Favaloro 49.39 05.02.98

Mark Everton 34.09 02.94 Kym Batten 50.22 08.02.96

Ross Walker 34.52 05.02.98 Janelle McBarron 50.58 13.02.97

Chris Stocker 35.10 05.02.98 Jenny Comer 51.02 05.02.98

Paul Micale 35.37 05.02.98 Robbi Belsito 53.11 08.02.96

Phil Parle 36.08 05.02.98

Raf Moriana 36.46 13.2.97

Jeff Stalker 36.56 13.2.97

Gary Burton 36.59 08.02.96

Steve Matthews 37.14 08.02.96

Neil Barnett 37.20 13.02.97

5km
Russell Chin 15.51 08.05.97 Kerryn McCann 16.13 08.12.93

Tim Berry 15.54 15.08.96 Susan Mulready 18.56 10.11.94

Robert Battocchio 15.54 15.9.94 Kirsten Molloy 18.56 05.03.98

David Pomery 15.59 09.05.96 Jennifer Ann Burns 18.57 02.94

Stuart Perry 15.59 19.6.97 Karen Blay 19.10 11.05.95

Paul Micale 16.09 10.4.97 Trudi Sanders 19.11 6.11.97

Mark Everton 16.13 7.12.95 Lauren Elms 19.13 26.03.98

Phil Parle 16.13 26.3.98 Bethany Comer 19.28 26.03.98

Mathew Moody 16.15 13.3.97 Paula Crinnion 19.32 19.02.98

Petri Laajoki 16.18 18.8.94 Elivia Comer 19.38 26.03.98

3km
Stephen Locke 8.55 05.03.98 Kerryn McCann 9.18 17.11.94

Russell Chin 8.59 29.05.97 Teresha Moxham 9.55 01.05.97

Dylan Forbes 9.00 10.07.97 Lauren Elms 9.56 30.04.98

Ben Dubois 9.01 05.09.96 Vanessa Kearney 10.24 10.07.97

Tim Berry 9.02 25.07.96 Karen Blay 10.34 06.02.97

David Pomery 9.05 29.05.97 Trudy Sanders 10.45 29.01.98

Stuart Perry 9.06 11.07.96 Kirsten Molloy 10.54 07.08.97

Paul Micale 9.11 29.5.97 Bethany Comer 10.55 23.10.97

Robert Battocchio 9.11 21.8.97 Elivia Comer 10.59 24.07.97

Mark Jones 9.16 17.11.94 Paula Crinnion 11.04 19.03.98

Alan Stacey 9.16 11.08.94

The 10 Fastest KJ Athletes in Kembla Joggers’ Track Races
1973 – 30.4.98
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2km
Tim Berry 5.49 20.11.97 Lauren Elms 6.38 05.06.97

Robert Battocchio 5.49 21.11.96 Teresha Moxham 6.42 20.11.97

Russell Chin 5.54 21.11.96 Kirsten Molloy 6.51 20.11.97

Wayne Montefiore 5.56 21.11.96 Karen Blay 6.56 08.08.96

Mathew Moody 6.01 20.11.97 Bethany Comer 7.00 13.11.97

Stuart Perry 6.04 20.11.97 Vanessa Kearney 7.04 20.11.97

Bronte Blay 6.04 20.11.97 Elivia Comer 7.12 08.08.96

Paul Micale 6.10 20.11.97 Paula Crinnion 7.35 21.11.96

Phil Parle 6.20 08.08.96 Laila Comer 7.42 20.11.97

Martin Church 6.21 20.11.97 Kirralee Moxham 7.48 20.11.97

1 mile
Dean Simes 4.23 (grass) 24.11.84 Lauren Elms 5.06 19.09.96

Mick Trinca 4.26 (grass) 05.11.82 Teresha Moxham 5.18 19.09.96

Tim Berry 4.26 19.09.96 Karen Blay 5.23 06.10.94

Ben Dubois 4.31 19.09.96 Elivia Comer 5.34 19.09.96

Dylan Forbes 4.31 25.09.97 Bethany Comer 5.39 18.12.97

Robert Battocchio 4.34 18.12.97 Nicky Brown 5.44 (grass) 24.11.84

Russell Chin 4.35 19.09.96 Kerryn McCann 5.44 03.11.94

Mark Everton 4.38 (grass) 24.11.84 Laila Comer 5.47 18.12.97

Bronte Blay 4.38 19.12.96 Paula Crinnion 5.49 19.12.96

Roberto Rojas 4.39 (grass) 24.11.84 Kirralee Moxham 6.03 18.12.97

1500m
David Pomery 4.07 23.02.95 Lauren Elms 4.34 27.11.97

Dylan Forbes 4.07 16.10.97 Vanessa Kearney 4.34 26.02.98

Russell Chin 4.08 16.10.97 Teresha Moxham 4.43 27.11.97

Mathew Moody 4.17 26.02.98 Karen Blay 4.50 17.11.94

Wayne Montefiore 4.18 28.11.96 Elivia Comer 4.56 27.11.97

Bronte Blay 4.18 26.02.98 Bethany Comer 4.57 27.11.97

Paul Micale 4.20 13.03.97 Kirsten Molloy 5.02 27.11.97

Mark Everton 4.28 19.01.95 Paula Crinnion 5.08 09.10.97

Tim Crinnion 4.28 29.01.98 Sue Mulready 5.09 26.02.98

Martin Church 4.29 27.11.97 Alicienne Ross 5.26 03.04.97

1km
David Pomery 2.35 01.12.94 Lauren Elms 2.50 18.09.97

Dylan Forbes 2.35 04.12.97 Vanessa Kearney 2.59 04.12.97

Alan Stacey 2.39 05.12.96 Teresha Moxham 3.01 04.12.97

Bronte Blay 2.42 29.12.94 Karen Blay 3.03 29.12.94

Paul Micale 2.43 05.12.96 Elivia Comer 3.06 05.12.96

Darren Upward 2.43 05.12.96 Bethany Comer 3.10 04.12.97

Mathew Moody 2.48 05.12.96 Paula Crinnion 3.16 20.03.97

Wayne Montefiore 2.49 04.12.97 Laila Crinnion 3.19 05.12.96

Tim Crinnion 2.49 05.12.96 Jeni Greenland 3.29 04.12.97

Andrew Godsman 2.51 04.12.97 Kirralee Moxham 3.30 24.07.97

800m
Dylan Forbes 1.58 09.10.97 Lauren Elms 2.09 13.03.97

David Pomery 1.59 21.01.95 Leanne Wilford 2.13 18.08.94

Russell Chin 2.01 13.03.97 Vanessa Kearney 2.18 05.03.98

Mathew Moody 2.02 09.10.97 Karen Blay 2.21 22.02.96

Bronte Blay 2.04 26.01.95 Teresha Moxham 2.24 03.10.96

Darren Upward 2.05 23.05.96 Bethany Comer 2.25 28.08.97

Tim Crinnion 2.05 08.05.97 Elivia Comer 2.27 10.04.97

Paul Micale 2.05 13.03.97 Alicienne Ross 2.29 08.05.97

Wayne Montefiore 2.06 22.02.96 Paula Crinnion 2.30 13.03.97

Graeme Warren 2.07 23.05.96 Laila Comer 2.34 10.11.94

Ben Dubois 2.07 26.10.95

Alan Stacey 2.07 18.08.94

Andrew Godsman 2.07 13.03.97
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3 Miles (Sheaffes Road, West Dapto)
Open David Pomery 14.26 18/08/90 Kerryn McCann 15.38 6/07/96

0-9 Luke Rayment 21.38 31/05/97

10-14 Kevin Robertson 16.21 18/08/90 Jemma Comer 17.32 18/08/90

15-19 Stephen Locke 14.57 05/07/97 Lauren Elms 17.31 31/05/97

20-24 Rob Battocchio 14.40 05/07/97 Leanne Wilford 17.03 28/05/94

25-29 David Pomery 14.26 18/08/90 Kerryn McCann 15.38 06/07/96

30-34 Steve Mlacic 14.39 18/08/90 Kerryn McCann 16.16 21/03/98

35-39 Mark Everton 15.26 09/07/94 Mary Murison 17.11 18/08/90

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 15.36 30/03/96 Claire Margetson 20.11 18/08/90

45-49 Bill Williamson 16.06 05/04/86 Anneli Laajoki 17.48 18/08/90

50-54 Bill Williamson 16.11 16/04/88 Paula Ryan 19.57 18/08/90

55-59 Bob Squires 17.09 05/07/97 Wendy Bennett 23.44 06/07/96

60-64 Bill Williamson 18.56 22/03/97

65-69 Kevin Raines 21.45 21/03/98

70+ Dave Fleming 23.52 09/07/94

4 Miles (West Dapto)
Open Russell Chin 21.01 22/06/97 Leanne Wilford 24.08 25/06/94

10-14 Peter Bloomfield 30.50 22/06/97 Elivia Comer 27.33 24/06/95

15-19 Russell Chin 21.01 22/06/97 Laila Comer 27.44 24/06/95

20-24 Paul Stuckey 23.54 25/06/94 Leanne Wilford 24.08 25/06/94

25-29 Tim Crinnion 23.08 22/06/97 Lyndal Groom 31.45 22/06/96

30-34 Bronte Blay 21.49 26/06/93 Karen Blay 25.54 22/06/96

35-39 Jeff Dunning 24.13 22/06/97 Lesley Simes 28.27 22/06/97

40-44 Bill Agnew 24.57 25/06/94 Ruth Russell 29.29 24/06/95

45-49 Dave Higgins 24.58 24/06/95 Jenny Comer 33.07 24/06/95

50-54 Jaako Laajoki 23.39 26/06/94 Judy Hindmarsh 32.27 26/06/93

55-59 Bryan Ashton 27.10 24/06/95

8 km (Darkes Rd, West Dapto)
Open David Pomery 24.42 04/07/87 Kerryn McCann 27.45 11/06/94

0-9 Steven Wales 37.28 11/05/91 Brooke Booth 39.43 6/06/91

10-14 Jonathan Hall 26.36 04/07/87 Elivia Comer 31.18 20/08/94

15-19 Tim Berry 27.24 17/08/96 Elivia Comer 32.55 8/06/96

20-24 David Pomery 24.42 04/07/87 Kerryn McCann 30.35 10/06/89

25-29 Mark Everton 25.24 27/04/85 Kerryn McCann 27.45 11/06/94

30-34 Mark Everton 25.45 04/04/92 Karen Blay 31.50 20/08/94

35-39 Roberto Rojas 25.36 11/06/84 Louise Samuel 36.02 8/06/96

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 26.38 08/06/96 Wendy Bennett 34.43 10/08/84

45-49 Bill Williamson 26.51 26/04/86 Anneli Laajoki 33.01 28/04/90

50-54 Bill Williamson 28.32 20/08/88 Paula Ryan 34.42 25/06/88

55-59 Bill Raimond 28.32 14/08/93 Wendy Bennett 41.22 17/08/96

60-64 Bill Raimond 30.38 16/08/97

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 37.56 20/08/94

70+ Dave Fleming 39.38 09/04/94

Kembla Joggers Age Group Road Records
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8 km (Sheaffes Rd, West Dapto)
Open Rob Battocchio 26.50 07/06/97 Suzanne O’Brien 31.07 4/04/98

10-14 Mark Scott 31.58 07/06/97 Melinda Mlacic 36.02 4/04/98

15-19 Mathew Moody 32.10 04/04/98 Lauren Elms 31.48 4/04/98

20-24 Rob Battocchio 26.50 07/06/97 Vanessa Kearney 34.02 4/04/98

25-29 Neil Barnett 29.33 04/04/98 Paula Crinnion 32.50 7/06/97

30-34 Ross Walker 27-46 04/04/98 Karen Blay 32.23 7/06/97

35-39 Phil Parle 27.46 04/04/98 Suzanne O’Brien 31.07 4/04/98

40-44 Chris Stocker 27.17 04/04/98 Ruth Russell 38.00 7/06/97

45-49 Norrie Smith 32.09 07/06/97 Ruth Russell 38.58 4/04/98

50-54 Jim Hennessy 30.53 07/06/97 Linda Cortes 50.23 4/04/98

55-59 Eric Brown 33.36 07/06/97 Helen Ashton 48.42 7/06/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 34.11 07/06/97

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 42.24 07/06/97

10 km (Don’s Farm, West Dapto)
Open Dave Pomery 31.40 10/06/90 Mary Murison 37.43 10/06/90

0-9 Steven Wales 53.42 21/04/91

10-14 Brendan Cato 41.00 22/04/95 Elivia Comer 47.11 22/04/95

15-19 Kevin Robertson 35.18 18/04/92 Elivia Comer 45.51 20/04/96

20-24 John McGrogan 32.08 10/06/90 Cindy Jorgenson 66.21 23/04/94

25-29 Dave Pomery 31.40 10/06/90 Susan Ashcroft 39.16 23/04/94

30-34 Steve Mlacic 32.09 10/06/90 Ann Burns 38.47 23/04/94

35-39 Mark Everton 34.26 22/04/95 Mary Murison 37.43 10/06/90

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 34.13 20/04/96

45-49 Gary Burton 35.39 20/04/96 Claire Margetson 43.29 10/06/90

50-54 Jim Hennessy 38.54 20/04/96 Claire Margetson 50.20 20/04/96

55-59 Bill Williamson 39.17 18/04/92

60-64 Kevin O’Connell 46.02 10/06/92

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 48.37 17/04/93

70+ Dave Fleming 51.53 23/04/94

10 Miles (West Dapto)
Open Mark Everton 52.13 25/05/91 Kerryn McCann 59.02 30/05/92

10-14 Jonathan Hall 62.31 25/05/85

15-19 Russell Chin 57.15 31/05/97 Laila Comer 81.56 1/06/96

20-24 Rob Battocchio 54.15 31/05/97 Nicky Brown 67.55 21/09/85

25-29 Paul Micale 55.36 31/05/97 Kerryn McCann 59.02 30/05/92

30-34 Mark Everton 62.13 25/05/91 Karen Blay 68.51 3/06/95

35-39 Garry Wheeler 56.06 31/05/97 Louise Samuel 74.41 31/05/97

40-44 Chris Stocker 54.48 31/05/97 Wendy Bennett 71.37 21/07/84

45-49 Jim Hennessy 59.00 27/05/89 Anneli Laajoki 63.29 25/05/91

50-54 Bill Raimond 54.29 25/05/91 Claire Margetson 82.09 1/06/96

55-59 Bill Raimond 57.19 29/05/93 Wendy Bennett 83.51 31/05/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 68.11 31/05/97

65-69 Dave Fleming 78.14 25/05/91

Half Marathon
Open Petri Laajoki 72.48 26/05/90 Kerryn McCann 81.08 26/06/93

10-14 Lance Kemp 90.41 26/06/93

15-19 Phil Giles 98.51 25/06/94

20-24 Petri Laajoki 72.48 26/05/90 Tania Potter 87.41 26/05/90

25-29 Petri Laajoki 73.15 24/06/95 Kerryn McCann 81.08 26/06/93

30-34 Mark Everton 73.04 26/06/93 Karen Blay 92.12 22/06/97

35-39 Mark Everton 75.40 22/06/96 Mary Murison 83.46 26/05/90

40-44 Chris Stocker 73.23 22/06/97 Claire Margetson 100.50 26/05/90

45-49 Jim Hennessy 79.03 22/06/91 Claire Margetson 107.40 22/06/91

50-54 Bill Raimond 74.21 26/05/90 Paula Ryan 102.50 26/05/90

55-59 Bill Raimond 77.24 26/06/93

60-64 Kevin O’Connell 99.52 3/07/88

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 109.15 26/06/93

70+ Kevin O’Connell 118.47 22/06/97
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3 Miles (Mt Kembla)
Open Russell Chin 15.14 13/09/97 Karen Blay 18.51 17/09/94

0-9 Rachel Kemp 27.12 13/09/97

10-14 Mathew Moody 17.19 14/09/96 Bethany Comer 19.18 14/09/96

15-19 Russell Chin 15.14 13/09/97 Elivia Comer 19.15 14/09/96

20-24 Andrew Harper 17.31 23/07/94 Bettina Brown 20.23 14/09/96

25-29 Paul Micale 16.17 14/09/96 Lyndal Groom 22.06 20/07/96

30-34 David Pomery 16.03 14/09/96 Karen Blay 18.51 17/09/94

35-39 Mark Everton 16.16 14/09/96 Edy Ognenovski 19.58 13/09/97

40-44 Wendy Esquerro 24.08 17/07/93

45-49 Mike Morath 18.33 17/07/93 Jenny Comer 25.25 18/07/92

50-54 Ronald Perry 22.00 11/09/93 Helen Ashton 27.54 17/07/93

55-59 Ronald Perry 21.06 17/09/94 Helen Ashton 29.21 14/09/96

4 Miles (Mt Kembla)
Open Jonathan Hall 20.50 01/01/97 Anna Schroder 25.39 00/00/79

0-9 Garth Hennessy 31.43 24/06/78

10-14 Jonathan Hall 24.23 27/09/86 Kerryn Hindmarsh 27.01 24/06/78

15-19 Ian Kennerley 21.33 11/06/88 Kirsten Molloy 26.01 01/01/98

20-24 Jonathan Hall 20.50 01/01/97 Trudi Sanders 26.25 01/01/98

25-29 Dave Pomery 21.13 22/07/89 Paula Crinnion 28.00 01/01/97

30-34 Mark Everton 21.19 22/7/89 Karen Blay 27.55 01/01/97

35-39 Jim Hennessy 21.24 24/06/78 Louise Samuel 32.02 01/01/98

40-44 Bill Williamson 22.17 24/06/78 Anneli Laajoki 27.33 11/06/88

45-49 Jim Hennessy 23.49 22/07/89 Wendy Bennett 29.58 11/06/88

50-54 Bill Williamson 25.07 11/06/88 Jenny Comer 33.45 01/01/98

55-59 Bob Squires 24.04 01/01/97 Wendy Bennett 35.16 01/01/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 28.58 01/01/98

7 km (Mt Kembla)
Open Allan Carman 20.53 15/05/93 Kerryn McCann 24.01 18/05/96

0-9 Steven Wales 42.50 03/08/91 Bethany Comer 37.16 16/05/92

10-14 Mathew Moody 26.08 03/08/96 Elivia Comer 28.51 06/08/94

15-19 Rob Battocchio 23.17 16/05/92 Teresha Moxham 26.33 02/08/97

20-24 Rob Battocchio 22.32 15/05/93 Tania Potter 28.04 03/08/91

25-29 Allan Carman 20.53 15/05/93 Kerryn McCann 24.01 18/05/96

30-34 Mark Everton 22.56 1/08/92 Kathy McKenzie 28.35 15/05/93

35-39 Kevin Goodwin 24.10 15/05/93 Mary Murison 27.06 12/05/90

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 24.24 18/05/96 Debbie Cummings 32.52 03/08/96

45-49 Denis Webb 26.13 18/05/96 Claire Margetson 32.01 12/05/90

50-54 Bob Squires 25.42 18/05/96 Paula Ryan 32.37 12/05/90

55-59 Bill Williamson 26.29 16/05/92 Wendy Bennett 36.41 02/08/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 29.15 02/08/97

65-69 Dave Fleming 34.15 03/08/91

70+ Dave Fleming 36.12 31/07/93

10 km Cross Country (Mt Kembla)
Open Ben Dubois 31.02 03/05/97 Kerryn McCann 35.36 02/05/92

10-14 Kane Johns 37.08 08/06/91 Elivia Comer 45.11 07/05/94

15-19 Russell Chin 32.01 03/05/97 Laila Comer 41.34 01/05/93

20-24 Ben Dubois 31.02 03/05/97 Tania Potter 38.48 02/05/92

25-29 David Kirton 33.22 07/05/94 Kerryn McCann 35.36 02/05/92

30-34 Mark Everton 33.16 01/05/93 Kathy McKenzie 41.05 01/05/93

35-39 Garry Wheeler 34.02 03/05/97 Hilary Winchester 42.11 01/05/91

40-44 Chris Stocker 34.03 03/05/97 Claire Margetson 45.49 01/09/90

45-49 Wayne Montefiore 36.37 02/05/98 Anneli Laajoki 40.27 01/09/90

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 37.42 03/05/97 Paula Ryan 46.42 01/09/90

55-59 Bill Williamson 38.07 02/05/92 Wendy Bennett 55.13 03/05/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 42.04 03/05/97

65-69 Dave Fleming 47.56 01/05/93

70+ Dave Fleming 52.01 07/05/94
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7 Miles (Mt Kembla)
Open Steve Mlacic 37.10 3/09/88 Lorraine Davis 41.35 24/11/93

10-14 Lance Kemp 46.39 12/09/92 Elivia Comer 59.01 17/09/94

15-19 Simon Suters 37.31 3/09/88 Kirsten Molloy 48.28 13/09/97

20-24 Ben Dubois 39.02 13/09/97 Tania Potter 49.43 14/09/91

25-29 Steve Mlacic 37.10 3/09/88 Lorraine Davis 41.35 24/11/93

30-34 Mark Everton 37.44 7/10/89 Louise Samuel 49.23 12/09/93

35-39 Gary Wheeler 39.54 13/09/97 Hilary Winchester 49.02 7/10/89

40-44 Chris Stocker 39.11 13/09/97 Anneli Laajoki 47.28 3/09/88

45-49 Denis Webb 43.08 14/09/96 Wendy Bennett 52.20 3/09/88

50-54 Bill Williamson

Bill Raimond 43.27 3/09/88 Paula Ryan 52.29 3/09/88

55-59 Bill Raimond 41.49 11/09/93 Wendy Bennett 60.26 13/09/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 46.42 13/09/97

65-69 Joe Novy 52.09 12/9/92

70+ Kevin O’Connell 64.05 13/09/97

9 Miles (Mt Kembla)
Open Roberto Rojas 48.28 Anna Schroder 58.13

10-14 Anton Cattuna 56.34 23/07/88 Elivia Comer 70.35 23/07/94

15-19 Simon Suters 50.23 23/07/88 Elivia Comer 63.09 19/07/97

20-24 Ben Dubois 49.14 19/07/97 Nicky Brown 62.45 5/07/86

25-29 Mark Everton 50.36 23/07/88 Kerryn McCann 59.39 18/07/92

30-34 Mark Everton 49.15 18/07/92 Karen Blay 61.44 23/07/94

35-39 Jim Hennessy 50.32 24/11/77 Louise Samuel 68.01 20/07/96

40-44 Chris Stocker 50.24 20/07/96 Anneli Laajoki 64.24 23/07/88

45-49 Jim Hennessy 51.08 1/08/87 Paula Ryan 63.14 27/10/84

50-54 Bill Williamson 55.39 23/07/88 Paula Ryan 68.35 2/09/89

55-59 Bill Raimond 53.50 17/07/93 Wendy Bennett 78.31 19/07/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 63.50 19/07/97

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 76.51 17/07/93

70+ Kevin O’Connell 81.42 17/07/97

8 km Cross Country (Cataract Scout Park)
Open Ben Dubois 25.49 19/04/97 Suzanne O’Brien 31.24 18/04/98

15-19 Russell Chin 27.39 19/04/97 Lauren Elms 31.57 18/04/98

20-24 Ben Dubois 25.49 19/04/97 Vanessa Kearney 32.56 18/04/98

25-29 Rob Battocchio 26.22 18/04/98 Paula Crinnion 33.08 18/04/98

30-34 Dave Pomery 27.40 19/04/97 Leesa Bennett 39.02 19/04/97

35-39 Gary Wheeler 28.34 19/04/97 Suzanne O’Brien 31.24 18/04/98

40-44 Chris Stocker 28.45 19/04/97 Christine Wales 53.07 19/04/97

45-49 Peter Evans 29.16 18/04/98 Jacki Dettman 47.25 18/04/98

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 31.25 19/04/97 Christine Hall 40.46 19/04/97

55-59 Eric Brown 33.29 19/04/97 Wendy Bennett 45.23 19/04/97

60-64 Kevin Raines 36.05 19/04/97

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 43.04 19/04/97
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10 km Cross Country (Cordeaux Dam)
Open Mark Everton 33.42 29/08/92 Louise Samuel 42.51 29/08/92

10-14 Adrian Ward 42.12 28/08/93 Corina Ward 79.37 28/08/93

15-19 Julian Fitzpatrick 37.38 3/09/94 Laila Comer 44.22 28/08/93

20-24 Neil Barnett 37.17 31/08/91 Kathleen Bleakley 46.34 2/09/95

25-29 Jim Cotter 34.10 2/09/95 Minna Zoretic 44.42 31/08/91

30-34 Mark Everton 33.42 29/08/92 Louise Samuel 42.51 29/08/92

35-39 Garry Wheeler 34.14 2/09/95 Louise Samuel 48.48 3/09/94

40-44 Chris Stocker 34.30 2/09/95 Ros Perry 56.17 2/09/95

45-49 Andrew Krajewski 36.52 2/09/95 Anneli Laajoki 43.21 31/08/91

50-54 Jim Hennessy 37.59 28/08/93 Wendy Bennett 50.25 29/08/92

55-59 Kevin Raines 40.55 31/08/91

60-64 Joe Novy 49.50 31/08/91

65-69 Joe Novy 49.00 29/08/92

70+ Dave Fleming 52.17 28/08/93

5 km Cross Country (Puckey’s Reserve)
Open Jonathan Hall 15.33 18/12/96 Kerryn McCann 16.52 16/03/96

0-9 David Gregory 23.52 11/03/95 Rachelle Kemp 33.16 16/12/97

10-14 Brendan Cato 19.13 11/03/95 Elivia Comer 19.34 11/03/95

15-19 Stuart Perry 16.31 16/03/96 Kirsten Molloy 19.01 16/12/97

20-24 Jonathan Hall 15.33 18/12/96 Trudi Sanders 19.22 16/12/97

25-29 Murray Smith 16.07 16/03/96 Kerryn McCann 16.52 16/03/96

30-34 Mark Everton 17.12 23/02/94 Karen Blay 19.23 8/03/97

35-39 Andrew Lloyd 16.17 11/03/95 Suzanne O’Brien 18.42 3/07/98

40-44 Chris Stocker 17.04 3/07/98 Ros Perry 26.32 16/03/96

45-49 Gary Burton 17.22 16/03/96 Jenny Comer 25.45 11/03/95

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 18.17 16/12/97 Jenny Comer 24.28 16/12/97

55-59 Bob Squires 18.00 3/07/98 Wendy Bennett 26.14 18/12/96

60-64 Brian Mannix 20.53 16/03/96

65-69 Kevin O’Connell 25.48 8/03/97

70+ Kevin O’Connell 29.47 3/07/98

5 km (Stuart Park)
Open Ben Dubois 15.40 21/02/96 Lorraine Davis 17.50 10/11/93

10-14 Jarred Poppett 18.54 24/02/98 Melinda Mlacic 20.49 24/02/98

15-19 Russell Chin 15.43 4/11/97 Lauren Elms 19.06 4/11/97

20-24 Ben Dubois 15.40 21/02/96 Trudi Sanders 19.11 24/02/98

25-29 Paul Micale 16.38 24/02/98 Lorraine Davis 17.50 10/11/93

30-34 Craig Williams 17.39 13/12/95 Ann Burns 18.30 15/12/93

35-39 Mark Everton 16.58 6/11/96 Suzanne O’Brien 19.12 24/02/98

40-44 Rowan Allnut 17.09 13/12/95

45-49 Peter Evans 17.46 24/02/98 Joan Rogers 25.35 22/02/95

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 18.23 4/11/97 Claire Margetson 24.10 4/11/97

55-59 Bob Squires 17.35 6/11/96 Wendy Bennett 23.53 4/11/97

60-64 Brian Mannix 21.10 6/11/96
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5 km Cross Country (Mt Kembla Ring Track) 
Open Mark Everton 17.27 29/11/95 Cassie Trewin 23.52 2/12/97

10-14 Richard Hill 25.35 30/11/94

15-19 Mathew Moody 17.47 4/12/96 Kirsty Unsworth 27.07 4/12/96

20-24 Ben Dubois 17.29 29/11/95 Cassie Trewin 23.52 2/12/97

25-29 Garth Hennessy 18.06 29/11/95

30-34 David Pomery 17.53 4/12/96

35-39 Mark Everton 17.27 29/11/95 Kym Batten 27.19 29/11/95

40-44 Steve Matthews 18.16 4/12/96

45-49 Peter Evans 18.28 2/12/97 Linda Cortes 37.02 29/11/95

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 19.00 2/12/97 Claire Margetson 26.13 2/12/97

55-59 Ron Perry 23.21 30/11/94

60-65 Bruce Medley 24.43 2/12/97

5 km (Hill 60 Challenge, Port Kembla)
Open Andrew Lloyd 18.51 15/01/97 Suzanne O’Brien 22.00 13/01/98

10-14 Mathew Moody 22.08 10/01/96 Melinda Mlacic 26.14 13/01/98

15-19 Mathew Moody 20.04 13/01/98 Anne Higgins 29.25 15/01/97

20-24 Paul Hellier 19.27 15/01/97 Trudi Sanders 22.20 13/01/98

25-29 Paul Micale 19.27 13/01/98 Paula Crinnion 24.15 15/01/97

30-34 Ross Walker 19.06 13/01/98 Karen Blay 22.52 15/01/97

35-39 Andrew Lloyd 18.51 15/01/97 Suzanne O’Brien 22.00 13/01/98

40-44 Chris Stocker 18.55 13/01/98

45-49 Peter Evans 20.04 13/01/98 Ros Perry 31.20 13/01/98

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 21.12 13/01/98 Claire Margetson 30.36 15/01/97

55-59 Eric Brown 24.49 13/01/98

60-64 Brian Mannix 25.21 13/01/98

6 km (Croome Rd, Albion Park)
Open Ben Dubois 20.05 7/02/96 Suzanne O’Brien 22.43 10/02/98

10-14 Mathew Moody 25.53 7/02/96

15-19 Mathew Moody 20.46 10/02/98

20-24 Ben Dubois 20.05 7/02/96 Laila Comer 26.06 10/02/98

25-29 Andrew Godsman 20.54 10/02/98 Paula Crinnion 32.28 7/02/96

30-34 David Pomery 21.47 12/02/97

35-39 Mark Owen 22.59 7/02/96 Suzanne O’Brien 22.43 10/02/98

40-44 Steve Matthews 22.33 10/02/98

45-49 Peter Evans 21.15 10/02/98

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 22.21 10/02/98 Claire Margetson 29.33 10/02/98

55-59 Bob Squires 21.42 10/02/98

60-65 Brian Mannix 26.19 10/02/98

5 km (Illawarra Yacht Club)
Open Andrew Lloyd 16.03 29/01/97 Kirsten Molloy 18.02 18/11/97

0-9 David Gregory 23.13 15/11/95

10-14 Brendan Cato 17.47 18/11/97 Melinda Mlacic 21.15 27/01/98

15-19 Stephen Locke 16.45 29/01/97 Kirsten Molloy 18.02 18/11/97

20-24 Ben Dubois 16.09 15/11/95 Klara Favaloro 22.27 29/01/97

25-29 Paul Micale 16.55 29/01/97 Paula Crinnion 19.47 29/01/97

30-34 David Pomery 17.24 24/01/96 Diane Birch 24.34 20/11/96

35-39 Andrew Lloyd 16.03 29/01/97 Louise Samuel 21.48 16/11/94

40-44 Chris Stocker 16.38 18/11/97 Jill Hayman 24.46 15/11/95

45-49 Gary Burton 16.57 24/01/96 Joan Rogers 24.52 8/02/95

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 18.04 18/11/97 Claire Margetson 23.43 18/11/97

55-59 Bob Squires 17.57 27/01/98

60-64 Brian Mannix 21.05 20/11/96



1 hour run
Open Bill Williamson 18km 108m 27.10.82 Anna Schroder 15km 191m 14.11.80

15-19 Mathew Moody 16km 362m 25.9.97 Leesa Bennett 11km 278m 15.10.82

20-24 Ian Johnston 17km 552m 24.1179 Anna Schroder 15km 191m 14.11.80

25-29 Ross Walker 16km 915m 25.9.97

30-34 Roberto Rojas 17km 350m 15.10.82

35-39 Paul Dignam 17km 771m 27.10.82

40-44 Jim Hennessy 17km 190m 27.10.82 Paula Ryan 12km 885m 15.10.82

45-49 Bill Williamson 18km 108m 27.10.82

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 15km 452m 25.9.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 15km 35m 25.9.97

60-64 Brian Mannix 13km 582m 19.9.96

70-74 Kevin O’Connell 10km 940m 25.9.97

10,000 metres
Open Jonathan Hall 33.06 13.2.97 Klara Favaloro 49.39 5.2.98

15-19 Mathew Moody 37.12 25.9.97

20-24 Jonathan Hall 33.06 13.2.97 Klara Favoloro 49.39 5.2.98

25-29 Ross Walker 34.52 25.9.97

30-34 Mark Everton 34.09 2/94 Robbi Belsito 53.11 8.2.96

35-39 Mark Everton 35.38 16.2.95 Kym Batten 50.22 8.2.96

40-44 Chris Stocker 35.10 5.2.98

45-49 Gary Burton 36.59 8.2.96 Jenny Comer 51.02 5.2.98

50-54 Jim Hennessy 37.54 2/94

55-59 Jim Hennessy 41.41 5.2.98

60-64 Brian Mannix 44.40 8.2.96

70-74 Kevin O’Connell 54.51 25.9.97

5000 metres
Open Russell Chin 15.51 8.5.97 Kerryn McCann 16.13 8.12.93

10-14 Greg Hatfield 16.40 18.8.94 Elivia Comer 20.16 10.11.94

15-19 Russell Chin 15.51 8.5.97 Kirsten Molloy 18.32 5.3.98

20-24 Robert Battocchio 15.54 15.9.94 Trudi Sanders 19.11 6.11.97

25-29 Paul Micale 16.09 10.4.97 Kerryn McCann 16.13 8.12.93

30-34 David Pomery 15.59 9.5.96 Ann Burns 18.57 8.12.93

35-39 M.Everton/P.Parle 16.13 7.12.95/26.3.98 Louise Samuel 21.39 4.7.96

40-44 Rowan Allnutt 16.26 22.2.96

45-49 Gary Burton 17.08 22.2.96 Jenny Comer 23.37 18.8.94

50-54 Bob Squires 17.25 20.6.96 Jenny Comer 23.14 23.10.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 19.23 22.1.98 Helen Ashton 26.59 14.8.97

70-74 Kevin O’Connell 25.42 28.8.97

Kembla Joggers Age Group Track Records
As at 30.4.98
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Please note, these records are for registered members of

Kembla Joggers only, in events conducted by Kembla

Joggers. Therefore, athletes who compete with Kembla Joggers,

but who are not registered, are not included in records. Many

Kembla Joggers have recorded times much faster than those

recorded below, in state and national races.
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3000 metres
Open Stephen Locke 8.55 5.3.98 Kerryn McCann 9.18 17.11.94

10-14 Greg Hatfield 9.25 25.8.94 Bethany Comer 10.55 23.10.97

15-19 Stephen Locke 8.55 5.3.98 Teresha Moxham 9.55 1.5.97

20-24 Ben Dubois 9.01 5.9.96 Vanessa Kearney 10.24 10.7.97

25-29 Paul Micale 9.11 29.5.97 Kerryn McCann 9.18 17.11.94

30-34 Dylan Forbes 9.00 10.7.97 Karen Blay 10.34 6.2.97

35-39 Mark Everton 9.17 29.12.94 Louise Samuel 12.21 25.7.96

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 9.26 24.10.96 Annelise Laajoki 12.35 (grass) 1986

45-49 Gary Burton 9.53 27.6.96 Jenny Comer 14.27 27.4.95

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 10.22 3.4.97 Jenny Comer 13.17 17.7.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 11.04 29.1.98 Helen Ashton 15.18 16.1.97

60-64 Kevin Raines 13.06 25.7.96

70+ Kevin O’Connell 14.58 21.8.97

2000 metres
Open R. Battocchio/T.Berry 5.49 21.11.96/20.11.97 Lauren Elms 6.38 5.6.97

12-14 Mathew Moody 6.01 20.11.97 Bethany Comer 7.00 13.11.97

15-19 Tim Berry 5.49 20.11.97 Lauren Elms 6.38 5.6.97

20-24 David Comer 6.25 8.8.96 Vanessa Kearney 7.04 20.11.97

25-29 Paul Micale 6.10 20.11.97 Paula Crinnion 7.35 21.11.96

30-34 Bronte Blay 6.04 20.11.97 Karen Blay 6.56 8.8.96

35-39 Phil Parle 6.20 8.8.96

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 5.56 21.11.96

45-49 Peter Evans 6.29 20.11.97

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 6.39 20.11.97 Jenny Comer 8.34 25.12.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 7.14 20.11.97 Helen Ashton 10.04 20.11.97

1 mile
Open Dean Simes 4.23 (grass) 1986 Lauren Elms 5.06 19.9.96

10-14 Troy Upward 5.28 19.12.96 Lauren Elms 5.14 25.8.94

15-19 Tim Berry 4.26 19.9.96 Lauren Elms 5.06 19.9.96

20-24 Mick Trinca 4.26 (grass) 5.11.82 Nicky Brown 5.44 (grass) 1986

25-29 Dean Simes 4.23 1986 Paula Crinnion 5.49 19.12.96

30-34 Dylan Forbes 4.31 25.9.97 Karen Blay 5.23 6.10.94

35-39 Roberto Rojas 4.38 (grass) 24.11.84

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 4.42 18.12.97 Wendy Bennett 5.58 24.11.84

Jim Hennessy 4.47 (grass) 5.11.82

45-49 Bill Williamson 4.52 (grass) 5.11.82

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 5.12 19.12.96 Jenny Comer 6.57 18.12.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 5.44 18.12.97 Helen Ashton 7.40 19.12.96

60-64 Michael Hickman 7.28 18.12.97

70+ Kevin O’Connell 7.57 18.12.97

1500 metres
Open D.Pomery/D.Forbes 4.07 23.2.95/16.10.97 L.Elms/V.Kearney 4.34 27.11.97/26.6.98

10-14 Brendan Cato 4.37 27.11.97 Lauren Elms 4.42 17.11.94

15-19 Russell Chin 4.08 16.10.97 Lauren Elms 4.34 27.11.97

20-24 Ben Dubois 4.29 5.9.96 Vanessa Kearney 4.34 26.2.98

25-29 Paul Micale 4.20 13.3.97 Paula Crinnion 5.08 9.10.97

30-34 D.Pomery/D.Forbes 4.07 23.2.95/16.10.97 Karen Blay 4.50 17.11.94

35-39 Phil Parle 4.31 26.2.98 Louise Samuel 6.04 6.3.97

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 4.16 Ros Perry 7.15 8.12.93

45-49 Gary Burton 4.40 29.2.96

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 4.49 27.11.97 Wendy Bennett 6.26 2/94

55-59 Eric Brown 5.09 6.3.97 Helen Ashton 7.22 28.11.96

60-64 Brian Mannix 5.44 29.2.96

65-60 Joe Novy 6.25 2/94

70+ Kevin O’Connell 7.11 27.11.97
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1000 metres
Open D.Pomery/D.Forbes 2.35 1.12.94/4.12.97 Lauren Elms 2.50 18.9.97

12-14 Bethany Comer 3.10 4.12.97

15-19 Darren Upward 2.43 5.12.96 Lauren Elms 2.50 18.9.97

20-24 Andrew Godsman 2.51 4.12.97 Vanessa Kearney 2.59 4.12.97

25-29 Paul Micale 2.43 5.12.96 Paula Crinnion 3.16 20.3.97

30-34 D.Pomery/D.Forbes 2.35 1.12.94/4.12.97 Karen Blay 3.03 29.12.94

35-39 J.Dunning/P.Parle 2.56 5.12.96/4.12.97

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 2.49 4.12.97

45-49 Peter Evans 3.00 4.12.97

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 3.01 5.12.96 Jenny Comer 4.07 4.12.97

55-59 Jim Hennessy 3.20 4.12.97 Helen Ashton 4.38 5.12.96

60-64 Michael Hickman 4.30 4.12.97

70+ Kevin O’Connell 4.37 4.12.97

800 metres
Open Dylan Forbes 1.58 9.10.97 Lauren Elms 2.09 13.3.97

10-14 Troy Upward 2.27 6.6.96 Lauren Elms 2.15 22.12.94

15-19 Russell Chin 2.01 13.3.97 Lauren Elms 2.09 13.3.97

20-24 Andrew Godsman 2.07 13.3.97 Leanne Wilford 2.13 18.8.94

25-29 Paul Micale 2.05 13.3.97 Paula Crinnion 2.30 13.3.97

30-34 Dylan Forbes 1.58 9.10.97 Karen Blay 2.21 22.2.96

35-39 Mark Everton 2.12 22.12.94 Tracy Cannon 2.42 5.3.98

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 2.06 22.2.96 Wendy Bennett 2.49 26.11.82

45-49 Gary Burton 2.19 22.2.96 Ros Perry 3.11 8.1.97

50-54 Vince O’Dwyer 2.28 12.9.96 Jenny Comer 3.14 8.1.97

55-59 Eric Brown 2.31 22.12.94 Noreen Parrish 2.56 2/94

60-64 Brian Mannix 2.52 22.2.96

600 metres
Open Chris Morton 1.24 (grass) 1986 Lauren Elms 1.32 9.10.97

D.Forbes/D.Pomery 1.24 11.12.97

12-14 Troy Upward 1.40 12.12.96 Bethany Comer 1.42 11.12.97

15-19 Mathew Moody 1.28 11.12.97 Lauren Elms 1.32 9.10.97

20-24 A.Godsman/D.Comer 1.33 12.12.96 Vanessa Kearney 1.40 11.12.97

Lesley Simes 1.42 (grass) 1986

25-29 Paul Micale 1.30 11.12.97 Paula Crinnion 1.53 12.12.96

30-34 D.Forbes/D.Pomery 1.24 11.12.97 Karen Blay 1.42 18.1.96

35-39 Chris Morton 1.24 (grass) 1986

40-44 Frank Hungerford 1.37 22.1.98

45-49 Peter Evans 1.40 11.12.97

50-54 Andrew Krajewski 1.43 12.12.96 Jenny Comer 2.17 11.12.97

55-59 Eric Brown 1.52 22.1.98 Helen Ashton 2.32 12.12.96

60-64 Michael Hickman 2.26 11.12.97

70+ Kevin O’Connell 2.38 11.12.97

400 metres
Open David Pomery 52.80 6.3.97 Lauren Elms 58.12 6.3.97

10-14 Bethany Comer 67.46 26.2.98

15-19 Darren Upward 54.58 26.2.98 Lauren Elms 58.12 6.3.97

20-24 Leanne Wilford 59.66 25.8.94

25-29 Andrew Godsman 56.23 26.2.98 Paula Crinnion 68.00 6.3.97

30-34 David Pomery 53.47 23.2.95 Karen Blay 62.57 29.2.96

35-39 Frank Hungerford 59.77 23.2.95 Tracy Cannon 71.49 26.2.98

40-44 Wayne Montefiore 57.57 26.2.98 Annelise Laajoki 77.51 (grass) 1986

45-49 Eric Brown 60.92 (grass) 1986

50-54 Vince O’Dwyer 66.61 6.3.97 Noreen Parrish 70.38 2/94

55-59 Eric Brown 63.27 6.3.97 Noreen Parrish 69.60 6.3.97
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3 miles (grass)
Open Chris Morton 15.49 8.10.82 Paula Ryan 19.05 8.10.82

10-14 Damian Mannix 21.19 8.10.82

15-19 David Pomery 17.26 8.10.82

25-29 Caroline Vaughan 19.28 8.10.82

30-34 Chris Morton 15.49 8.10.82

40-44 Jim Hennessy 15.56 8.10.82 Paula Ryan 19.05 8.10.82

45-49 Brian Mannix 18.45 8.10.82

60-64 Roy Mitchell 24.08 8.10.82

8 km (grass)
Open Bill Williamson 29.59 1986 (45-49)

Annelise Laajoki 34.39 1986 (40-44)

6 miles (grass)
Open Scott Burdett 31.17 10.9.82 Paula Ryan 41.24 10.9.82

15-19 Ross Burrell 36.04 10.9.82

25-29 Dave Schroder 36.51 10.9.82

30-34 Chris Morton 32.17 10.9.82

40-44 Col Tinsley 34.18 10.9.82 Paula Ryan 41.24 10.9.82

45-49 Bill Williamson 32.57 10.9.82

50-54 Tony McDonald 39.12 10.9.82

60-64 Roy Mitchell 50.00 10.9.82

200 metres
Open Andrew Godsman 25.20 13.3.97 Karen Blay 28.13 22.2.97

10-14 Scott Dent 26.1

15-19 Darren Upward 26.08 5.3.98 Elivia Comer 30.43 5.3.98

20-24 Andrew Godsman 25.20 13.3.97

25-29 Andrew Godsman 25.74 5.3.98 Paula Crinnion 30.90 13.3.97

30-34 Bronte Blay 25.47 2/94 Karen Blay 28.13 22.2.96

35-39 Gary Howard 26.70 13.3.97

40-44 Steve Matthews 26.60 22.2.96

45-49 Ken Challinor 26.50 5.3.98

50-54 Vince O’Dwyer 31.02 22.2.96 Noreen Parrish 29.03 2/94

55-59 Bruce Medley 32.76 2/94 Noreen Parrish 30.60 13.3.97

60-64 Tony McDonald 34.8 2/94

65-69 Joe Novy 38.49 2/94

100 metres
Open Darren Upward 12.04 26.2.98 Lauren Elms 12.70 5.10.95

10-14 Bethany Comer 15.00 26.2.98

15-19 Darren Upward 12.04 26.2.98 Lauren Elms 12.70 5.10.95

25-29 Graeme Warren 12.13 5.10.95

30-34 Gary Howard 12.56 23.2.95 Karen Blay 14.06 23.2.95

35-39 Gary Howard 12.30 20.2.97

40-44 Bill Agnew 13.91 29.2.96

45-49 Ken Challinor 12.44 26.2.98

50-54 Derek Moriarty 15.11 26.2.98 Noreen Parrish 14.30 2/94

55-59 Bryan Ashton 17.02 26.2.98 Noreen Parrish 13.95 26.2.98

65-69 Joe Novy 18.90 2/94

Aust/NZ Athlete’s home on the internet. vanya@ozemail.com.au or Ph: 42376189



NAME 1978 1979 1980 2/1981 12/1981 1982 1983 1984

Bill Williamson 1.34.00 1.35.38 1.31.42 1.36.23 1.38.15
Jim Hennessy 1.34.00 1.38.55 1.32.38 1.42.55 1.39.00 1.38.14 1.43.44 1.36.26
Paul Elliot 1.36.30 1.45.46
Laurie Wells 1.37.00 1.50.46
Paul Dignam 1.39.00
Dave Schroder 1.52.00 1.41.43 1.39.18
Scott Burdett 1.40.00
Garry bell 1.46.00 1.40.11
Jack Laajoki 1.45.00
Col Tinsley 1.54.00 1.54.00 1.46.40 1.46.39 1.42.53
Alex Tolstikoff 2.13.00 2/10/11 2.05.56 2.21.00
S. Holmberg 2.16.00
Tony McMichael 1.39.52 1.37.06
Ian Johnson 1.39.57
John Hansen 1.44.28 1.45.08 1.48.30
MIchael Ganzevoort 1.47.50 1.46.20
Anna Schroder 1.45.59 2.19.15
Brian Mannix 1.54.39 1.49.02 1.49.54
Jim Mcgrath 2.19.00 1.54.17 1.54.54 1.54.58 1.53.56 2.02.12 1.57.24
Rex Burrell 1.54.53 1.57.52 1.52.30
Bob Southall 2.16.59 1.56.47 1.59.53 1.53.58 1.53.13 2.03.15
Pat Lacey 1.56.54
Eric Brown 1.57.59 1.52.23 1.46.44 2.05.08
Bob Klaus 1.57.59
Noel Perry 2.02.00 2.00.57 2.04.20 2.24.26 2.15.00 2.10.00
Bill Johnston 2.00.00
Hartley Thompson 2.01.59
Ray Good 2.02.08 2.05.15 2.04.58 2/10/11 2.05.09
Jenny Ganzevoort 2.02.40 2.07.12 1.54.53
Caroline Vaughan 2.03.27 1.51.56
Brian Lacey 2.09.16
Ian Hallenan 2.12.08
George Ardill 2.12.08
Joe Novy 2.23.40
Roberto Rojas 1.39.21 1.27.41* 1.29.29
Wayne Barry 1.40.32 1.45.39
Dave Barnett 1.45.08 1.49.48 1.41.56
John Hindmarsh 1.48.19
Bill Lawrence 1.51.05 1.52.08
Kevin Raines 1.52.50
Dennis Drabble 1.56.40
Jan Wilton 1.57.16
Peter Brady 2.00.43
Brian Barry 2.04.00 2.10.11
Kerryn Hindmarsh 2.07.12
Chris Drabble 2/11/48
Janice Drabble 2.17.51
Dave Brown 2.19.13 2.07.08 2.09.55 2.12.20
Col Moosdyke 2.19.06
John Ryan 2.10.00
Phillip Treble 2.17.00
Owen Kreillis 2.16.12 2.12.00
Mike Morath 2/10/54
Jurgen Ovens 2.30.24 2.13.15 2.20.04
Ron O’Conner 2.08.51 1.56.10
Alan Mclean 2.05.34 1.52.10
Paula Ryan 2.03.12 1.52.43 1.58.51
Tom Gillis 1.44.54
Mark Causer 1.48.06
Tony Maloney 1.55.26
Jeff Gilroy 1.54.45 2.02.28 1.51.34
Steven O’ Connor 1.57.00
Renee Lambert 1.58.40

Port to Kiama Finishers 1978 – 1984
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NAME 1978 1979 1980 2/1981 12/1981 1982 1983 1984

Pamela Aitken 1.59.14
Mark Smith 2.02.05
Bill Raimond 1.29.58 1.29.00 1.28.52
Noel Derry 1.38.04
Peter Enright 1.49.52 1.43.05 1.39.04
Clyde Poulton 1.50.46 1.43.00
Damien Connolly 1.45.46 1.47.00 1.44.12 1.41.02
Gerald Mutch 1.53 45
Paul Good 1.55.46 1.51.03 1.44.25
Les Davies 2.04.03 1.48.18 1.50.05
Max Aitken 2.04.03
Bill Goodman 2.06.19
Joe Ganzevoort 2.04 53
Ron O’Connor jnr 2.11.01
Bob Davey 2/11/20
Horst Kramer 2/12/41 1.57.29
Mark Hilton 2.17.50 2.04.26
Steve Hilton 2.14.42 2.00.36 1.53.25 1.51.37
NeiL Mckinlay 1.40.39
Terry Coleman 1.43.55 1.39.04 1.42.09
Mladen Perusco 1.45.11 1.35.18
Dave Sykes 1.47.38
Jeff Stalker 1.48.20 1.40.35 1.43.55
Chris Sykes 1.48.47
Eddie Fisher 1.49.00 1.43.08
Jeff Wragg 1.50.00 1.49.29
Ron Vaughan 1.50 27 1.52.25
Wayne Lewis 1.52.03
Warren Gray 1.52.23
Ken Henderson 1.52.51
Steve Hegyi 1.57.52 1.43.10
John Rice 1.57.58
Bill Goodman 2.00.23
Tom Conlin 2.06 00
Peter Bannister 2.07 36
Wendy Bennett 2.10 12 2.08.52 2.04.50
Trevor Finch 2.17.00 2.00.23
Chris Thornton 2.21.50
Stan Sykes 2.22.05
Tim Lawerty 2.24.24
Terry Keene 2.24.30
Tom Jackson 2.25.53
Trevor Adams 2.28.40
Zygmund Zarebski 1.43.07
Dennis Webb 1.44.00
Peter Trad 1.45.06
Wally Bledge 1.46.37 1.45.46
Graham Prior 1.48.35
Ross Mansell 1.48.56
Ernie Hall 1.49.30
Don Munns 1.52.28
Drew Blake 1.53.25
Tony Rodgers 1.59.05
Michael Rodgers 1.59.40
Ole Larsen 2.02.16
Tony Callaghan 2.06.49 2.03.43
Lesley Brown 2.15.02
Leesa Bennett 2.25.59
Tom Jackson 2.44.52
Wayne Thompson 2.54.30
David Pomery 1.29.28
Gill Rutty 1.46.29
Tom Miskelly 1.47.48
Mick Waine 1.50.38
Gorden Groves 2.01.25
Bryan Ashton 2.02.32
Bob Davey 2.09.02
Gerard Hewson (wheelchair) 1.49.52
Note * = Record
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Phil Parle working on Mark Everton.

Ian and Janelle McBarron with Rod and Kym Batten (KJ Relays).

Robbie Belsito, Sharonne Hennessy, Peter Issa and Kevin O’Connell (WInners-KJ Relays).

Petri Laajoki. Bob Scott.

Ray Good. Sally Good.

Lionel Covington, Laila Comer and Brendan Cato, Duathlon Relay winners 1997. Rowan Allnut. Michael Morath.



M
any hours of work have been put into the production of

this magazine by a number of extremely dedicated people.

We would like to thank them all.

In particular we would like to thank Louise Samuel from Graphic

Connection for designing and producing the final document. Her

generosity and advice to the club over many years has always

been an inspiration. The quality of her work speaks for itself.

Thankyou too to all the writers who have been extremely busy

over the last six months searching through club records and piles

of photographs to put together the first ever historical perspective

on the Kembla Joggers. These include Barry Armstrong, Neil

Barnett, Eric Brown, Hazel Brown, Terry Brown, Rex Burrell,

Pasco Coppolaro, Dennis Drabble, Peter Evans, Gary Howard,

Brian Mannix, Ron Perry, Caroline Vaughan and Bill Williamson.

A special thankyou to John Gullick who has managed to keep the

25th Anniversary Committee ticking along. This Committee

included Neil Barnett, Karen Blay, Eric Brown, Hazel Brown,

Jenny Comer, John Gullick, Christine Hall, Jim Hennessy, Robyn

Henry, Peter Issa and Bill Williamson. Well done to you all.

And finally, many thanks to everyone who provided photographs,

and newspaper clippings, particularly Brian Mannix and Nick

Player for lending us their treasured albums, which have certainly

helped to make this a memorable keepsake of the past 25 years of

Kembla Joggers. We hope you enjoy reading the magazine as

much as we have putting it together.

The 25th Anniversary Magazine Committee

Many Thanks to . . . . . 
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THE END



GRAPHIC CONNECTION (02) 4228 0400


